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BELLS.

WEDDING

The home of Mr. and
Howard, No. 3 Belmont Avenue,
r,e Saturday. October 18th, of a

-Howard.

me
wedding, when their only
Myrtle, was united in marriage to
:rkett, only son of Mr. and Mrs.
took place
■mpson. The ceremony

Sturtevant, pastor
;>t church, officiating and using
her
:.g serviie; her father giving
Walter F.

,,'V.

bride

The

crepe de
blouse

t.

becomingly gownchene with cluny lace
was

of filet lace fastened
arl ornament. She wore a wide
.~:ngle sash end and carried a bouie roses and ferns. She was atMiss Alberta Farnham, who wore
chine and carried a bouquet of
Mr. Thompson was attended
ns.
rett F. Tilton of Albion, a cousin of
ver

where

parlor,

The

the ceremony

decorated with white bunting,
and American holly; the bridal
g under an arch of the combinaand holly.
Only the families of

as

a

!

cting parties were present. The
decorations were green and white,
erpiece of white pinks graced the
laid for twelve.
were
-c
covers
:ud. hot rolls, ices, assorted cake and
trved immediately alter thecereHoward was assisted in serving by
awrence of Freedom.The bride’s go-wn was a stylish suit of gray with

»

match. The couple got away from
knowledge of the guests
time to escape a party of young
Ed shoes and confetti, the auto
lake them to Rockland arriving

u

,ih* ut the

the Boston train at

They took

extended trip and on their rein the
eep house for the winter
Both
s M. A. Doe. Cedar street.
mm graduated from the Belfast
r an

J

the class of 1905. The groom
of the University of Maine in

m
,:e

hcon

ancrncrpH for

work in the central and Southern
•ailed home by the illness of his
whom he is associated, in 'lhe
1 fg. Co. The bride had been em..

City National bank, resigning her
The many
before her marriage.
fts they received testified to the
f both bride arm groom and they
.ratulations and best wishes of a

ne

friends.

f

Mr. Samuel Holbrook,
Elmer F. Holbrook of Isle

Royce.
Mrs

a

Royce, daughter

Miss Bertha V.

Flanders of Belfast,

L.

ie

were

17tn, at the home of
Rev. Walter F.
service was used,
attended by the bride’s mother,
'landers, of Belfast. The bride
m., Oct

a

mg clergymen,
’he single ring

ling suit of

blue with black

dark

For the past two summers
.r.d groom have been employed at
lhe bride is a sister of William
tn« well-known photo-play writer,
f the Baptist church,and was the
year of the Young Ladies Social
society. She came here
r.at.

j
|

from Ver,tti have made many friends. The
::es Social Union and her Sunday
resented her with a chafing dish,

five years

about

!

^

keeping at

j

lutor

Ia!
^

r‘-

run

of

Augusta, so that
read. They were all good
Llewellyn Carter,

regiment

f the

may

hMiers.

at

Mass.

.r ornery,

Hart, Belfast.

A.

Vickery, Corporal,

yr'

East

Orrington,

1'utnam, Corporal, Malden, Mass,
ack, Bangor, Me.
urrier, Togus, Me.
arHen, Swanville, Me.
brook, North Orange, Mass,
Mi thews, Lincolnville, Me.
>>odman, Corporal, Argentine Rep.
Logan, Sergeant, White Rock, Mo.
on, Sergeant, Clirtton, Me.
:-<■ y, Sergeant, East Braintree, Mass.
ki-tt, Frankfort, Me.
timer, Montville, Me.

ij
■il"

I

j

|s

i

1
5

ton, Belfast,

\l

in

j

urtis, Soldier, Morrill, Me.
Sergeant, Belfast, Me.
b.tcomb, Searsport,

|j

,-b rn,

I

ings, Lynn,
'■n

Mass.

Carter, Sergt.

Co.

H,

2nd Me.

Montgomery,
a

Mass.
Ordrrlu Ser^t and 2nd Lieut..

Me.
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VILLE CENTER.
i-.lia Pottle returned

of the severest

fever,

cases

known,developed

one

and af-

quite three weeks illness he passed into
the unknown although
everything that loving
ter not

hearts and kind hands could do was done. He
was unable to recognize his
loved ones only
the first day after arriving home. The death
of this enterprising young man is a cross
that
is very hard for his parents to bear as but
a

taught

I

of Belfast.

The News

Hudson and Irish Bend, after
offered a commission, but preferred to remain in the ranks. The funeral services
were held at his late home Saturday afternoon, Sept. 20th, Rev. Harold G. Booth of the
Brooks Congregational church, officiating.
tles

of

Port

which he

was

The Toledo, Ohio, Times publisl ed the fol-

Hallowe’en supper and dance, with music by
at Seaside Grange Hall,
!
October 30th.

Keyes orchestra,

The sewing circle of the Women’s Hospital
Aid will meet in Room 2, Masonic Temple

Friday afternoon

at 2

o’clock.

the regular meeting of the Sons of Veterans next Monday evening there will be drill
work. All members are requested to be pres-

lowing appreciative

note

on

the

passing

A few hours ago the news came that William
J. Colburn had passed from our midst. The
big noisy town did not pause in its activities.
It raced on like other cities that forget the
men who helped to build them.
Yet here and there rnen and women heard
of the man’s passing, and bowed their heads
for a little time at the thought, and let their
minds journey back to William Colburn’s active days. The memories of those times are
fine and good.
I like to think that William Colburn is not
Such

men

do

not pass

wholly

from

us

Their spirit stays and helps to lead men to the
higher plateaus of life. Words that the man
lias uttered to his friends will remain always,
He brought the
for they were helpful words.
He saw the
best out of those whom he knew.
good in men. He was one of those who worked
to hold up a high standard in the commercial
circles of Toledo; and it was so in sports, and
And
in all things with which he had to do.
people have always said of William Colburn:

s.
J
‘‘His hands are clean.”
The Toledo Blade says of Mr. Colburn that
“for nearly 40 years he was a leader in business circles as well as in the social and club
life of Toledo;” and that “his genial disposition as well as his fine character gave him
high rank in the commercial life of the city,
and he leaves a wide circle of business

friends.”
Jane, widow of the late Elisha Achorn of
Belmont, died very suddenly Thursday morning, October 16th, at the home of her daughFranklin
ter, Mrs. Frank I. Wilson, corner of
and Charles streets. Mrs. Achorn was born in
Washington, Maine, the daughter of the late
Edmund and Ruth Hubbard Cunningham. Her
In her
was 75 years, 6 months and 2 days.
early life Bhe married Mr. Achorn of Washington and they later moved to Belmont, where
they lived many years and where her husband
died.

She

had been

an

Monday and

were

largely

morrow,

attend-

The

invalid for many years,

suffering occasionally from severe ill turns
caused by organic heart trouble, but had seemed better of late and was about the house as
usual when the end came without warning.
She possessed an excellent character, a lovable
redisposition and her memory as mother is
vered and cherished by her surviving daughBelters: Mrs. Laura A Pease, matron at the
fast Home for Aged Women, Carrie A., wife
A.
of Frank I. Wilson of Belfast, Mrs. Mabel
Sanderson and Mrs. Lillian A. Green of East
of
Gardner, Mass., and Mrs. Annie A. Morse
fuCamden; all of whom were present at the
at 9
neral, which took place Saturday morning
ofo’clock. Rev. Arthur A. Blair. Universalist
Emma
ficiating. One sister also survives, Mrs.
famFish of Union. The interment was in the

ily lot in Belmont.
c...—■
Mr. Eli Whitcomb, a wen respecieu
after a
died at his home in Waldo, Sept. 27th,
64 years.
brief illneBS caused by paralysi.-. aged
SimHe was a son of Benjamin ar.d Orinda
of
mons Whitcomb ar.d passed the greater part
born and
his life in the town w here he was
Mrs. Sarah
died. He is survived by one siBter,
Ambrose
Bucklin of Brooks; by two brothers,
The deof Thomaston and Koscoe of Waldo.
e.
home
his
plai
to
moat
ceased was
loyal
as selectman,
had served the town of Waldo

dam

for

the

additional

ly completed and

Maine General hospital, Bangor.
Mr.
Washburn was well known in Belfast as an
expert machinist. For several years he was
with the Duplex Roller Bushing Co and iater
with John Rogers in his machine sh-. p in lower
Later he went to the Bath Iron
Main stree
Works
Mi. Washburn was in Belfast only
about a week before his death and seemed then
He was a native of
to be in his usnal health.
ern

Nov. If th.

before it

PEARL BROOK

FARM,

BELFAST.

long be

>n

known

j

as

attention. This is Pearl Brook Farm owned by
Mr. Maitland B. Smith of Hartford, Conn.,
and Belfast. It was originally three farms,
one the Smith homestead, is in a valley with a
stream running through it that, furnishes
water for all farm pui poses, and the soil is
ago the
tfofti stones.
writer visited Pearl Brook Farm and wrote it
up at some length, but this year, in lieu of
personal observation, has only a few nttes to
pifebent. One hundred and twenty-five acres
were planted with potatoes this season s id the
early ones were marketed at $1 per u ishel.
or

more

New Advertisements.
1

of Rexall

goods

at the

See notice

City Drug

of sale

Store from

Saturday morning Oct. 25th to closing time
Saturday Nov. 1st—also advt. of the Harmony Hair Beautifier... .The R^gal shoes for

tobacco has given tfelfas. a new industry, a ; women, sold at The Dinsmore Store, authoror ! ized Regal agents, have a distinctive air that
cigar factory that will employ one hundred
A few v eeks ago the Pearl Makes them look worth more than twice their
hands.
more
Brook cigar, made from home grown tobacco, ! cost. You will also find at The Dinsmore Store,
exclusive local agents, the celebrated Holewas placed on the market and proved a winner
Carle & Jones have just
proof stockings
It is made by Mr. Frank M. Bailey, who for
received a new invoice of pure aluminum
several years has manufactured the popular
Seth Bullock cigar, but finding the demand in I ware, every piece guaranteed-The H. L.
Whitten Co. have good coffee at 22 to 38 cent?,
excess of his facilities Mr. Smith has leased,
with the option of buying, the former Dana I and their 28 cent blend is hard to beat.... Now
building at the foot of Main street and with 1 is the time to buy blankets. The annual

Med-

|
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^

J
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Be*ut‘fu^

....

friends..

„..

^

^

-_

with

the construction

Friday
several months’ visit with Miss
Dorothy Blakein
ly
Lynn, Muss., and friends in Somerville,

rr...

iwuiiisucr

visa-

Miss Inez L. Barker visited Belfast friends
last Saturday when on her way to her home in
Center Montville after a three weeks’ case at
Dark Harbor.

Joplin, Mo., is moving for a new charter and
Joplin News-Herald mentions among the

the

well known citizens and taxpayers in favor of
it Capt. Marion Staples.

Mrs. Sarah Otis and daughter Margaret and
Miss Mary McNeil of Oakland were called to
Belfast last Friday by the death of Mrs. Arthur
H. Staples in Belmont.

which

Mrs. Mabel Sanderson and daughter Ruby
The Ladies Aid of West Northport held their and Mrs. Lillian Green of East Gardner, Mass.,
annual meeting, Oct. 7th, with Mrs. J. R. Hurd. ailived Friday, caiied here by the death of
The election of offiders resulted as follows: their mother, Mrs Jane Achorn.
Dr. B. P. Hurd of Waterville, who was inPresident, Mrs. P. G. Hurd; Vice President,
Mrs. Frank Beach; Secretary, Mrs. Irvin O. jured recently in an auto accident, had sufHills; treasurer, Mrs. W. H. Moffitt. The so- ficiently recovered so that he was able to be at
ciety has had a busy year, having held numer- his office a portion of last Saturday.
ous entertainments and sales in the
Mrs. A. P. Goodhue returned last
schoolFriday
house, a Christmas tree, when many children from a two weeks’ visit in Boston. She
was
outside the circle were remembered, a food
accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Brcckbank,
sale at Northport campground, and
meetings who will spend the winter with her.
held weekly when weather conditions permitRev. George G. Winslow of the East Maine
ted.
Through the activities of the society Conference will
spend the fall and winter with
the fund for the erection of a union
chapel his son, George W\ Winslow.
Principal of the
has grown to the sum of $194.32.
State Normal Training School in
Westfield,
The Storm. The two weeks of bad weather Mass.
culminated last Monday night in a soutnw’est
Harry Upton of Portland was a recent
gale and a heavy down-pour of rain. The
guest for several days at the home of Capt. J.
storm was general throughout New
England O. Hayes. He sang solos in the morning and
and in many places telephones and electric
evening services at the Baptist church last
went
out
of
commission
lights
as a result of
Sunday.
broken w ires and other carnage to the lines
Mrs. Etta Stewart Mitchell left
Saturday
Locally we hear of littie or no damage save
for visits in Medford, Mass., and New York
broken limbs of trees and
bringing ungathered before
to
to
going
Toronto, Canada,
spend the
apples to the ground, but the heavy rainfall is
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Margaret
a serious setback to those w?ho had
potatoes Mit-nknll u.n_1J
undug. The electric lights were out tor about
Mrs. Wm. H. Smalley, who is clerking in
20 minutes shortly after 10 p m., due to a
pole the
Woodcock store, is having a two weeks’
on fire on the east side.
It was a cheering
sight to see the sun Tuesday morning and the vacation and will spend part of it in Boston
sunshine, with the strong north wind so dried and vicinity. Mrs. Frank B. Luce :s substituting for her in the store.
the ground that before noon dust was

sweeping

the streets.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace J.

NEWS
The

OF

THE

GRANGES.

ing circle of Megunticook
has been reorganized with

sew

Grange,

County Women’s Literary union entertained the Executive board and chairmen of
the standing committees of the Federation.—

Rockland

L. H. Harvey, Mrs. B. H. Smith,
Mrs. Edward H. Ripley, Mrs. S, C, C. Ward)
Mrs. D. E. Foster, Mrs. A. £i. k. Burfam, Miss
Mabel Dennis and Miss Theresa Gormley.
P evious to the session of the State Grange
Kennebec Pomona conferred the fifth degree
or 12 candlidates.

where they will saii today, Thursday, by the
steamship Ivernia for Naples. They will pass
much of the

coming winter in Rome and

ex-

pect to be abroad about two years.
Cobe left last Thursday, a week
intended, to join Mr. Cobe in
New York and they expected to arrive Sunday
at their home in Chicago. Mrs. Cobe has bet-n
at Bayside five months and Mr. Cobe has
spent
all the time there he could spare from busiucco.

than

«uo.

vuuc

J.’inus

rytrilU

lie

ntUIUclYS

here.
Condon, secretary of the Trentodf
J.t Y. M. C. A., who was injured in the reN. H. and H. R. R.,
cent accident on the N. Y
and had since been in a hospital at Hartford,

Conn.,

County General hospital for treatimproving, but is still suffering
effects of the injury to his back.

He is

from the

Miss Marian M.

ileal, accompanied by Mrs.
Friday for Chicago, where
maid,
Miss Heal will be the guest of Mrs. l obe for
the winter. En route Miss Heal was to make
left

s

member, her fam- I a short visit with her sister in Lexington,
ily a devoted wife and faithful daughter, and Mass. She was also accompanied by Mrs.
i Leroy Paul of Morrill, who was to join her
it
husband in East Greenwich, Conn., where thev
Resolved, That we, the members of Comet will make their home.
Grange, feel deep sorrow in the death of SisMr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons and daughter
ter Bachelder, but we bow in submission to the
returned last Sunday from an
Miss Alice E
will of Him, “who doeth all things well,” and
the
bereaved
extend to
family, in this their auto trip which included visits with relatives
time of sorrow, our heartfelt and sincere sym! in Mercer, Southfield, Norridgewock and
pathy,
They were in Smithfield at the
Resolved, That fcs a token of respect to our Skowhegan.
departed sister that our charter he draped for time of the fire that destroyed the business
thirty days, a copy of these resolutions spread
part of the tow n. Mr. Simmons tried hunting
upon our records, a copy sent to the bereaved
in Lexington Plains, but the rainy weather
family and a copy sent to the local papers for
made it discouraging work. They had but one
publication.
A. T. Nickerson,
Committee
pleasant day on the trip.
faithful

v

on

\ Resolutions

KNOX.

and highly I
his home
Oct. 16th. He had been in failing health for
some time, but was confined to his room only a
few days.... Bert Palmer of Lowell, Mass.,
and Will Palmer of Bath were in town last
week to attend the funeral of their father_
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cunningham of Liberty are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bailey and other
friends....J. C. Aborn of Belfast returned
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H-irtare
home Sunday
rejoicing over the birth of a daughter... .C.
F. Bessey was in Albion and China last week..
Mrs. Gertrude Trask and friend, Mr. Brown of
Albert

Pa'mer,

one

of

our

respected citizens, passed

oldest

away at

—

Pittsfield, were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John Penney....MiBS Emma Blood of Belfast
spent the week-end with her sister, Mrs. Helen
Wentworth.... Mr. and Mrs. O. K. Gordon
have taken another boarder—a boy, Oren K.,
Jr.... Miss Emma Boynton is working for Mrs.
Edna Gordon.

Irom

fcw

a

days' visit

Portland.

in

|

Brown and Mrs. L. F. Maiden will

today, Thursday,

G. H. Stevens of

North Searspoit visited hiaand wife, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Stevens, in
this city recently.

son

Mr.

Joseph Hail has returned

Natick, Mass.,
Al. O. Wilson

heme in

his

to

*isit with Air.

alter a

Mr. Charles E. Bicknell, a well known contractor and builder of this city, who is also
quite largely interested in navigation, has received from Governor Haines an appointment
as member of the Maine delegation to the
Deep Waterways convention to be held at St.
AugUBtine, Florida, the coming winter. His
practical business knowledge and experience
and sound judgment qualify him for doing
valuable work on the commission. The other
members of the Maine delegation are Messrs.
Eliazer Clark of Portland and Henry Lord of

Bangor.—Rockland Opinion.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Whitney left Thursday
night for Fruitland Park, Fla., where they will
spend the winter. From Boston to Baltimore
they travel on the Steamship Nantucket, and

fromBaltimore to Jacksonville they will be pason the Steamship Somerset.
Their
three days’ stop at Baltimore w ill be improved
by making a side-trip to Washington. In Philadelphia they will visit Capt. Albert Rich, a
former Bluehill man, who is now captain of
Mr. Whitney and Capt.
a Cyde Line steamship.
Rich have been around the world twice, in vasengers

rious

|

capacities,

on a

Mrs,

ana

Poor's Alms.

at

The Louis Al. Penningtons, who spent the
their place in N'-rthport, returned
last week to their home in Newark, N. J.
?uniiLer at

Luger.e L. Stevens returned last baturnight irom a two Weeks' visit in Portland

Airs.
Jay

where she
Alisa

Maine AjU&.c hestival.

attended the

Ruth

Kimball, vto is attending the
Casune Normal School, came to lie.lost last
Saturday lor a lew days’ visit withner mother.
Airs. L. b. Shuman.
Alary l. wausworth ana Mr. Eg warn
Wadsworth aie in htekpcit this week,

ivirs.

A.

called there

by

the death

Mrs. \\ auswurth’s

oi

orother, Warren J, Bottle.
Mr.

and Mrs. G.

their

tor

uay

to

going

street anu

cays’

tew

a

Gilchrest have closed

A.

Church

home on

iriuitlano

ieit W

tunes

Boston

visit in

Baik, rla., for the

Lelore

winter.

Mary B. Doe will leave today, Thursspend the winter with her daughter,
Mrs. trank B. Elevens, in Kockianu, Mass
and her grandson, Kaiph U. Griuheti, in Dorchester, Mass.
Mis.

day,

to

Air.

William ii. Aiclntosh ami \1ish

Mrs.

ano

Eva L. holmes
Boston

lor

t

oimei

h

win

their

Monday

g.cus

ihe
Misa

ai.u

in hair-dressing.
Cullman, who spent the summer
heme in Goui.ty Glare, Ireland

oiu

they

gutsts

were
iast

the voyage
Dr. aiid

l.oi.uay

tram

business,

on

loam the latest

friends, arrived

ing

York

te.oot

oimts win

where

me noon

n

New

anu

the Misses
at

ieit

oi

i iiuay

to^lhat

port

Arthur Kiichie

Boston, makGur.aruer.

on a
anu

Am. and Mrs.

11may night

leiumed

and

relatives

irom

Aiis. W. L. West

Irom

an

automobile trip to Boston in the Kiichie car.
From Boston they visited Bljinuuth and othev
interesting places, and other than the weather
the trip was an enjoyable one.
Airs. Frank K. W

ouucock, who has let;,

sit

v

i ng triei.us in '.attic Greek and Grand Kapurs..
Mich lor several weeks, will leave this weeK

home, visiting in route in Corn;: g. N. Y\,
ar.d Bortiand, and in the latter
:y
will be the guest of r.tr mother, Mrs. ii. it
Johnson.
lor

Boston

Mr. and Mrs. 1 ho mas B.
tuxntd fiom

a

Maine

car in

Dinsmore have

re

weeks' tup in their touring
Massachusetts, cuin g wh.ctv

two

ana

they visited friends in and about Boston «mi
many places cl interest, On their return they
spent fiiday night in China w t:i in.lat.ves,
arriving in Bella; t Saturday i. *u.

months,
Yox k add sail Saturday
where

of

Mr.

Chipn an

tinned

the

sailing ship.—Rockland

Courier-Gazette.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker returned last
week from a week’s visit in Boston and vicinity.

sen.

aba

B
:

-*rg«

v. n

ti.e

bai.-»

u

ui

:

Canada.

A.

Capt. and Mrs. J. 1 Creiu-.B
Creighton and daughter l-ct.;..;
were

They

guests of Mrs. B. O. Norton
in

were

captain's

tlie

au:

driven from Orono, where the., vis
sons, Maynard and George, at the C:.'
of Maine. They continued their trip r.
not daunted

by

the

downpour.

Winter J. Clifford and

daughter, Mis:
Guilfoid Monday to attend the
wedding Wednesday, Oct. ddnd, at noon, o'
Miss Lthei Tomi kins, a nu-ce of Mrs Clifford
Mis.

went

to

to Karl Martin of Guilford.
to

play

Miss Deris

wedding march and
performed by Rev. H.

the

t:.-.

was

cerem.ny

1. holt of the?
Methodist church, assisted by Rev
George A. Martin of Bang r, a brother of tingroom.
would be
Guilfoid

EX GOVERNOR SULZER.

May be

He

Progressive Candidate

a

fov

Congress.

arrived in Belfast Oct. 15ih and went 1c

the Waldo

Cobe

Alice N. Nickerson,
•Jennie R. Webb.

Mrs. Annie
return

Prank B.

wisdom, has again entered our Grange
and removed from our midst our beloved and
worthy Sister Marian Bachelder, by which
a

Elijah Knowlton and Franklin A. Warren ot
city called upon friends in West Waldo
Sunuay.
this

N.

ment.

order has iost

Frost.

Doris,

Mrs. Ira M.

earlier

Comet Grange, Swanville, has adopted the
following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in His in-

our

Mrs. Charles H. Woods of Morrill
guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.

Mr. and
were

ton

M. Plaisted and daughter Gertrude of Bangor were in Augusta iast week
visiting friends on their way to New York,

finite

1

Opinion.

Mrs. Harris

in

Mrs.

N. B.

coggin

special meeting of the State Grange w*as
'•eld at the City Hall in Augusta, Oct.
15th, to
confer the sixth degree on a class of 64 can-

were

Mr. and Mrs. Irving L.
Perry returned Monday, from visits in Calais ar.d St. Stephens,

left

Mrs. J. Frank Rich, vice president of the
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs, was
dinner given at the
among the guests at
DeWitt hotel in Lewiston, when the Andros-

A

prepaiaiion for the convention of
the National Grange in Manchester, N M.,
next month. Tt is expected there will be S00
from Maine take the seventh degree in Manchester. State Master Stetson and Mrs. Stetson, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Roberts and Mr. and
Mrs. E. H. Libby were the State officials present
and others assisting were C. L. Richardson,
W illiam H. Davis, Mr. and .Mrs. E. H. Tillson
ana Mrs. Leonard Barber.
The Court Ladies

Belmont,

H. Miller, in Lineolnville.

ter, Mrs. A.

Camden,
the following officers: President. Mrs. Geo. E. Nash;
1st vicepresident, Mrs. Annie Had ock; 2nd
vicepresident, Mrs. Dow; secretary Miss Flora
Pillsbury; treasurer, Miss Helen Bean; directors, Mrs. Plummer, Mrs. John Mathews, and
Mrs. Florence Curtis. Mrs. iladlock will entertain the circle Tuesday, November 4th.

didates

in

summer

a

Mrs. Julia Hall of Malden, Mass., is the
guest of Mrs. M. O. Wilson at Poor’s Mills.

Morton, who spent
Mr. and Mrs. t. Chipman t'n.t
Monday for their
Katherine, who n«vt i*.e..
daughter
home in Chicago.
Mrs. Morton's mother, Mrs.
t
Mr. and Mrs. Gtoige A. Cpnniby
Cammett, will spend the winter with her daughv*, knuay,
will leave Le:
the

Mrs.

man.

to work

Forest E. Cottrell has returned to
Rockland after a visit with her sun Karl in
Stockton Springs and with Belfast relatives.
Miss Janetta Rogers returned
from

let-

pronounced

Smith has planted tobacco, increasing
the acreage each time. He Anns stable dressing the best fertilizer for tobacco as it contains much ammonia. He buys the ingredients
and mixes the commercial fertilizer used.
The result of Mr. Smith’s success in raising

Rockland arrived the first

Mrs.

there was a program of
songs, readings, recitations and stories.
Mr,
Wilson spoke in praise of the new hall and its
At the close of the
lurnishings.
meeting
clam stew, doughnuts and coffee were served

Miss iora Stan wood Cobb of West Newton,
Mass w'll lecture in the Universalist church,
Friday, November 7th, under the auspices of

Mr.

after

ner,

of

the Waldo Telephone Company.

of

crew

Skowhegan, last Thursday and while
Hayford bought two thoroughbred
Guernsey heifeis... Equity Grange held a
very interesting meeting last Saturday evening, when they entertained County Deputy
M. O. Wilson and wife.
Mr. Wilson exemplified the secret work in a
very pleasing man-

the

the Reading Department of the Arts and
! Crafts Club. Miss Cobb is the daughter of
Dr. Darius Cobb, a portrait painter of wide
and she has traveled extensively
I
To date 27.000 bushels have been dug acd if reputation,
Her
often on the lecture platform.
the yield continues at the same rate tl ert are speak.ng
talk will be on Rome-Ever Old yet Ever
Mr. Smith sows winto
bushels
dig.
15,000
and will be illustrated with her own
ter rye in the area he is to plant to pot*, J New,
lantern slides. The public is cordially invited
toes the next seasor, and in June plow? it
Admission free to members of the club; genunder and plants the potatoes. He had 28
While in Belfast
! eral admission 25 cents.
acres in oats this year and harvested 1,800
Miss Cobb will be the guest of Mrs. Amos
bushels. Fifteen acres were in tobacco, and
i Clement- She will also speak in Searsport,
the crop was the best in quality he has yet
she will be the guest of her cousin. Mrs.
raised. It was tested by an expert in Connect- where
fine. This is the third I O. G. Barnard, wife of the Methodist clergycut and
vc-ar

m*.

Young

of the week

there Mr.

James C. Durham, Mrs.
Elo'i B. Gilchrest and Miss Margaret N. Hazeltir.e, executive committee. They will take
up Thomas Carlyle, reading first “Heroes,
Her«- Vorship and the Heroic in History.”
treasurer;

Almon

went to

president; Miss Caroline W. Field, secretary
an

Mr. and Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton went to
Greenville Tuesday to spend two weeks with
their daughter Mrs. Sidney P. Young.

advertising

through
following

the

on

_
---

be several weeks

The

wedding under

Mrs. Maud Higgins in W’aterville last
week... Ralph Hayford and Charles Simmons

near-

at

the

to

Wr:r.T. Dr..

remov-

filtering plant

of

Brilliant Bridal.”

ed

Mrs. Robert F. Uuuton was hostess Monday
evening at the annual meeting of the Literature Class
Tea was served at 6 o’clock followed by the election >f officers and regular
work. Miss Maud E. Matthews was elected

the

A year

the

“A

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Morse of Camden arrived
last Friday, called here
hy the death of Mrs.
Morse's mother, Mrs. Jane Achorn.

Tuesday

MiBs Marie Sholes returned
Saturday from
weeks’ visit in Boston and
vicinity.

Mrs. Frank Smith and son Russell of Greenville are guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lester A. Wilson, Poor’s Mills.

that page.
agriculture
Contributions from our readers are invited. In
this connection we quote from a letter
from
the Pratt Food Company of
Philadelphia.
“Our experts would be pleased to answer enquiries from your readers on questions relating to the keeping of poultry for either show'
or utility purposes.”

better, Mrs. Edward Libby, Miss May Morse,
Mrs. T. F. Ness, Mrs. Merle Sylvester. Edith
Seilers, Mrs. E. L. Young. Gentlemen—T. W.
Brown, H. W. Baker. W. C. Bowen, Fred
Carey, F. P Dearing, Sec., T. A. Dixon, Frank
F. Dur.ton, Mr. H. Hills, Mr. K. S. Russell. F.
0. Smith, Mr. E. S. W'ood.

Aroostook county
Garden of Maine, and noted -.specially for
the large area6 in potatoes and tl e yield per
But right here in Belfast we have a
acre.
farm that in area and productiveness claims
has

on

avenue.

long report

a

relating

ters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending Oct. 21st. Ladies—
Mrs. Jane Allen, Mrs. Ida M. Cunningham,
Miss Annie L. Hooper. Mrs. Matthew Lead-

expel t

Potato Crop This Year 42,000 Bushels.
Fifteen Acres in Tobacco.

Wurk

regressing but will
can be completed.
{

Advertised Letters.

paper-maker’s
and was superintendent of various mills in New
England. Tne nearest surviving relative is a
niece, Miss Kathernie Harding of Boston
was an

is

F. Swift had some very fine
S. V. Philbrook at his farm

spend

to

two

Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Clark went to
Bayside Friday to spend several
days with Mr.
and Mrs. Austin W.
Keating.

by Mr.

Wednesdaj

Misa Emeroy Ginn returned last
night from a week’s visit in Boston.

Mrs. Isaac S. Hills, who
accompanied Mrs.
Russell C. Strout to Boston returned home
last Friday.

The Journal has started “The Business
Farmers Page”,to which experts in the various
lines will contribute,and will carry

ing stumps, etc., from the area to be flooded.
new reservoir wili be larger than the old
one and the two will ensure an abundant supply of water under al. conditions. The dam
will be finished well within the contract time,

Th< maston and when a young man went *o
Camden, where he engaged in the making of
At this he

gave

caption

Mrs. H. H. Johnson left
winter in Portland.

the

Mrs. Grace Robinson has returned to
her
home in Brewer after a short visit in
Belfast
Miss Judy Grant of Jackson is the
guest of
her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman, at
Mt. Waldo.

On the 2nd page will be fcund a brief notice
wedding of Miss Hope Nickerson of
Portland, who is well known by many of our
readers, having spent the summers at Swan
Lake since childhood.
The Portland Press

The

station

at

of the

reservoir at

is engaged in

a crew

raised

Belmont

on

Friday evening, Oct. 24th,at half past

Little River for the Belfast Water Co. is

felts.

the week Chas.

Supt. W. B. Woodbury will give a talk
At this meeting
on some phase of education.
plans will be laid for the weekly meetings to
All men interbe held through the winter.
ested are cordially invited to this social meeting.

by relatives and friends.

the Maine Teachers
Association meeting in Bangor will be an informal meeting and banquet of Bowdoin men
Thursday evening, Oct. 80th, at the Penobscot
Exchange, at which Clarence W. Proctor, principal of the Belfast High school, will preside
the events

4 !

PERSONAL.

Bernes 0. Norton returned
Friday from a
business trip to Boston.
Mrs. Helen W. Crosby returned
Friday from
a few days’ visit in Boston.

The Unitarian society is planning to present
play Ihe latter part of November at the
Colonial Theatre, entitled “The Best Man.”

■

ones

six.

of

William J. Colburn:

dead.

last

PERSONAL.

There was a shortage of cauliflower early in
the season and dealers who ordered from Boston had to pay 30 cents a head.
Later there
was an abundant local
supply, and the first of

ent.

skilled help and Mr. Bailey as manager will | HaiiKet sale of James H. Howes begins today.
Monday
from 59 cents to $12 per pair.... Holitwo brands
engage in the manufacture of these
I Prices
Monarrived
Mrs. Carrie Hall
I day goods are arriving daily at
of cigars on a large scale.
Locke’sJewelry
*•
a-t week from a visit in
Malden, Mass.
I Store and includes a fine line of modern clocks.
in everything
k. .n r
Gray arrived home Monday always takings great interest
the
window
B.
See
O. Norton hae
display....
the town. He MORRILL.
rtheast Harbor and will leave Nov. that promoted the welfare of
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Haines from Phillips I taken the Belfast agency for the Chervolet
a
and
citizen
^
New York, when he has employment was a stanch Democrat, a good
her sister, Mrs. Danie
car, prices $750 to $2,500. Let him show you.
home Maine, are visiting
0r
The funeral at his
vintf r.... Rev. Harry Baker has taken kind neighbor.
_Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Gross of Belfast
and Mrs. Fred S. Jackson oi
pubHiggins_Mr.
ItwasC°"'
work at Citypoint, Belfast, for an in- Sept. 30th was largely attended.
lish a card of thanks.... See statement of the
were guests of her mother last week
Belfast
the
of
1
who spoke
Blair,
A.
at
the
the
A.
but
will
Rev.
ducted by
me,
pulpit
Stockton Springs Trust Co-Rooms to let
supply
....A. B. Hatch attended the convention ol
nu&Man church here every other Sunday. honest, upright life of the deceased as a good
postmasters in Augusta last week_Th< furnished or unfurnished. Telephone 114-15,
*
world
the
hold services on Sunday Oct. 26th at example set before
Household goods for sale by E. P. Frost,
Ladies’ Aid will meet Thursday, Oct. 23d, wit!
™
*
hour. ...Mrs. Carrie Hall visited in flowers came from relative, and
Nathan Hunt ol Oct. 25th, at 42 High street
Farms and city
beside Mrs, Altha Berry_Mrs.
cemetery
new
.Sunday_Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Morton burial was in the town's
Charleston, Maine, occupied the pulpit her< homes for sale by Wyman & Knowlton_
cf f.
Waldo
of
Cross
r'i(a^o, 111., were guests Sunday of Hon. his wife, formerly Miss Ell.
last Sunday morning and evening. Her dis- Stoneware meat tubs.15 to 30 gallons, sale foi
laid away among the
a. H. Miller_Mr. and Mrs. Henry
who 15 years before was
one week only, at J. B. Waterman’s shoe store.
courses were very helpful_Mr. and Mrs. G
unt.1
rest
to
Br
attended the funeral of Mrs. Learned at jewel, of our Heavenly Father
in Libert] ....Last chance to get $1 for that old pen is
her
father’s
visited
Dow
W.
family
to
them
call
Point Sunday....Don’t forget the Hal- the voice of the great King shell
.nd hve last Sunday_The weather the past fort- exchange for the Crocker “Ink Tite” at the
ball at Tranquility Hall Friday even- receive their crown of righteousness
Old Corner Drug Store.
night has very much delayed harvesting.
Com.
dune.
% °ct. 31bt.
forever in the “Sun bright
to

|

At

in

Mrs. John C. Chadwick, two nieces, Vlrs. John
C. Pillsbury and Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades; a
nephew, Bernes O. Norton, ex-warden of the
Maine State prison, all of Belfast, and two
nephews, Frank G. and Merton G. Norton of
Palermo. The funeral services were held in

ed

The Methodist Ladies Aid Society will have
parish sapper in the vestry Hallowe’en
night, followed by a social.

Among

Over one hundred hands are now employed
in the Pierce-Billings Co. clothing factory, all
but 20 local people, and work is rushing.

Boston schools during the last six
years of her following the teaching profession,
After her marriage she continued to
study by
means of home courses, and was a member
of
many reading clubs and social organizations.
During the last years of her life she retired
more into her
family life, to which she was
very devoted. Her influence as a teacher wTae

Liberty

NUMBFK

a

A construction crew of the Waldo Telephone
Co., J. E. Hayes, foreman, is stringing a teleonly daughter, five years of
phone cable up Vine street fr^m Upper High
age, was accidently killed by shooting, and now
the family are called on to
street, and will continue it over Waldo avenue.
part with one of
an evenness of
the sons. The many letters of
disposition and a
sympathy from enlarged by
Mrs. E. L. Stevens has received a letter
natural kindness. She leaves a wide circle of
Portland and Bath testify to his
loyalty as a
from Miss Sue M. Winchell, ’cellist, of Brunsformer pupils, fellow teachers and friends,
friend and to his cheerfulness and
ready helpwick, who has been ill, stating that she will
fulness in joy or sorrow. The funeral ser- I who have been made happier by her acquaintgive & concert at Mrs. Stevens’ home some
ance.
Her husband and one son survive her
vices were held Oct. 16th, with Mr.
Nye of
time this fail. Particulars will be given later.
Searsport in charge. Rev. D. L. Wilson of The funeral services were held at her late resNo.
34
idence,
Montrose
The Traveller’s Club will meet with Miss
Belfast spoke words cf consolation, as he had
Street, bom^rville,
Grace H. Hall, Congress street, Tuesday, Oct.
been called to do before in the loss of the lit- at 3 p. m October 18ih.
2&th.
tle daughter.
The bearers were E. H. LittleProgram: Paper, “Lahore,” by Mrs. E.
field, Charles Webb, Hermon Bicheldor and JJMary J., wife of Artnur nenry staples, died S Pitcher; paper, “With Kipling in India,” l y
Harry Cunningham. The flowers from rela- at her home in Belmor t at 3 a. m., Oct. 17th, Miss Hall; reading, “Selections from Kipafter a short illness with pneumonia, aged 27 ling,” Miss Annie V. Field.
tives and friends were beautiful and
there was
a piece from Comet
Grange, of which he was a years and 8 months. She was born in Oakland,
At the closing session of the Maine State
member. He leaves to mourn his death his the daughter of George and Sarah McNeil League of Postmasters in Augusta, Oct. 17th,
parents and two brothers, who have the sym- Whitehead, and eight years ago married Mr. Arthur H. Sargent of Sargentville was elected
Staples in Waterville, where they spent the president and G. A. Palmer of Monroe was
apfirst year of their married life, coming then to
pointed a committee on finance, It was voted
John S. Morrill of Swanvilledied at his home the Pastures in Belmont, where they have
to hold the next convention in Bangor.
Thursday morning. Sept. 18th, at the age of 84 since lived, occupying one o: the cottages on
The State school department is issuing the
the
farm.
Her
death
is
a
sad
as
she
leaves
one,
years and 10 months, being at death the oldState certificates for teachers. These certibesides
her
husban
four
little
children
young
d,
est citizen of his town.
He is survived by his
ficates are granted for terms of two years, five
wife, Hannah Bachelder Morrill; an adopted Isaac, Margaret, Timothy and Raymond, the
and life. They are granted only to inoldest
7 years and the youngest a year old last years,
son, Gilbert L. Morrill of Brooks, and one
dividuals who are at least 17 years old, and
brother, Albert A. Morrill of Port Orchard, May. She is also survived by her parents ami have
completed a standard High school or
Wash. An only daughter, Mrs. Flora K. Mc- by four half sisters and a half brother, Mrs.
Lizzie Calder of Norridgewock, Misses Marga- academy course.
Keen, passed away fourteen years ago. Also
Miss Florence Brown crave a thimble Dartv
Lottie and Alice Otis and Clarence Otis of
surviving him are four grandchildren, Perley ret,
Oakland. The funeral was held Saturday at 10 last Monday evening at her home on Alto
C. McKeen of Woburn, Mass.,
Leroy 2. Mcstreet. A number of those invited were kept
Keen, late of California, Mrs. Grace McKeen o’clock, Rev. Mr. Taylor of Searsmont, pastor
at home by the storm. Those present were
Mayo of Belfast, and Hugh L. Morrill of of the Methodist church, officiating. The bearLouise Brown. Ruth Atherton, Geneva HutchBrooks; also one great grandson, Norman Mc- ers were Fred A. and Edgar Marriner, Henry
Winifred Sanborn, Lorena White, Laverne
Keen of Woburn, Mass. Last February Mr. and Chester Buck of Belmont. The interment ins,
and Bertha Whitten and Mrs. Lu:her HamMorrill submitted to a surgical operation at was in the Staples lot in South Belfast.
mons. Candy, ice cream and caxe were served.
the Waldo County hospital, which was successElisha G. Norton died Saturday night, Oct.
W. J. Ryan will shortly make his annual
ful so far as medical skill could make
it, and
during the past summer he had enjoyed active ISth, at his home in Liberty, aged 74 years. tour though the State selling the Old Farmers’
life upon his farm, from which he brought He was born in Palermo, son of Samuel and Almanac for 1914. Though totally blind this
bountiful crops to the point of harvest—but Anna (Grant) Norton, and spent his early life affliction does not prevent Mr. Ryan from
himself was garnered first. A few weeks ago on the home place. Later he went w’est, and working his way. Mr. Ryan wishes it distinctly
came a recurrence of his
disease, from the for many years "was engaged in cattle ranch- understood that a report given out to the effect
ravages of which there was no relief, and af- ing and other business in Arizona. Retiring that he would not make his annual trip this
ter a few day8 confinement to his bed, his last from active business he returned to Maine and year is a falsehood and is not based upon fact.
fr ends and patrons as usual
hours ui.conscious, he fell asleep,
returning to after residing in Bei'ast for a time went to He will visit his
his Maker. John S. Morrill was a man of up- Liberty and bought a place in the village which until further notice.
right character, sturdy, thrifty and of strictly he greatly improved. For some years his
The Men’s Forum, which for the past two
temperate habits, commanding the respect of health had not been good, and his death was winters has been meeting in the Universalist
He is survived by his wifej church, wil serve its first
all who knew him.
He was a veteran of the not unexpected.
supper to members
Civil War, having fought gallantly in the bat- by a brother, ex-Sheriff S. G. Nortor., a sister, and friends in the vestry of the church tofew years ago the

age

CAVALRY.

The Journal: Will you
n The Journal to publish the names
-t alive whe were members of Com..nd Maine Cavalry, with those menE. B. Billings in his account of the

j

^

once.

MAINE

2nd

He had been a fireman on the Maine Central
for nearly two years and not
feeling well came
home for a few days’rest. Typhoid

ago

Holbrook left after the ceremony
island, w here the groom is engaged
bu.-inees and where they were to

j

Again has the reaper death cast a gloom over
the town of Swanville by calling home one of
our bright young men, Richard
Robertson, at
the age of only 23 years, 10 months
and 23
days, the son of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson.

Mrs. Fannie Banks Kelley, wife of James
E
Kelley, passed away on October 16th at hei
home in Somerville, Mass. She w,s born
ii
Belfast, Maine,in 1855,and was the daughter oi
Franklin and Rhoda A. (Hicks) Ban s.
She
was educated in the
city schools of Belfast
and at the age of 17 began
teaching. Hei
work as a teacher was
very efficient and she
took the course and graduated from the Eastern State Normal School at
Castine, Maine,
from which she graduated in 1879. She continued teaching until her marriage in 1887 tc
Mr. Kelley, who was also a teacher.
Sh€

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1913.

William Sulzer ceased to be Governor of the
He was
State of New York at noon Oct. 17th.
removed from « ffice by the high court of im

peachment by a vote of 43 to 12, two member*
Martin H. Glynn, lieutenant-gov
not voting.
in

his

as

successor,

the lirst

ernor,

was sworn

in the

history of the State to step into it? high

office in this
was

manner.

that Sulzer

was

The verdict of the court

guilty of falsification,

attempt to suppress evidence
against him. Of all other charges he was
acquitted, and by a virtually unanimous vote
the impeachment tribunal decided that Sulzei

perjury and

an

should not be punished by disqualification to
ffice of honor and trust in that State.
hold
This would have been the extreme penalty
under the law’.
From what

followedJt

is

evident mat

we

Sulzer, and
he is likely to be very much in evidence fo:
have not

some

heard

time

ceased
asking

to

or

seen

come.

the last of

A

few hours after de-

be governor he received a telegram
him to accept the nomination of tht

to

Progressive party for Congress in the 20th
district, to take the place of Oscar S. Straus,
who recently declined the nomination, and he! said he w<uld lun if it was shown that tht
of the district wanted him. “To W illiam Sulzer, a victim of corrupt b< sses, October 17, 1913," is the inscription on a si.ver
lovirg cup which a committee of citizens of
Albany presented to him the following night.
As to his plans it is said that for a time he
will devote his energies to delivering speeches
about the State whertver campaigns are being
waged for district primaries and against political bosses. He has already received many
inviiations to deliver such speeches, and has
also received many requests from lecture bureaus to tell his story in various parts of the

people

country.
The

Shoe

Situation.

Fair orders for spring goods are received by
New England footwear manufactures, and it is
expected that business will continue along nor*
mal lines now that the tariff question is finally
settled. Trade in winter shoes is quite satisfactory, with more demand for high grade
men's wear than for 6ome time past.—Dun’s
Review Oct, 18th.

I

The^ 'Bufinef^ Fjarmer^^WaTe^
ALrALrA

j

fou Can Raise It—You Should Raise It
ivri.1.1 A

M Cl.

Keeping

U7W3

By

E. K.

PARKINSON,
Farm Management
Expert.

There is uot a lartu mat aoes not
0ec:l alfalfa. There is not a farm that
toDUot grow alfalfa. AifiSfa Is growjug 'ii the sands of Florida, on the red

Growers of produce who

j

j

doln8

are up and
satisfied with indirect

ore never

sales.

Georgia, on nearly ail the soils
flu>s
On Long Island,
thirty miles from
,i \ irginia, splendidly on different soil
^"ew York, is a farm of
twenty-five
uf New Jersey, Fennsylvania, j
| acres. Ten years ago it could have
fork and New England.
been purchased for a few thousand
1 l.i'fe remain no mysteries, no se- j
dollars.
Within its bounds were an
All it
cret-, about alfalfa growing.
Ls that the land be well drained. ; old fashioned house, a barn and, best
t.
t lie fertile and with enough lime i of all, a supply of fine water.
To
this neglected spot came a woman
ir a that It have Inoculation from an- j
for a bargain. Possession soon
cp : alfalfa held and have the seed. i looking
these things and alfalfa is as I awoke iu the newcomer, at the time in
;
(,•
business in New York, a desire to turn
as a weed anywhere in AmerI
fnte. it will not grow in wet ; ber Investment to some practical ac"f

j

in cold, poor land nor In sour,
i soil; but, now. no one wltb
it In such situations.
alfalfa will do for the small
tills; it makes a feed as rich
for feeding his dairy cows or
It makes hens
citing horses.
pushes the pigs forward cheapcan get five tons of alfalfa
e acre of good land.
Five tons
1 alfalfa hay are about equal in
: value to 300 bushels of oats.
Id take five acres of your best
make 300 bushels of oats, and
d need to be sown every year,
»:
alfalfa once sown will come
and again for a term of years,
its or corn will drain the land
fortuity; alfalfa will fill it with
If care is taken to keep the
red with the mineral elements
■rility. its phosphorus, lime and
alfalfa will do the rest for it
nitrogen from the air.
large farm should have alfalfa,
small farm must have It bef the need to make every acre
■est
Five tuns of alfalfn hay
worth to the farmer $125 or
>re money, for alfalfa hay Is a
r. her than wheat bran in feeding
and it will make n great saving
'he farmer ceases to huy bran
ws his own supplies of
protein,
m the farm itself should spring
feed for the animals of the
Alfalfa and corn will make
al beef and pork without real
other supplies than
any
which the farm affords.
It is a
■rop than any other except the
a. tive grasses upon the farm.
villager should have his plot of
for his fowls: not to let them
n
it steadily, for that might
rlous to the alfalfa, hut to cut
".a and for winter feeding.
hi makes cheap and abundant
1 fowls of the finest flavor.

I

After thinking the matter over sbe
decided to develop the garden, devoting it to vegetables and small fruits
; and also to raise chickens for broilers
and roasters.
The first year the garI den supplied an abundance for the
household and for guests.

■
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RICAN CANNIBALS.
The Bowdoin Y. M. C. A. will bring to
in the early part of November,
Mr. Dan Crawford, the moat remarkable African explorer, student and mis-

:

sionary since Livingston.

Hood Feed and Care Are Wasted
Unless
Yoir Hens Have a flood House.

1

i

j
1

;

!

By F. B MUKFOBD.
Dean and Director. L niverxity ofMirsonri
By D. J. LAMBERT,
The farmer Is a manufacturer: hi- a Is*
Poultry Instructor, R. 1. State
College.
produces his own raw material. As |
Poultry keepers of today know that
In the case of the manufacturer, he in- I
It pays to give
vests capital, employs skilled labor aud j
laying hens a eleaa.
makes the largest possible use of ma- j iry, bright sunny house in which to
tve, especially during cold weather.
Chines by which the raw products of
Hen houses for winter
the soil are made into more valuable
layers should
l>e built as
products required for the food aud
suug as possible on the
pleasure of mankind.
:hree sides, north, east and
west, and
The profits of the manufacturer very
with an
absolutely tight roof. The
largely depend upon the kind of malouth side should be almost
chine used in the manufacturing procentirely
•pen to the sun and air.
Muslin curesses.
aius may be provided so as to
In the manufacturing processes conpartly
:lose the front oa very cold
uights or
ducted on the farm the animal is the
luring
weather.
stormy
There is no
machine and. like the manufacturer, j
lauger from exposure in an open front
the profits to the farmer depend largelouse during the
or
at
day
night, proly upon the efficiency of the animal i dded
that all openings are on one
side
machine. There are some horses that !
ind below a horizontal
plane of the
will eat a bushel of oats and trot a i

j

News and Notes.

Mr. Crawford’s life in Africa

■rs,”

a

story by Margaret De-

A poem

published last week by the
wo women,mother and
daughmanaged a small country post i

many years, to the satisfaction
xacting neighbors, who appredness more than punctuality.
(ivent of city visitors changed
and a new postmaster was
Heartsick at the realization
m change would mean to her old

i

And lifts her

;

leafy

A tree that may in
A nest of robins in

;

j

see

tree,

arrnB

to pray

summer wear

her hair;

1

Poems

are

made

But only God

THE NATIONAL

Denver.
While the marble quarries are ir. the I
midst of the national forest, they are on
1
private land secured under the laws by
which areas bearing deposits of building j

CONSERVATION

CONGRESS.

stone

Washington, D. C.,

October 20, 1913.
A urkot tne Rural School,” by J.
The National Conservation Congress has
.'ton and Robert Bruere, was j
arranged to establish an organization in
ast week by Harper & Brothbook contains the results of ; every State for the first time in the hiscanal equipment and wide ex- | tory of the conservation movement. The
t its two authors.
The im- ; State organizations are to be under the
>i the new rural school as an I
direction of the fongress and are being
of the new movement in rural I
formed under a policy that will give
■hasized in its broader

aspects,

practical conduct of the powerful impetus to the work of the
us working operations, but the
national body. Plans have been made
.1 civic
factor, is set forth in for nation-wide activity by the State
terms, full of suggestions for organizations prior to the fifth session of
■rkcr in this field of education the Congress, which is called to meet in
cal life.
Essential subjects
Washington November IS, 19 and 20.
grounds, sanitation, the cenThrough the macninery thus created
of schools,
transportation, the Congress expects to be abie to set in
stiuction, agriculture, amuse- motion in the various States concrete i
are reviewed.
plans for putting into practical effect the
conservation principles for which the
ode speedometer of progress is
stands. Heretofore the ConMechanics Magazine with its Congress
has contented itself for the most I
il!u-ii rations
and terse ac-‘ gress
with working up public sentiment
all developments in science part
its annual meetings. In this it
anics. The September num- through
Each of the
has been highly successful.
-pecially attractive for its nu- four great annu al meetings of the body
mevvs of flying boats, air-prohas had a noticeable effect on sentiment
ms and aeroplanes, which now
and legislation.
'picuots parts in midsummer
The Congress is already powerful in
c ! activities.
Among the craft its function as a clearing house among
in
I
picture and story are an the State conservation commissions and
depicted in the cover design, the conservation committees of various
*
practical for many purposes; a national
organizations. Through these,
of hydroplane; an aeroplane
and particularly the latter, it has been
,u!" ..ke a soaring bird, which is exPresident
able to exert great influence.
’o solve the problem of inherent
Charles Lathrop Pack feels that its scope
Amundsen’s flying boat, which
should become still broader. To this end
take on his North Pole expedition;
he has caused the State organization to
machines of the recent
nmpeting
Each State organization
be
b
v
-Detroit flying boat race, and willperfected.
consist primarily of a State vice
ei:sh dirigible “Astra Torres,”
president and a State secretary. Cont with a serious accident on its
the

—

—

■

*

■

custom these officials will not be
mere figureheads. Active men of known
influence have been selected and are committed to energetic application to the
work in hand.
The vice president for Maine is Hon.
Obadiah Gardner of Rockland, and the
secretary, Frank E. Mace of Augusta.

trary

,'g

j
j

genuine New England atmosphere
>

Douglas Wiggin’s

latest

book,

'ryot Waitstill Baxter.” With
■■I'le charm so characteristic of
Mrs. Wiggir. has combined a
greater proportions and of more

[

character than she has handled
The little Maine village which
'■■of the book strongly reminds
f Mrs Wiggin’s famous story,
Two stepsisters of widely
temperaments are the heroines
novel—one older, in the role of
■cts, kind, generous and indulother with the stamp of girlr
carefree, wilful actions. The
<s
of these sisters as women,
“nges in character and their roare related in a story of deep
'lice and interest.
The author's
c
inception of the Puritanical sei American life at its best stands
ugly in her finely-drawn pictures
dttle town and of the men and
°f whom she writes.
Boston:

to

How the New Tariff Works.

1

l‘,
r

>

j
f
,

if
t<j„

j,!
J

hands,

trip,

ghton, Mifflin Company.

continued existence.
Such a
^
1 rees,”
by Joyce Kilner. Other
have expressed the same
Isa f ,mhy
do so they have used many
iorf.„u to and
approached their subject
j s

f

b

J^s
1

*

didn’t get the chance.

Prevent

jg
'".■try",
ln

the name of a magazine
tl. If:
Chicago some months ago osfor
the purpose of giving un!
poets a chance for a hearing,
ip, t:
Biddeford
Journal says of it: “In
L '‘Ur«?
of its brief career it has print<i
'“'h
but
trash,
c...
occasionally it has
11
Kem t*lat has justified its
fea f

of

people
Lubec, Me., Oct. 15.
this town got a striking demonstration
of the workings of the new tariff yesterday when for the first time in history the
Boston steamer did not touch here on
her way west. Word came that she was
loaded to capacity with Canadian potatoes and other farm produce now admitted free and couldn’t hold any more
freight. Several thousand cases of herring to be shipped on rush orders were
left on the dock until the next trip, fhe
who earn from ?1 to S3 a
wharf
The

Roup
and all year
'round. Use

now

!

pram ES*

25c., 50c. and $1.00.
It not only prevent*, but cures roup,
colds, fever, catarrh, d.pntheris, etc.
***?
To insure perfect health and plenty
toth« feed
when eggs bring biggeet price*, add
conPratt* P»«Hry K*snUt*r. the standard1
back.
ditioner. Satisfaction guaranteed ormone?
B“kr
HC
frmttt
Hf
Vim
141
f*

daily

L.

T. SHALES A SON

are

disposed

of

can

people

Bears the

Always Bought

Signature of

In Use For Over 30 Years/

'—-

•

fob
Price
Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations..25
Worms, Worm Fever... ....25
3 Colie. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults....25
7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.2*"8 Toothache, Faceaciie, Neuralgia.2'.
9 Headache, Sick He adache, Vertigo.2.
SO Dyspepbia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13 Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
14 Sait llhruni. Eruptions.25
15 RheuniufiHrn. Lumbago.25
16 Fever and Ague, Malaria...
y
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. *>
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.
20 Whooping Cough.%
21 Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.2'c
27 Kidney Disease.2t
28 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.l.CO
30 Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bad. 25
34 Sore Throat, Quinsy.25
77 La. Grippe—Crip.
25
Sold by druggLsts„or sent on receipt of price.

Moiling

HUMPHREYS' ROMEO. MEDICINE CO.. Corn*

William and Ann Streets. New York.

AN OLD PRESCRIPTION
FOR THIN, WEAK BLOOD

pkg. to 25 lb. pail at $2.50.

This valuable tonin BtTcneththe uen «b, pnriliti* the blood, aids digestion
and helps them to ehed the t-ld and grow the
Dew coat. This time gained—means eggs gained.
.Hetulte guaranteed or money back.

Dp. Williams' Pink Pills Purify and
Build Up the Life Stream.
If your blood is not fortified against the

en b

^

1

Ilaut you Pratts

L.

T.

|

Paltry Book of 260 fiafUP

5-HALFS

multitude of disease germs that surround
us, you risk being a prey to sickness.
You may not he able to put in a good
day’s work without a constant feeling
of exhaustion.
A sample, safe and elective blood tonic
is found in I>r. Williams' Pink Pills.
With good blood you will be able to ward
oil’ headaches, stomach trouble, “tired
feeling” and lack of ambition.
(iet out of the sick ci o s by building up
your blond through The use of the old-time
and well-known blood tonic, Dr. Williams* Pink Pills.
Get a package today
from any druggist. Use th* m regularly,
according to directions, and in a short
time you will note a marked improvement
in your general physical condition.

& St N
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MAINE

FOLKS

Santa Crux.

locate and ;

IN

CALIFORNIA

State of
recent good old-

California,

has

a

i

I

laine

and at

a

Company.

SON. AGENTS.

1

NOTICE

I

Pres. Robert. I
of Maine an- 1
nounced today the “first five,” or the
seniors who leaci the class and will be
elected to Phi Kappa Phi at commenceThis is considered the highest
ment.
college honor. They are Archie A.
Adams of LaGrange, Miss Louise Bartlett of Orono, Fred J. Lewis of Springfield, Mass., Fernando T. Norcross of
Portland and Sidney W. Patterson of

University

Winslow.

Five more undergraduates and two I
from the college of law will be elected
later in the year. Elections to junior
marks were also announced. This, too,
is considered a high college honor, the
selections being made from students on
account of popularity and college activity. They are David S. Baker of
Caratunk, George H. Bernheisel of New
Bloomfield, Penn., Robert P. Clark of
Lincoln, Norman S. Donahue of Lu-

thersburg, Penn., Raymond H. Fogler
of West Rockport, F. Drummond Freese
of Bangor and Madison L. Gilman of
Anson.
eczema,

rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpes,
scabies. Doan’s Ointment is highly recom
mended. 50c a box at all stores.

I cannot

wear

H. C. HofFses

the old gowns;

They’re comfy, ! admit.
They even give one room enough

CLEANING.

To Htep or walk or sit.
But I must have the newest styles
That ham.per, cling and bind;
I cannot wear the old gowns.

S TEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.

Although they’re more retired.
—Carolyn Wells, in Life.

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO

At 52High Street.

Poor Dogs!

ORDER]

Tel. 216-1S

My grandpa

notes the world's worn cogs,
And says we’re going to the
dogs;
His grandad in his house of logs
Swore things were going to the dogs;
His dad amid the Flemish bogs
Vowed things were goiner to the
dogs;
The cave man in his queer skin togs
Said things were goings to the
dogs;
But this is what I wish to state—
The dogs have had an awful wait.

—Dora Morrell in the

Washington

Herald.

CASTOR
IA
For Infanta and
Children.

Tlio Kind You Hive
Bears the
Signature of

Always Bought

)

Announces that he has limited his practice
to diseases of the

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
AND KL1RACTI0N.
Office hours—10
7 to 8 p.

a. m.

m.,

to

12 m., 1 to 3 p.

m

and bv appointment.

CORNEH CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
28tf
Telephone connection

\
i

t

Look Our Wav!
J

-*'♦-=-

:

We Want YOU to Have The

Republican Journal

Rheumatic

|

Okono, Me., Oct. 15.

v;”

Blended

■

trouble, piles,

The Kind You Have

with satisfaction.

j

skin

Children.

Ha
1
2

j

itching

for Infants and

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil. Paregorie, Drops and Soothing Syrups,
it is pleasant.
It contains neither Opium, Morphiao nor other
Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays FeverIshness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind
Colie, a!!
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the.
Stomach and Bowels, giving
healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea- The Mother's Friend.

Medical Bock mailed free.

j

For any

mb

in-

society,
title to mineral deposits on t e !
national forests just as they can on the f ishioned New England supper fifty
I
domain.
Tie
marble com- : |, ungry mert ais were
open public
present. The chairpatty which own the quarries is a large
:an of the “eats’'
Mrs.
F.
committee,
national forest timber in the I
user of
working of its properties, situated near I' !. Pierce, is a Maine citizen by adoption
b aving been born in Santa,Cruz and marMarble, Colorado.
The history of the company is said to i t ied a Maine man. Mrs.
Pillsbury was
be of considerable interest, as represen .• |
® hairman of the entertainment feature,
ing indomitable enterprise against diff I
culties. The country in which the marble rJ 'here was an original poem on childhood
Maine by Mrs. Murcb, a reoitadeposits occur is extremely rough and j 1 ays in Miss
Bunelia Pillsbury, a song by
by
precipitous, and for a long time was in- 1 io*
accessible because of a lack of transpor- | fiss Anna Linscott, a reaaing by Mrs.
tation facilities. Large sums had to be ; larrick, a song by Mrs J. R. Williama reading
by Mrs, Crockett, reexpended before the stone could be got s1 on,
out and brought to market.
Up to 1907, narks by J. W. Linscott, ant. a descripa
recent
1
ion
of
trip to Maine by Mr.
when the product first beg n to at'ract !
attention, it is said that $1 200,000 had j 1 )eering of Sequel. The remarks by Mr.
been expended iri developing t le property. 1 )eering were very interesting. While
n Maine he visiteu some of tue relatives
»f J. W. Linscott. The officers of the
The Camden Mounta ns.
4aine club are C. A. Boston president;
diss Ora March, secretary; Miss Edna
Camden has long been prcud of its : toungv treasurer. The meeting closed
I
famous Camden mountain range which
vith the singing of some of the good, old The original of the
compound Rheumatic
has doubtless been an asset ir inducing , ilame
songs, dear to the hearts of ail Oil. The
original formula has been pursummer visitors to locate thereabouts.
iresent.
chased and the oii is being prepared by the
But now, says an exchange, Camden ad- j
mirers are awakening to the fact that the I
THE MODERN WOMAN.,
1
most is not being made out of this grand
Blended Rheumatic Oii
I cannot wear the old gowns
background to one of most beautiful seal wore six months ago;
shore towns along the New England
I’d make myself a laughing-stock,
The proposition is to open up a
coast.
li be a holy show.
number of mountain trails. There are,
WM. 0. POOR &
They measure two yards ’round the hem,
to be sure, some paths now, the ;ne on
A yard’s sufficient now.
BELFAST. MAINE.
Mount Battie being the most popular,
I cannot wear the old gowns
but there are many other possible ones.
Prices: 15, 25 and 50 Cents.
Ana look right, anyhow.
Iry it.
Not only from Battie and Megun'icook
t23
I cannot wear the oid gowns;
but at Maiden Cliff, Bald,Ragged, Mount
Altnough they're neat anu trim,
Pleasant and Bald Rock are wonderful
And thongn they made me look a lath,
views obtainable. The matter will probI must be yet more slim.
The skirts that seemed so narrow then
ably be referred to the Camden board of
trade and it is believed the ope ling of
Now seem to me immense.
I c innot wear the old gowns,
WISH TO ANNOUNCE to my patients and
such trails over the Camden rang a, propI d look like thirty cents.
to the public that I will be found at my oferly advertised, would attract hundreds
fice, Room 5, Masonic Temple, from 8 a. m. to
of new tourists to Maine, especially those
I cannot wear the old gowns,
5 p. m., after my enforced vacation on account
who enjoy
walking and particularly
They’re all passe uesigns.
of a surgical operation. I have materially
1 have to have a silhouette
A committee of
mountain
climbing.
renovated and improved my office, installing
VV ith waistless, hipless lines.
is
organization already
planning to make
one of the latest models of the Weber founI have to have a scanter skirt
and mark out the trails.
34tf
tain cuspidors.
That’s slashed far up the seam.
DR. E. S. WEBBER.
I cannot wear the old gowns,
Honors at the U. of M.
And keep my self-esteem.

salt
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HUMPHREYS

Poultry Regulator

25c.

secure

J. Aley of the

H

a

These remedies are scientifically
carefully prepared prescriptions; used i..
many years by Dr. Humphreys in his private
practice, and for nearly sixty years by the

prgtts*

by the government.

Under the law prospectors

^1

^^b

j

Molting is a strain on
vitality. They need

public buildings. In the I
west a notable example of its use is i
tound in the new federal building at !

fools like me.
make a tree.

■

B

hens'

interior finish in

by

can

Aid

The white marble of which the great I
S2,t)00,000 Lincoln memorial temple is to j
be built on the banks of the Potomac in j

^^b

he wore no starched clothes.
He built
modern roads and bridges, remodeled
towns, brought sanitary measures which
ended
and translated the Bible
j into plagues,
languages never before written out.
This is only one ol the missionary aetivitieg of the Bowdoin Christian Asso: eiation.
The students contribute largely to the support of a Bowdoin mission*
| ary in India; mission study classes are
conducted among the undergraduates,
j and home mission
work is done among
!
the poor in the college town itself.

LINCOLN MEMORIAL.

Washington is to come from the Sopris j
j national
forest, Colorado. This is said to i
be the first great building in the east to j
be constructed of this stone, known to j
the building trades as Denver marble,
though much of it has been used as an i

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.

|

-n there seemed
noway out, the i
-•master unexpectedly found a!
which more than satisfied every :

as a

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the sweet earth’s hungry breast;
A tree that looks at God ail day

daughter endeavored to bribe i
Government to let her stay, j

’’

lovely

was

tensely interesting. For ten years he
i heard no word of English, anu for twenty
i

j

THE

^^A

j

j

is worth reprinting:”
I think that I shall never

m

w*™™®?iN®®®0SW*®®wwffN®jfN^>^K.v

a
language with thirty two tenses
nineteen numbers, is by nature a firm
believer
in
one God, has had woman suf|
frage for decades, and trains his child
much better than do
many whites.
! The whites who have gone to the Dark
Continent have brought slavery, drink
| and immorality.

__

crary

iflMMMMfJ>?iM^^^V»y^\\VS>>VVV>VN^\\v\\v\,i ■ #/i

JHft ^

j speaks
and

|

verse

—

3^H|^b

country.
Mr. Crawford believes that the black
man is, in
many ways, more finely devel- i
oped than the white. The native African has a poetic side unknown tc
us,

'oosts.
This open front must
alwavs
mile In two minutes. There are other
, ace the south or
southeast
horses that when fed the same kind and j
Ali poultry houses should he
located
amount of oats, hitched to the same |
vhere they will get the
morning sun
sulky, driven by the same driver over
ind should be elevated so that the
rain
the same track, will do well if they ;
Encouraged by the first year's suc, md surface water will
drain away from
trot a mile in four minutes. There is !
cess—and it should be added that, ns
j hem.
uo difference In the outs nor in tiie
the owner's business required her to
An old style hen house can
driver or the track.
easily be
It is altogether
be in Florida three mouths
every wiuemodeled by tearing out the soutli
due
to the difference in the efficiency I
ter, day old chicks were purchased in- i
rout and leaving It open for sun
and
stead of fowls for breeding—a market I of the two animal machines.
iir. If the roof leaks, cover with
roofThere are dairy cows which when I
gardener was engaged. Under his man- i
ng
Both
paper
ends
and
the back of
fed a certain amount of food under
agement the garden produced prodihe house should also be wind
certain conditions will produce 12.-,
proof,
piously, and the marketing problem bef the house is more than
eight feet
pounds of butter in a year. There arc
came pressing.
The distance tc- New
it
should he sealed up about seven
dgli
other cows fed the same food for tilYork was too great for a market
eet from the floor. Allow from three
same length of time that will as oils
wagon.
o four
square feet of floor space for
While these things were
ly produce 2.-10 pounds of butter In .1
being conach hen
The profits from the efficient
sidered a friend expressed a desire to
year
September is the best month in all
cow are often ten times greater than
have vegetables, berries and a
pair of
he year for the annual
the profits from the inferior animal in
houseeleaning.
broilers boxer] and sent to her town
, temove
all fixtures such as roosts,
fact, the inferior animal is generally
!
house twice n week.
This suggestion
1 ropping boards and uests
Brush the
fed at a loss.
proved the turning point
Hampers
r obwebs an'I dust from the
walls and
If It Is true that one cow can be so
were procured large enough to hold a
* eiliug and remove the litter and dirt
much more profitable than another cow
daily supply of vegetables, fruits and
^ tom tile floors.
Where floors are of
Poultry, and little by little a splendid | the question is. How can we secure the f arth remove
as much as appears to
profitable cows? There is only one
business was built up. so that now be
* e mixed with dirt or excrement
sure way. and that is by actual test.
tween fifteen and twenty hampers are
Then with 1 spray pump or a brush
In any herd of cows the milk of each
and
sent to New York every
packed
" ppl.v lime wash to
cow should 1-e weighed
every part of the
and
separately
week day from May to November.
1 uilding
This lime wash is made by
a record kept.
It will he found that on
The price of these hampers is $1.
p taking
ro-k
lime with In t
water
the same food some cows produce donpoultry being extra, and the consumer
* nd
thinning to the consistency of
ble the milk that is secured from oth
pays all transportation charges
Re* klmmllk.
If 'J per cent o.' carbolic
ers.
But the investigation should be
cently this woman has found it ex* rid Is added the wash will he more
more thorough
to
pedient
drop her business in Florie (fectual as a disinfectant
There is a very great difference in
da and has begun starling her seeds in
The roosts should be painted with
the richness of the milk from differ I
hotbeds and cold frames, tints extendent cows. The per cent of fat in milk ] ^ erosene. nesrs thoroughly cleansed
ing her season This success is due to
can easily lie determined, thanks to the ! * nd tobacco dust or stems added to
the owner's initiative in striking out
invention of the milk tester. No dairy j t le straw or sawdust nesting material
new
lines
and
along
selling directly to
man can successfully prosecute his j C over the floor again with clean sand
the consumer
0 r fine gravel to the depth of four or
business without a pair of scales and
Not everybody can find such an opIf not too coarse this will
a milk tester.
With those two appli j * x Inches
portunity or embrace it when found,
ances and with a good system of ree- : P rovide a
dust bath for the fowls
hut all may be on the lookout for the
V "here dropping hoards are used unords it is possible to make over au uuopportunity to establish the direct to
profitable, money losing herd of cows 4 ?r the roosts they help to keep the
method
of
which
selling,
eliminates
you
into a money making herd.
| fl oor clean and facilitate the work of
the middleman and his charges
r.
■moving the manure.

favor of conservation, this bit of

£%■

Twenty-three

years ago he went into the heart of cannibal Africa, carrying on the work that
Livingston began. Heathen that first
tried to kill him, then deify him and
make him their king, have been changed
into civilized races.
He returned to
England a few months ago, unknown; his
book on the African, “Thinking Black,”
won him instant fame; he lectured in
tfie largest halls in London, was received by Premier Asquith and the dons of
Oxford, and made a Fellow of the Royal
He is visiting
Geographical Society.
Americi for a few months, and Maine is
fortunate in securing him for six days.
He will lecture in Portland, Lewiston,
Watervilleand Bangor, and speak at the
four colleges of the State.
His illustrated lecture, showing colored views of
in
central Africa never seen by
places
any other white man, has been called
one of the finest ever delivered in this

|

|

^pyiai..fA #*y

Maine,

HOUSING POULTRY right

J

I the Herd Is to Ke:p You, Cut Cat the
Cows Yen Have to Keep.

What the Middleman Generally
—The Lion’s Share.

3

TWENTY-THREE YEARS AMONG AF-

THE BUSINESS DAIRY HERD

TO THE CONSUMER DIRECT

M.
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OUR CLUBBING 0FFFR5
The

following clubbing

offers applv only to subscrippaid in advance; and when payment is nude it
should be stated what premium, it any, is desired. It
is also necessary to say that none of these publications

tions are mailed with The Journal or from this office.
We have to pav for these publications one year in
advance, and they are then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows for one vear’s subscription paid in advance:

I he Journal and Farm and

Home,
The Journal and Tribune Farmer,

$2 00
2.25
2,10
2,25

The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The publications included in our
different addresses.

may be sent to

clubbing

offers

The publishers of the Woman’s
Magazine have
advised us of an increase in their
subscription price
and a consequent advance in clubbing rates, and The
Journal and Woman’s Magazine are now $2.2s.
The publishers of McCall’s Magazine have sent us
this notice: “The subscribers may select their free
pattern within
days after the receipt of their first

magazine by making a request on an ordinary postcard, stating that the pattern desired is a free pattern
to which they are'entitled.”

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

I

Republican Jouma

The

Utterly

PUBLISHED EVFRY THURSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co

CHARLES A. PILSBURY. I

in
an

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
-r length in column, 25 cents for one week
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
in advance. $2.00 a
Subscription Terms,
$1.00 for six months: 50 cents for three

year:

I

writer said:

Camembert cheese drops a cent as the
Boston Herald.
result of the new tariff.

ton

But the scent is the same.

“It is not to be wondered

disrespect for all
ing in Maine.”

A Boston firm advertises, among other
things, a reduction in the price of orange

laws is fast

Springs Monday evening.

Mrs. Ellery Bowden entertained the members of the “Sieben Club” at her home Monday
evening. Mrs. William Ellingwood was the
guest of the club.

quarter of a century he has
been at the helm in behalf of the Ameria

shipping

can

interests and his

personal

reminiscences have added much to the

May

of his paper.

interest

the Marine

Journal and its genial editor observe
many more

birthday

of Mrs. Fannie B. W'ard

obituary

An

anniversaries.

mentions the fact that she was one of
the first women to be admitted to

will be held in Memorial hall. One night an
entertainment will be given and on the other
night a supper will be served.

another

recalled.
and the

whose

name

is

not

now

It was quite a innovation,
“boys” felt less at ease fora

time than the

newcomers.

Miss Grace E. Walton of Belfast, showed that
membership of the order, including the
Odd Fellows and Rebekahr of the world, was

Plantation;

land

j

and

buildings

in

This ?

gists.

Take Hall’s Family Pills for
constipation.

SWANVILLE CENTER
The first snow of the season was Oct. 11 h.
The air was white with snow for some time.
.Charles Hustus has bought a hoop
shaving
machine and expects to do
quite a business_
Ruby Gray and Mrs. F H. Littlefield had a
serious attack of indigestion
Mrs.
recently
Doliiber, who had been in town a month visiting relatives, has returned to Marblehead,
Mass. Mrs. Percy Harriman
accompanied her
to join her husband, who has a
position in
...

..

Her

son

Clyde

will

Mrs.

Sunday
cordially invited.

remain

with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Marden, for awhile.

any

10.45

ai:c

Mrs. W'ard

Emmeline Pankhurst, the Eng-

sin

last

Ellis

who had been

Island. New

.Saturday by

York,

the

immigration
authorities ami ordered deported as an
undesirable alien, was released Mondayon her own recognizance and without
bo a!,by order of President Wilson. Mrs.
:e

JPer.khuret Is a criminal in the eyes of the
law
v.

and

the immigration authorities
only doing their duly in ordering
deportation. She is now free to

re

hoi

make her lecture tour, and on her return
to England to devote the money thus

gained to burning churches and private
residence, breaking
windows, etc.
'Whether or.e favors woman suffrage or
not it does not seem that any sane pernor, coulc, sanction the methods of Mrs.

Pankhurst and her followers.
There has never been any question but
that if the officers of the law did their

sustained by the courts
law could be as well enforced a? ether laws. It has been demonstrated over and over again. We have

duty
the

and

were

prohibitory

from open bars—open
when the court was in session —to a
diouth broken crly by a resort to Jamaica

seen

the transitio

even

peppermint. Somerset county
demonstrating that prohibition
The Independ.;an and does prohibit.
ent-Reporter says:
At tie present time there is probably
,-o equal area w ith less violation of the
liquor law than Somerset county. Of

.ginger
is

or

new

curse, j ublic sentiment has had somethii g to do with this. There has also
been genuine, whole-hearted support by
judges and county officials, but the man
who has really cone, so admirably, this
very difficult stunt is Sheriff Frank

Thnmnfifin.

You will note that the sheriff has had

“genuine whole-hearted support” of
judges and county officials. Without
the

that he would have labored in vain. As
it is the wouldbe venders of intoxicants
have thrown up their hands and gone out
of business. Of this situation the Independent-Reporter says: “The result is
highly gratifying. A growing respect
for all forms of law, few cases of intoxication, and last but possibly least, though
not important, a lessening cost to the
county for enforcement.” Certainly not
valuable result of enforcement in Somerset county is the “growing respect for all forms of laws.” In
other counties where the prohibitory law
has not been enforced the reverse is true.
In a note received last week from a
citizen of Waldo county the
the least

prominent

per

|

pair.

Special

full size, 64x76,
Sale price

Special

full size, 11-4, Wool finished,
Sa,e Price $1-98

98c-

Sale price,
All Blankets

S

1

$4.48

Specially Priced.

J

JAMES H. HOWES

f

m

BURNHAM.
a long time and suffered
muci
Chas. Elwell, who has been living in Oakland bore her
sufferings. She leavethe past year, has returned and is now keeping { two daughters—John and
Jose:
house in the Mary Snudburg house....The Wesley of Pittsfield
and W:
funeral of Alfred Bowden, who hanged him- • she made her
home, Mrs. FT
self at his home here during temporary insar.- i Hazeltine of
Clinton, beside.was
held
Oct.
Rev.
Ainslie
of
Mr,
16th,
ity,
child tn and seme great gr
Unity officiating. Mr. Geo. Allen, Mrs. Moody ! Hattie Perkins is
working at
lie
and Mrs. McKechnie furnished music,
-Mrs. Bert Cole has returr
leaves a widow, Evie Haskell Bowden, a son
in Boston... Mr. ar.d Mrs. A.
and daughter Verner and Muriel, an aged mo- Mr. and Mrs. O. B. McKeckr.
ther, Mrs. Hannah Bowden of Troy, two on attending the N'ational Grar
brothers and a sister, Ira of Brooks, Frank
ter, N II.... Victory Temple
aid Maggie of Troy....Miss Nellie Morse has ular meeting
Friday afterm
gone to Auburn ar.d Litchfield to visit with
Institute will be held here M
relatives
E. P. Sullivan still remains ir a : and it is hoped a
goodly numi
Oliver Prescott has moved | interesting speakers have beet
serious condition

!

]

\

...

...

to the Baxter house and

Mr. Blakeman, the ;
only one other will be held
section boss, has moved into the rent
....Mr. and Mrs. C. S. She:made vacant by Mr. Prescott
Mrs. Caroline i Celia sp nt Sunday with
1 Abner Clark, in
Detroit.. NDHunt, widow of the late Hezakiah Hunt, died
was in Unity Oct. 10th to n:tOct. 18th at the home of her st»n William, who Fred Hunt....
Not many de»
lives on the Clinton road. She had been ill for ! around here yet.
new

a.

m.;

who do not i
church

ouuui.v

siiiuui

eiectea

i

L\

oer-

harles
The

pastor of the Universalist church will

begin on the first Sunday in November a course
of popular Sunday evening lectures on the general theme, Religious and Moral Lessons from
Good Books.
Many of the new books will be
taken up for discussion and an effort will be
to make the lectures interesting
The
books to be taken up for the first month will
be announced next week.

made

Services at the North church had been held
in the vestry for some w’eeks while the auditorium was undergoing renovation, and the
work having been completed it was used last
Sunday morning, when rededication services
were held.
The order of services included
special music by a male quartette composed of
E. S. Pitcher, John Parker, Orlando Titherington and Arthur N. Johnson, and a sermon by
the pastor, Rev. David L. Wilson, on “The
Function of the Church.” There was a large
attendance and the service was very impressive
Of the decorating it may be said that
it is artistic and restful, and it is a matter of
congratulation to the society that the work
has all been paid for outside of the regular
revenues of the church, largely through the
efforts of the Ladies Circle, aided by the
Guild and individual members of the church.
The woodwork is done in pale buff, with trim-

mings
walls

of

mahogany

on

the pews, while

the

soft terra cotta, with’stencilings of
The cornice shades up from terra cotta,
through old ivory to the palest yellow with
ceiling of cream. The new curtain at the
organ loft was admired as it blended beauti
fully with the general color scheme. Bouquets of cut flowers graced the pulpit and
a! tar.
are a

buff.

ROCKLAND LIME KILNS BURNED.

Rockland, Me.,

October 17.

which started about 2 A. M. this

destroyed
a

nine

lime

kilns,

Fire

morning

Do not continue to suffer with heartburn
dizziness, after dinner distress, hea ache, biliousness,

stomach.

in

pain

the bowels

or sour or

gassy

Get relief at once—buy today—a
fifty cent box of Mi-o-na Tablets. They quickand
ly
surely end indigestion and stomach distress- are perfectly harmless.
There is no lcng waiting for results—no need
to deprive yourself of the food you like best
hut fear to take because of stomach distress
Eat what yoti want at any time and take Mio-na Tablets.
Do not suffer stomach distress another hour.
It is not only needless but may be dangerous—
many serious diseases have their origin in the
stomach and bowels.
Begin using Mi-o-na—now—at once. Money
back if not satisfied. A. A. Howes & Co.

^arm* 2i story, 12-room house.
40x100. These buildings set up
have
the best view of Belfast Bay of
highland
any on the Searsport road; this farm borders
on the shore; there is 60 acres cleared, balance
in wood and pasture; good level land, good for
potatoes and hay; no rocks; good orchard. The
reason for selling is that the people are old and
li\e in Massachusetts. They have put the price
very low, below the assessors’ valuation. It is
only H miles from Belfast postoffice. This
place should sell quick at the price, which is
only $4,300.

1
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WE

your hair to be—

rJ

Lustrous, bright and
glossy; soft, silky

fpj)

and wavy.

rim

To have beautiful

K&p

hair like

this,

use

|

barn

havs

HARMONY
HAIR BEAUTIFIER
It’s just what its name implies—just to
make the hair glossy, and lustrous, and more
beautiful —just to make it easier to dress, and
more natural to fall easily and gracefully into

a

CITY

leave

HO'VIES.

a

lingering, delicate,

—

elusive

perfume.

use

Harmony Shampoo

WE

to keep the hair clean, soft, smooth and beautiful.
instantaneous rich, foaming lather, penetrating to every part of the hair
and scalp. It is washed off just as quickly, the entire operation
taking only
A

liquid shampoo

It

gives

an

a

few

moments.

It leaves

WANTED.

have several customers waiting for memanufacturing section of this city
dium priced places, so if you have anycausing a loss of about $75,000. The lire thing to sell, we can get you a customer in
short notice.
was of incendiary origin.
The fire started in the lime kiln of A.
INSURANCE.
C. Day & Co. and when discovered by
the Rockland & Rockport Co.’s lime kilns
are in the insurance business and can
nearby, it was all ablaze. The two lime
write Fire, Life and Accident, in good
kilns of Day & Co. and their unoccupied strong, reliable companies. If you are interested in this line please give us a call.
sheds were completely destroyed.
The fire spread to the lime kilns of the
Rockland & Rockport Co. and destroyed
OPPORTUNITIES.
seven of them and two immense sheds.
have several business openings where
In the sheds were 50,000 barrels of lime
you can start right in and make money
ready for shipment and 20,000 empty at the beginning. Call and let us tell you
43
casks, also 1000 cords of wood, the prop- about them.
erty of Thorndike & Hix.
& Knowlton,
The property of the Rockland & Rockport Co. was covered by a blanket policy. No. 92 Main Street,
Belfast, Maine
A. C. Day & Co. suffered a loss of $6000,
Phone 231-11
They carried $2500 insurance.
The fire was one of the worst RockCARD OF THANKS
land has experienced for some time aid
but for the severe rains of the past few
We wieh to thank the friends who did so
days it is belived that the whole of much to assist us after our recent lose by fire.
MR. and MRS. CLIFTON GROSS,
Crockett’s Point would have been wiped
fcBelfast, October 20,1913.
out.

Will not change or darken the color of the
hair.
Contains no oil; therefore, cannot leave
the hair sticky or stringy.
Very pleasant to use, very easy to apply
simply sprinkle a little on your hair each time
before brushing it.
To thoroughly clean your hair and scalp,

the wavy lines and folds of the coiffure, just to
give that delightful fresh and cool effect, and

have a large list of city homes located
on most every street in Belfast, ranging
in price from $700 to $5,000 If you are looking
for a bargain or an investment, we have something to offer that will net you anywhere from
8 to 20 per cent, on your investment. Come in
and talk your wants over with us. We will not
feel put out if you do not buy.

three sheds

s

acre

large list of farms ranging in
price from $500 to $8,000. If you are inWe
terested and want a bargain, we have it
can sell you within a mile of Belfast or most
any town in the county, and it will pay you to
look over our list before buying. Write, call
Satisfaction
or phone and tell us your wants.
guaranteed and a square deal to all.

nd 2000 feet of valuable railroad trestle

in the

Is like what you want

are

Rhoades This convention includes
schools of all denominations.

suffragette,

Prices from 59c. to $12.00

the

Christian Endeavor at 6.30
and evening service at 7.30 p. m.

(

detained at

jJ

1,645,369, of which 235,277 are men belonging to
the Rebekahs and 47 :,973 women who are also
identified with the order. There are 133 Re! bekah lodges in Maine with a membership of
7833 men and 143,331 women. During the year
:
there were 537 men and 1143 women admitted
at 12 m.; Epworth League prayer
meeting to the order in this State. The total number
at
C.30 p. m.; evening service | of withdrawals including deaths figured 1247
Sunday evening
thus leaving the first of January, 1913 a total
at 7.30 p. m.
of 22,597 members which shows a net increase
The services at the Baptist church will be as of 433 for the year. The total paid for relief
follows. Prayer meeting this. Thursday, even- during the year was $943.55 and the current
expenses were $20 296.33

jamin Robertson, Albert Cuzner and Mrs.
referring long after to her advent on Louis Gannon
delegates to the State Sunday
this scene of action said that she was
school convention, which began a three
days’
‘‘as green as grass,” and the first fem- session in
Augusta yesterday. Others who are
inine notes from the galleries were cer- in attendance are Rev. W. F.
Sturtevant, Gert a inly
‘‘way off” on parliamentary ald W. Howard, Mrs. Forest Robbins and Mrs.

lish militant

Begins Today

H

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh (hat cannot be cured
[
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known F. .7
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially ablj to
carry out anv obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL HANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo 0.
Halls Catarrh Cure is taker,
internally, acting directly upon the blood and moo-.uV «u-faces of the system. Testimonials sent
free.
Trice 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all PrUcr.
**

Massachusetts.

|

j

Special full size, 11-4, All Wool,

Northport.

How’s

j

M

-----
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Annual
Blanket Sale

If

and Arthur C. Nickerson,
Bangor,
als., to Sarah A. Nickerson, Orrington; land

now.

|
1
6

George B.

High Cost of Living.

Purchase your Winter Blankets

|

j

||

^ll

,

tion.
Cora S. Pendleton, et als.,
Islesboro, co David
H. Smith, do.; land in Islesboro.
F. A. Richards,
Lincolnville, to J. W. Fletch|
j er> do-I land and buildings in l.incolnville.
| William L Hopkins and Wilmot H. Smith,
| Troy, to Trueman H. Cook, do.; land in Troy,
j Remember B. Donaldson, Stockton Springs,
to Erbanna Staples,
do.; land and buildings in
|
Stockton Spr ngs.
et

The

pis

Savage Pooler, Unity
Unity and Unity Plar.ia-

in

Reduce

|j|

Clara T Sibley, Belfast, to W. F.
McClintock, Fairfield; land and building in
Northport.
Carl W. Grant, Stockton
Springs, to Lizzie J
Curtis, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Edward R. Penny,
Tewksbury, Mass., to
John L Bean, Montville; land and
buildings in
Montville.
Eli E. York, Unity, to

m

procedure.

HMSM»38KmRKHSaiSiR!eriSMtti9i||i|

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school

the reporters’ galleries at the National
Two others were admitted ing; morning service Sunday at
Gapitcl.
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All
the
about
same
time, Miss Mann attend
school at
other

and

j
j

The following transfers in real
estate were
recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deed*
for the week ending October
15.1913.
ir* H- Parkhurat,
Unity, to E. B Hunt, do.;
land in Unity.

Thorndike.
C.E. Libby, Watervilie, to Frank D
Haynes,
Fort Fairfield; land in
Troy and Thorndike.
Josiah Colson, Prospect, et
als., to C. W.
McClintock, Fairfield; land and buildings in
N orthport.

I occupancy.
Past District Deputy Clifford J. Pattee:
After a vacation of several weeks the Lendassisted by David L. Wilson as Grand Chaplair a-Hand club met at the home of Mrs. James
and Wm. C. Libbey as Grand Marshal, installed
; Freeman. At the close of the usual working
the officers elect of Phoenix Lodge last Mon| time delicious refreshments were served by
day evening. The appointed officers, Dayic j Mrs. Freeman.
L. Wilson as Chaplain and L. E. McMahan at
Mrs. Oscar Cole and Miss Marian Philbrook
Marshal, were also installed. W. M. Warrer left
Wednesday for Augusta, being sene as
|
A. Nichols presented the following past masj delegates from the Methodist Sunday school.
ters with jewels: C. E. Tibbetts, George E
to attend the State Sunday school convention
Johnson, L. E. McMahan, Wm. C. Libbey, C. J I held in that
city this week.
Pattee, Ashley A. Smith, W. J. Dorman, C. R
are extenaea to rar. rsowaen
v'uuKraiuiuuonB
A.
C.
Coombs,
Tuttle, George <J. Trussell, Wm
H. Hall, David L. Wilson. There was a small for we know he is well qualified to fill the
position, and all interested in Odd Fellowship
attendance on account of the severe storm,
a ..u
_j_i
appreciate the honor of having the Grand
Master elected from ou-home Lodge.
installed the
officers at their

approach-

IN REAL ESTATE.

George A. Blodgett, Belfast, to Arietta A.
Blodgett, do; land in Belfast.
Luella A. Frisbee, Belfast, to Frank P.
Staples, do.; land in Belfast.
Fred L. Howard, Belfast, to Fannie I.
Staples, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
William H. and Alice E.
Carr, Troy, to
Charles E. Libbey, Burnham; land in
Troy and

j

Ayer’s £&

than

!

Mr. Ellery Bowden of Garfield lodge. No. 99,
I. O. O. F. of Winterport was elected Grand
Master at the annual session of Grand Lodge
| held last week in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., have returned from their wedding trip and are spending a few weeks with Mrs. Joshua Treat, Sr.#
while their own home is being made ready for

The Journal stands for the enforcepeel under the new tariff. Thus does ment of all laws on the statute books.
the high cost of living come down.
It does not believe that there is any warrant for enforcing the law in one county
check
the
Another remedy proposed to
and nullifying it in another; in discrimiadvai cirg prices for beef is to disconnating between rich and poor, high or
until
several
for
t inue eating veal
years
in punishing the murderer or the
low;
the supply of catile in this country is
burglar and letting notorious violators of
condition.
normal
back
to
its
brought
the prohibitory law go free. That we
A correspondent of the Machias Union believe expresses the sentiments of a maadvocates the nomination of Pattangall jority of the people of Maine—the lawmeet
following
for governor and S. W. Gould for Con- abiding, God-fearing citizens on whom
Mr. C. C. Moody spent Sunday in Portland,
C,
gress from the 3d district. That would the Slate must depend for its progress ing Tuesday evening: High Priest, George
the guest of Mr. James F. Berryman. He will
Charles
A.
AlHarmon;
Trussell;
King,
scribe,
and
suit Gould, no doubt: but how about Pat?
prosperity.
be joined there by Mrs. Moody on her return
len L. Curti6; treasurer, Ralph D. Southworth;
from Washington, D. C where she has been
it is reported from Newport, R. I.,
secretary, C. J. Pattee; chaplain, Rev. D. B,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Thompson for
The Churches.
Phelan; Captain of Host, M. L. Slugg; princithat Secretary of the Navy Daniels may
pal sojourner, 0. S. Vickery; R. A. C.. F. E. several weeks.
take a course of instruction at the Naval
Mr.and Mrs. M. J.Haddican.who have occupiThe Episcopal mission will hold services in
Bramhall, M. of 3rd V., L. B. Thompson; M. of
AVai college there next summer. Perhaps
L. S. Jones; M. of 1st V., L. E. Mc- ed the Wardwell house for several years, have
church vestry next Sunday at 8.30 2nd V
i f he look a preliminary trip as cook in a the North
Mahan; Sentinel, A. C. Tuttle. W. J Dorman, removed their household goods to Augusta,
p. m.
coaster it would help some.
P assisted by C. J. Pattee, C. H., and where Mr.Haddican has employment at Granite
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular P. G. H,
Rev. D. L Wilson. G. C., installed. P. H. P. Hill. Mrs. Minnie Arey, who for several years
non. reier v nartes Keegan ol van
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
has had a suite of rooms in the Dunham block,
jewels were presented to J. F. Fernald, S. A. will move into the Wardwell house just vacated
Buren is reported as saying that this High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
F. R. Woodcock, W’m. L. Libby, M. G. by Mr. Haddican.
Parker,
The morning service at the First Parish
year’s potato crop ir. Aroostook would
Black and M E. Brown by Rev. D. L. Wilson,
Mrs. J. H. Thayer, Past Grand of
Mizpah
give that county $20,000,000 for the crop Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.45 a. m., SunRebekah Lodge, attended the Rebekah assemThe meetings of the Maine Grand bodies, I.
'-.rd still leave Aroostook farmers all the day. The Sunday School meets at 11.45.
bly held in Portland last week. At the reguseed potatoes they will need for next
The Christian Scientists hold services in O. O. F., were held in Portland last week. The lar meeting of Mizpah Rebekah Lodge Oct.
Mrs. Thayer gave a very
interesting
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at Grand Lodge elected the following officers: 15th,
spring’s planting.
and instructive report of the
assembly. Mrs.
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 Grand Master, Ellery Bowden, Winterport; A. W.
Shaw, also a Past Grand and member of
Deputy Grand Master, Harry W. Reed, Au- the Assembly, attended the session and was
Truth, the clever Boston weekly, re- o’clock, to which all are welcome.
Grand Warden, John E. Bunker, Bar honored by having the Degree of
Chivalry
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills gusta;
cently had a very effective cartoon enGrand Secretary, W. W. Cutter, West- conf. rrert upon her. At the close of the Astitled "Gates Ajar.” The gates—one will be held at 10.30 a. m.f followed by the Harbor;
sembly Mis. Shaw left ?..r Boston, where she
brook; Grand Treasurer, W. E. Plummer, Port- will visit her
son, Mr. Fred Shaw.
bearing the words “Keep Out” the other Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church land; Grand Representatives, Leon S. Merrill
A very pleasing entertainment was given in
‘‘High Protective Tariff,”—had been at 2.30 p in., followed by Sunday school.
|
of Orono and Louis E. Flanders of Auburn. Union
Hall, Wednesday evening, under the
The first Sunday in November will be ob- The
forced open and were partly off their
report of the secretary thowed a net gain auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Society of the
as
seved
at
the
Universalist
Rally Sunday
Methodist church. They were fortunate in
in membership of 312 for the year, making a
hinges, and braced against one, in acadMiss Marian Evelyn Sparks, a gifted
emic garb, was President Wilson.
A church. A special sermon will be given and total of 25,759 The amount expended for re- securing
of Boston, who, assisted by local talent
reader
is
it
there will be a large attendance.
hoped
the
was
lief
the
order
cf
with
crowd
John Bull and
$83,102. provided the program. Miss Sparks presented
during
year
by
foreigners,
The services at the North church will be as At the annual
meeting of the Grand Encamp- the play “Merely Mary Ann,” representing
Germany in the front, was pouring in
follows:
at
7.30 ment the following officers were elected: the oifferent characters very successfully.
Trayer meeting Thursday
bearing heavy packages labelled ‘‘Made
Piano duets by Misses Eveleth and Baker,
p. in.: Morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Grand patriarch, Sherman L. Berry of Watervocal solos by Grace Lord and Mr. Joshua
ir. England”, “Made
in
Germany,” Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. Prayer
meeting ville; grand high priest, Charles E. Jackson of Treat, were rendered between the acts, mak'‘Made in Italy”, ‘‘Made in Russia”, etc. at 6.30 p. m.
Portland; grand senior warden, Archie R. ing a very pleasing program.
The young people of the Universalist church Lovett of Bangor; grand scribe, William E.
The October 18th number of The Maare preparing for a Hollowe’en social to be
Plummer of Portland; grand junior warden,
rine Journal, New York, was its 86th
The regiven a week from Friday night. An enter- ! Fred B. Peabody of Richmond
birthday issue and the 28th annual salu- tainment will be given and refreshments ports of the encampment showed it to be in
tation of the editor, Capt. George L.
served.
Then you will have a clean and healthy
good condition, financially and numerically.
Norton, to his friends and patrons. The
scalp. No more hair l-'ss. No more
The ladies of the Universalist church have I Ther*1 has been a gain of 250 during the past year
edito: of the Marine Journal can point decided on the 9th and 10th of December as 1 the largest gain since 1863. The statistical
rough, scraggly hair. Docs not color.
Ask Your Doctor.
with ; ride to the record made during the the dates for their annual Christmas fair, which report of the secretary of the Maine Rebekahs,
I „lv *;‘m' V
more

TRANSFERS

Mr. and Mn. Arthur Archer spent the weekend in town, guests of Mrs. Archer’s mother,
Mrs. Evelyn Wardwell.

a

Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold
a picnic
supper Tuesday evening, Oct. 28th, at
6 30 o'clock. These suppers are held ever?
lodge meeting night during the fall and wintei
season and are a very pleasant feature in connection with the lodge work. A full attend*
ance is desired.

at that the latest Bangor murde er asserted that there was no law there. The

—

WINTERPORT.

Mrs. Jessie S. Pattee, D. D. G. Matron, in*
spected Islesboro and Castine Chapters. O. E.
S., Tuesday and Wednesday evenings and will
inspect Searsport Saturday evening and Stock*

—

—

SOCIETIES.

special communication ol
lodge, F. and A. M., this,
Thursday, evening to work the Fellow Craft
degree on four candidates.

wretched. I lived on bread and beef
tea because my stomach would not retain anything else. I took many remedies, hut obtained no relief until I
took Hood's Sarsaparilla, when I began
to gain at onee. Am now cured."
Pure, rich blood makes good, strong
nerves, and this is why Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which purifies and enriches the
blood, cures so many nervous diseases.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated : ldets culled Sarsatabs

Manager

months.

There will be
Timothy Chase

Nervous Prostration Long Endured
Before Remedy was Found.
Miss Minerva Reminder, Upper Bern,
Pa., writes: "For several years 1 had
nervous prostration, and was utterly

BELFAST, THURSO \Y. OCTOBER 23,1913

The

SECRET

Wretched

no lumps or stickiness.
refreshing sense of cool, sweet cleanliness.
a dainty, pleasant and clean fragrance.
Both in odd-shaped ornamental bottles, With sprinkler tops.
Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00 ; Harmony Shampoo,
Both guaranteed to please you, or your money back.
—

WE

—

WE

Just
Just

a

;
;

i
50c.
i

Sold only by the more then 7000 Resell Stores —The World’s Greatest Drug Stores
and
made in our own big Boston Laboratories, where all the delightful HARMONY. VIOLET
DULCE and BOUQUET JEAN1CE Perfumes and Toilet Preparations are made.
—

Sold in this community only

WE

The

at

City Drug Store

EDMUND WILSON, Proprietor

Wyman

■
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News^f

The

Ja'wls t"'r

0. Fernald was 86 years old Oct.
proud of his years and is very
ne of his age.

Oct. 3lst. at 2 p. m., in the court hous°. when
officers will be electel and other business
transacted.

Co. have contracted to

The Northport Chemical Fire Engine company is happy over the receipt of a check
from William Kohinn in appreciation Qf the
services rendered recently when his cottage
on the North Shore was
burned.

>use

B. Stantial

f A.

j

vaccuum

id in

I

on

install in
W7aldo ave-

vapor steam

plant,

the

Belfast.

irmen

are

having

price

at 60

cents

go d run of
bushel. It is
it this year’s catch will aggregate
1.000 and $75,000.
h

j
j

o

y

bail last week

and has been

9iTv

A

..

prize.
Bowden,

?

or

SCnooiS.

«a* an

-r

antique furniture,
any valuable
collector.

and

among his
ones, willed to him

a

severe

cut

on

the

Cross

Barker Tent, No. 4, D. of
.:s regular meeting to night, Oct.
trial Hall. Mrs. Luna Baker of
White

the

the weather, the West Brooksn.lent of the Ellsworth Amer.nder date of Oct. 13th
“Forty
ago this evening I arrived home
n the west coast of South Amerund here was frozen solid, and
I
with thirteen inches of snow the

year,

:

j

horse

which inmysterious disappearance of the
stion was before the municipal
n.
The facts as shown by the
re, in brief, as follows: James O.
nity traded horses with Leroy
Troy, the latter giving “boot” in
$37 50 each, one to run three and
x months.
Witham started for
is new horse, but it gave out be1 here and after
some further exreturned the horse to Clifford and
ms notes, but did not get
them.
the notes to other parties and
tried to collect payment was ret ne horse on which the
security was
ani.-hed, neither party professing
whereabouts. Witham then had
Case.

A

case

■

fore the

municipal

money under

mng

charged

court

false pretences

Kr.owlton

found probable cause
respondent under $200 bonds to
action of the grand jury at the

the

n

terra.

u.

Crafts

RcAmw

nm.

n™..

committee for the year 1913-14 of
ng Department of the Arts and
Mrs. Amos Clement, chairman,
"t'e R- Williamson,
Miss Margaret N.
ti

Mrs.

Essie P.

Hazeitine, have

which is as follows:
the State Federation
•irs. E. R. Pierce.
Report of Top!iy Mrs. Amos Clement.
Review of the Inside of the Cun.
i' A. Blair
Lecture,Rome,Ever Old Yet Ever
led, by Miss Cora Stanwood Cobb
lo i, Mass.
J ihn Galsworthy, by Rev. Chas.
e

program

arre

whereas at this time last year not
had been signed.

of

laws

Mrs.

>rown.

Round Table. What have You
the Year’s Program?
Illustrated Poems, by Mrs. S. A.

will be of adamant and

as

follows:

Hancock,

Oxford,

Penobscot,

in

about

Piscataquis,

!

now

was to

have half the

of the farm for

are

year ago

!
Mrs. David L. Wilson of the food, and
boyhood days and know of no better tery,
Miss Evelyn Morison of the candy. The vestry
keep in touch with my old home than j
will be open for the two afternoons. It was
through the columns of The Journal. I have j
also voted to hold three picnic suppers duriig
never had the time to visit my native State
I the winter at the homes of members.
since leaving for this wonderful State.”

of my
way to

I
|

City Drug Store, Belfast, Maine,

--ALL GOODS

GUARANTEED— -I
!

Salts,

z tor ^oc

Liver and Uric Acid Salts,
Kexall Kidney Pills,

2 for 51c
2 for 26c
2 for 41c
2 for 76c
2 for 26c
2 for 46c
2 for 26c
2 for 51c
2 for 26c
2 for 26c
2 for 76c
2 for 61c
2 for 76c
2 for 66c

“

I

‘ >

ana uric Acid

Kidney Remedy,
Kidney Remedy,
White Liniment,
White Liniment,
Antiseptic Sol.,
Catarrh Cure,
Cold Tablets,
Cough Syrup,
Emulsion C. L. Oil,
Bief, Wine and Iron,

lery and Iron Tonic,
Extract of Sarsaparilla Tonic,

T»AAfV»

9

Tooth Paste,
Chewing Gum (all

2
2
2
2
2

r>

9fin

tjUV

!

\

25c
5c
25c
25c
25c

“

flavors),

Shaving Sticks,
Shaving Cream.
Shaving Powder,

for 26c
for 6c
for 26c
for 26c
for 26c

USE VIOLET DULCE TOILET DAINTIES
50c
50c
50c
75c
25c
25c
25c

$1.00

Violet Dulce Face Cream,
Violet Dulce Vanishing Cream,
Violet Dulce Face Powder,
Violet Dulce Toilet Water,
Violet Dulce Talcum Powder,

2 for 51c
2 for 51c
2 for 51a
2 for 76c
2 for 26c
2 for 2<£
Violet Dulce Soap,
2
Dulce
for 26c
Violet
Rogue,
Violet Dulce Liquid Face Powder,2 for 1.01

I

HERE

every

And His Blli COMPANY ol ARliSIB'!

Singers, Dancers and Comedians, \

j

AND

Pretty Girls,

Chorus of

Big

Regular Program of
AT

Mass., arrived last week to visit his parents,
Mr, and Mrs. George F. Mayhew. He returned
home Monday.Mrs. R S. Brier, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred R. Downs and Miss Blanche Downs
have closed their summer home and returned
to their home in Winter Ilill, Somerville,Mass,
last Friday.

Pictures

j

12

1 CLOSING OUT SALE 1
$

I

I

high

as

64 Main

\

II
Statement of

the

in

city

proper.

||

Street, Belfast, Maine.

foi

->i!;

^

g

terms cash.

1.

jj|

|

(!IMI) OUT IT COST

f Goods delivered anywhere

i

i

!!fol:T

m

—i:

Condition of the

f

Stockton Springs Tru t Company.
STOCKTON

SPRINGS,

L

September 30, 1913.
Hichborn, President.
Chas. N. Taylor, Vice President,
S. B. Merrithew. Treasurer.
Albert M. Ames, Secretary,
Directors—H. R. Hichborn, H. L. Hopkins, A.
M. Ames, S. B. Merrithew, Byron Boyd.
Ralph Morse, Joseph Williamson, Charles N.
Taylor, A. E. Trites, H. A. Mulligan, Everett
Staple*, H. G. Hichborn, F. D. Jordan.
h. R. Hichborn, H. L.
Executive Board
Hopkins, Albert M. Ames, S. 3. Merrithew’
F D. Jordan.
Organized December 27, 1906.

O

H. E.

Aluminum Ware.

]

We received the past week an invoice of PURE ALUMINUM W are inSauce Pans, Double Roasters. Kettles, F’ails, Tea and Coffee Pots.

eluding

F'ercolaters, Jelly Moulds,Cups, Cake Turners, Clothes Sprinklers. Bakers,
Double Boilers, and a number of other items. And EACH piece is sold
wth this guarantee:

|

(J

“EVERY PIECE OF PURE ALUMINUM of

this

as-

=

sortment is POSITIVELY GUARANTEED to

wear

for

==

TWENTY YEARS.

=

—

^

jj

LIABILITIES.

=

$25,000 00
Capitei stock.
Surplus. 3,000 00
Undivided profits..
1,559 92
36,488 83
Savings deposits.
Demand deposits. 23,032 95

the memorable

Wreckage is strewn along the
miles from Provincetown to
coast for 50
Mouomoy and it is feared that other vessels
of the big fleet that were caught off Cape Cod
o
Monday have been lost with all hands.’'_
Writing from Boston to the Rockland CourierGazette on the errors of authors and playweights in dealing with marine affairs W. E.
Crockett says: “When I was a boy there were
11-98.

I the Greeley. All except the Greeley were
i towed to sea, the latter, through a fortunate
change of wind, sailing out without the help
of a tug. After three days Capt Haskell
overtook the fleet oft Barnegat. When
Shinnecook was reached, the Greeley was in
the
lead.
This was increased to a handsome
margin, when the Greeley reached Montauk
and sheered oft to make the entrance to Narragansett Bay, her destination Providence.

THE ENTIRE STOCK OF

I

14th, and neglecting to ring their bells, c >ptfcins of five schooners will probably be made
defendants in proceedings by the Government
by Capt. liird, harbor master. The names of
Capt. Samuel Lewis of the Emma 3. Briggs,
Capt. William Comeau of the C. T. W. (British,. Capt. Carl Merriam of the Annie Lord,
Cap-.. Elmer N. Green leaf of the Charles Luli; g and Capt. Emery Stout of the Charles L.
Jeffrey have been sent to Collecter Curtis....
The schooner Harold C. Beecher, Capt. Ralph
W.
attershall, Philadelphia for Brewer w’ith
coal, vas reported as arriving at New York
Oct. 4th, and as she was not heard from later
t lere was some anxiety concerning her, but it
was relieved when she was reported as passing
Vineyard Haven Oct. 15th... .The first of the
Bucksport Grand Banks fishing fleet arrived
Oct. 15th the schooner Hiram Lowell, Capt.
Gott, with a full fare of cod. The other vessels
of the fleet are expected presently_Of last
week’8 storm the Boston Globe of Oct. 19th
‘Without exception the storm is the
Buys:
worst that has swept the coast of Cape Cod
for many years. Storm tides flooded the beaches
as

| Groceries, Flour and Feed |jp
L. T. Shales & Son f
| TO BE
g

violating I

almost

I^

o,

IlgW

Items. Charged with
navigation laws by anchoring at Quarantine, Boston Harbor, during the st« rm Oct.

point,

Main Street. Belfast. Maine.
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of

I
Ill

Prices, Entire lower floor 20c. j
Balcony 10c,
Matinee Saturday at 2.30, 10c. to ail

prices.

a

[!

i

and dancing
It is the brightest and
breeziest comb .nation of good clean comedy
and musical numbers ever offered at popular

t

on a

EACH PERFORMANCE.

singing

Shipping

a

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH.

j

characters and was the late star and successor
! to Neil Burgess as
‘Aunt Abbie” in “The
| County Fair." The show consists mainly of

;

friend—to seii clothes

smaller margin of profit than is customary, knowing that the man who
buys one suit from us will come back for many another.
In a word to budd up a reputation in the
present that
shall mean an ever-increasing business in the future

LaMarr

Harry

If any piece does not, the person
having purchased same can return it to the dealer and
exchange it for another piece at our expense.
Aluminum Ware costs

a

little

more

expensive than any other cooking
best dish made to
q

Uj

Loans and disc unts.$14,611 75
on mortgages of real estate...
6.476 31
Bonds. 62,1535 0
Real estate foreclosure..... 1,000 00
870 00
Furniture and fixtures.
Cash on deposit.... 2,403 46
Cash on hand.
1,566 68
Loans

t

a

caii from YOU.

CARLE & JONES,
_iqi-

>j[c-;orrrzr>iro1f^!Iin]L:.

_ior

~

1

FOUND
That Dr

positively

AT

hots’ Cold and Grippe Pills will
cure all colds in 24 hours if taken

as soon as

Don't fail to use them this

winter and be well.

Only 25c.

a

THE

THOMPSON MF6, CO.

you notice the cold, also cures

sick headaches.

box.

CITY DRUG STORE.
41tf

REMOVAL

Rooms to Let
!

|

|

Two furnished or unfurnished rooms suitable
for light housekeeping, with electric lights and
In desirable location. Apply to
use of bath.

43tf

W. M.

Telephone 114-13

Household Goods
For Sale.
Oak dining set, china closet, hall stand, bookcouch, chairs, etc. Also sleigh and fur
For sale at my residence, 42 High St.,
Saturday, October 25th.
Iw43
E. P. FROST.

Thayer, The Jeweler,

be found in the South
Store in the Colonial Theatre Block

Will

case,

robes.

1

r

n

$89,081 70
HARRY M. SMITH,
Bank Commissioner.

lw43

=

q

Yours very truly,

$89,081 70
RESOURCES.

in the beginning, but in the end is less
nude and all the time you have the

ware

use.

We would appieciale

n

•

!

b what we re aimingat—to sell clothes that
fit and
become the man who buys them-to sell clothes that
are so much better than
ordinary clothes that

customer becomes

know that she is

Sailors callec her a hoodoo. Next came the
four-masted ship. The fourth mast was called
a ft cKay mast, for Donald
McKay who built
the first four-masted ship in East Boston.
Thei came the brigantine, a hermaphrodite
brig with three masts. This vessel had a bri ;
rig fcrward, fore-and-aft rig on the mainmast
and fore-and-aft rig on the mizzen-mast. A
barkentine would be a bark rig, which is
square rig on the fore and main masts, and
fore-and-aft rig on tne mizzen-mast; and then
an extra mast/’_The four-masted schooner
Gen. E. S. Greeley, commanded by Capt. H.
W. Haskell, of Deer Isle, was the winner of a
recent race from the Gapes of
Virginia to
Montauk Point. The participants, coal-laden,
and all except the Greeley bound around Cape
Cod, were the six-masters Eleanora Percy and
Addie M. Lawrence, the five-master Governor
Brooks, the four-master Edward H. Cole and

i

I

to

“Clothes Service.”

j

Oct 23

Thu'sday,

a

should take either a Tonic
iS is the time of year
you NEED medicine. Everv person
ALL
REX
or a Liver and Uric Acid
goods aie the be^t of this
Remedy. And among
made. Read the list carefully.

'Ver

COMMENCING

Bangor meeting the following will be considered: State highway “1," from West Market
Square, Bangor, to Pish on’s Ferry; Stale highCumberland, Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln, Sagad- way "J", from Newport to Greenville; State
Mr. Harry La Marr and his company of en
ahoc, Waldo and York during the open season
highway “K”, from West Market Square,
which is from November first to November
wil open a three nights’ engagement
Bangor, to Van Buren; State highway “L”, tertainers
thirtieth, both days inclu ive.
from Bangor to Belfast, and State highway at the Colonial Theatre tonight, Thursday.
will also give a Saturday matinee, with
From Subscribers. No former resident of
"XI", from Bangor to Mt. Desert, The Bangor They
Belfast manifests greater interest in all that to Belfast
the regular program ol pictures at each perwill
at
West
begin
Market
highway
1 he followhig is from the Courierconcerns the welfare of his native city than
formance.
Square, over Main street to West Hampden,
Mr. F. W. Angier, now of San Jose, California.
Gazette of Rockland, where they appeared
Hampden, Winterport, Frankfort, Prospect,
In a recent personal note to the editor of The
last week.
Stockton Springs, Searsport, Belfast.
it is ne. diiss to go into detail as to the merits
Journal he says: “I cannot tell you how pleasThe suits of George W. Whitley of Dixmont of the Harry La Marr big musical show that
ed I am to learn that there is a prospect of a
a three days’engagement in this theatre,
against Walter H. Young and Edward G. Cox opened
new school building on the common; but I
as the big crowds that poured out of the Rockof
business
under
the
firm
name
Brooks,
doing
iand Theatre last night despite the rainy
honestly hope that they will not make the mistake of putting too much upon that lot. The of Young & Cox, and George W. Whitley of weather is sufficient to verify that Mr. LaDixmont
vs. A. L
of
Croxford
Monroe, were Marr’s musical show is positively the most
cities of the west are all payiner great attenliked and appreciated shov/ in Rockland, and
tried jointly Oct. 14th at the morning session
tion to play grounds, and giving ample room
ever since his last appearer.ee in the old opera
The big aggregation of singers,
around all school buildings for plenty of out- j of the Supreme court in Ba ;gor before Asso- house.
ciate Justice Philbrook. These were actions of •lancers and fun makers have kept the large audoor exercise between sessions, and in most j
diences
in
tremendous uproars of laughter from
trover brought by the plaintiff to recover the
cities the High schools are by themselves. The j
the beginning to the closing of the show. Mr,
I value of apples and potatoes taken from the
La
Marr
has
the distinction of being America's
health of the pupils is the first thing to be conI farm in East Dixmont.
He claimed that he greatest impersonator of Yankee female
sidered, and that is what nearly ail cities are
that

ABOUT OUR

Theatre

Three Nights-Saturday Matinee

tile door.

•sloops,schooners {two-masters) topsailschoone-s, hermaphrodite brigs and full rigged brigs,
barks ( u barques) and ships. I well remember seeing my first four-masted schooner.

:

;

a

Colonial

rapidly recovering
from a critical surgical operation in Dr. King's
Portland
She
is
to return home
hospital,
next week-Guy Mayhew of Worcester,

glad

Notices have been sent out by the State
Highway Commission f the effect that meetings are to he held in Houlton, Oct. 24th inBangor Oct. 25th and Machine Oct. 31st.
At the

Somerset and Washington, (except that no
deer shall he killed on the island of Mt. Desert
at any time,) during the open season wh eh is
from October first to December fifteenth, both
days inclusive, and that one deer may he legally killed in the counties of Androscoggin,

A WORD

germs and quickly soothes and heals the irritated mucous membrane of the nose and throat.
(let a complete outfit now and be cured of
catarrh.

At the annual

>om Saturday Morning, October 25, to Closing Time,
Saturday, November 1.

•

fensive breath, you are affected with catarrh
Immediate slej s should be taken to stop the
disease or it will become chronic and serious.
By all means use Hyomei. Money refunded
by A. A. Howes & Co. if not satisfied. It is a
medicated air treatment that does not drug and
derange the stomach, but is breathed in through
the Hyomei inhaler that comes with every
.00
Outfit. It effectively destroys the catarrh

$200 had been disbursed the past year,
sr.ug balance in the treasury. The society is to give a supper arid entertainment in
the vestry Wednesday evening, Oct. 29th.
It
is hoped that a 1 wiil patronize these socials
the coming winter and thus sustain the good
work for which this society is noted... .The
many friends of Mrs James Roberts will be

a

One Cent Sale of Rexall Goods

T

When you have that choked and stuffed up

feeling in the morning, crusts in the nose, raising of mucus, droppings in the throat and of-

over

gale

I

bad gun-

in the new operating room at the Waldo
County hospital. In the operating room there
will be a wainscoting of tile four feet and six
inches high and above that the walls will be
adamant la the sterilizing room the walls

week, and Dr. Wilson will
move there from the
Chenery house, corner -f
Franklin and Cedar streets.
pancy

?J

work

street, recently bought by Dr. E. A. Wilson,
and M. W. Welch is doing the painting and
papering. The house v.-fil be ready for occu-

Section 27 of Chapter 206 of the public laws
of 1913 provides that two deer may be legally
killed in the counties of Aroostook, Franklin,

one

At

a

progress toward a complete recovery.... Elmer Ripley of Camden arrived
Tuesday and is to have charge of the mason

with

,.

Some Recent Essays by

from

one

tatisfactory

one

produce
doing by establishing school buildings
work ng it and that they were soid to the
well lighted and ventilated, and hav- j
The jury returned a verdict for
defendants.
ing ample grounds for the use of the children.”
the defendants in both suits.
Gen. Henry L.
_We take the liberty of printing the follow- j
I Mitchell and George E. Thompson, Esq, aping extracts from a personal note from Mrs.
peared for tne plaintiff, and Geo-ge H. Morse,
Abbie Veazie Pratt of Redlands, California,
Esq represented the defendants.
knowing that they will interest many friends
The Guild
At the annual meeting of the
in this her native city4
“My summer was
North church Guild, held Oct. 1-itft at the
at Del Mar, a suburb of Snn Diego, also
■view of two Recent
Magazine spent
Amos Clement.
home of Miss Florence Shaw, the
a part of the time at Los Angeles and Bear
-Mowing ofI u-rent
Events, Mr. Edward R. Valley, the latter place a beautiful summer re- ficers were elected for the ensuint year: Miss
liss Gra-’e
sort in the San Bernardino range of mountains, 1 Anne M. Kittredge, president;
‘View of the
Reading Depart- 7
thousand feet high. The lake abounds wilh j Hall, vice president; Mrs. Charle. E Owen
i asr. year, Miss Mau le K. Ruslarge salmon trout and when the game law is ! treasurer; Mrs. Fred R. Poor, secre ary. The
Margaret Deland and her Books, off the duck shooting is fine. This valley is 1 work committee is composed of Miss Amy
Stevens.
Some Ancient Philosophers and thirty-five miles from Redlands and the stage ! Stoddard. Mrs. Clarence Procter md Mrs.
phies, by Mrs. Giles G. Abbott.
route by auto, in through magnificent scenery. j Herbert Seeking; the entertainment ccmmittee,
Arnold Bennett and his Books,
My son Harold has been ordered from Hono- j Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest and Miss A.ice Simur Ritchie.
lulu to More Island Navy yard. I presume mons. Mrs. C. W. Jennys, Mrs. George TrusriA Little Story of a Great
and Miss Cora Morison made up the nomir'. George R. Williamson.
you knew he is a Lieutenant in the U. S. M. C. ! sell
h.
Resources of Our Library, by I
hope to get to belfast next year. Although j nating committee. It was voted to hole a Bag»
L. Barr.
mind j Basket and Bon Bon bazaar Dec. 2nd and 3d
Some Recent Books of Travel. traveling constantly I see no spot to my
in the church vestry in place of the usual
-abeth A. Kelley.
more attractive.”_H. Marden writes from
1
Current Events, by Miss Mar- his home in California: “The Journal is the Christmas sale. Food and candy will be for
iazeltine.
is chairman of
I ever remember reading. It sale also. Miss Amy Stoddard
Nathaniel Hawthorne, by Mrs. first newspaper
the basket committee, and the baskets will be
is now sixty-two years since I left the old
Brown.
Some Recent History, by Mrs
homestead in what was then Prospect, now procured in Jamaica. Mrs. B. Q. Norton will
irham.
Stockton Springs. Since retiring from busi- have charge of the bags, Mrs. E B. Gilcl .-est
Eugene Field, by Mrs. John R.
E. Owen of the r .ysI have much time to think of the tea table, Mrs. 0.
ness

Report

Friday night suffering

ankle, and it was found
necessary to remove part of the small bone
and a piece of the large one
He is doing as
well as could be expected
He was out partridge hunting and dropping his gun it was accidentally discharged. He walked half a mile
after the accident to obtain assistance_Miss
Olive Woods of Monroe was brought to the
Waldo Ci unty Hospital Friday night and
operated on Saturday for appendicitis. The
c deration was successful and she is making

Goodhue & Co. are installing hath room fixtures, hot water boiler and other plumbing
work in the II. H Johnson house, 104
High
The Law on Deer Shooting. It may he of
interest to some of our readers to know what
the law says as to deer shooting in this county,
and elsewhere, and we quote from the game

j

candy for refreshments

Notwithstanding the early frost, the Liberty
meeting of
factory made a much better showing than the Ladies’ Aid Society the following officers
last year by putting up 2,400 cans more of corn were elected for the ensuing year: Mrs. E W.
and using two bushels less corn than last
Mrs. W. G Hatch vice presyear. Wiley, president;
This result has encouraged the fa-mers to the ident; Mrs. Abide Daniels, secretary and
extent that 60 acres have been
signed for next treasurer. The treasurer’s report showed that

will be

ning.”

~°T

corn

present.

e

jj

North Belfast.

Inspector,
present
Tent, All members are re-

irtment

r

tal last

Deputy Sheriff Frank Littlefield came to
Belfast last Friday night
bringing Addison
Curtis of Monroe, who was sentenced by
Judge
Fred W. Brown of Brooks to pay a fine and
costs amounting to ahout $7 and serve 30
days
in the county jail, for
assaulting h;s wife.
Myrtie Curtis. Curtis was committed.

lay morning the N. R Cross buttled with the H. L. Whitien den front of their st >re on Church
;ing the wagon and horse. The
was

ifeSUSSi

shot wound in

he meeting of Seaside
Chautauqua Circle
will be with Miss L. A. Cochran, 4 Park
street,
Monday afternoon, October 27th. Roll-call,
current events; study topic from
chapters two,
three and four of the C. I. S. C. book, "Rambloe and Studies in Greece." A cordial invitation is extended to ai! interested in Chautauqua work.

died recently in
enthusiastic collector of rare

j

Hospital Notes. Raymond H*»ll of Searsport was brought to the Waldo County Hospi-

T

who

!

The W. C. T. U will meet tomorrow, Friday,

Belfast friends of Mr. and Mrs,
W. E. Kotman of New York will be
glad to
know that they will continue to be summer
residents on the North Shore. A new
cottage,
practically a duplicate of the one recently destroyed by fire, will be erected on the same
site.

■

|

j

at 2 30 p. m., at the Home for Aged Women.
All members are requested to contribute fruit

The many

rned session of the Probate Court
I7th,at which among other busiIs of Charles E. Lane, late of
V G. Caswell late of Searsmont,
/d.
am T. Haines has authorized the
a prize of $10 for the best barrel
apples at the Bangor Fruit Show
The prize will be known as the

mixtures are

THE HOME OF GOOD VALUES

Mr. and Mrs. George R Poak announce the
engagement of their daughter Helen to Mr.
Marshall B. Warden of Providence, R I.

Monday and Tuesday nights.

•man

re-

fl

drugged

I

1 l"l't 11111

The Belfast teachers are * lanning to attend
State Teachers association meeting at
Bangor. October 30th and 31st. Mr. E. S.
Pitcher will read a paper before the music department on “Possibilities of Music in the

of Jackson, indicted on
offences, who has been confined
county jail in default of $3000

because

most sickness

and unsafe.
Emulsion
has
Scott’s
been relied upon by
■^Upfe'
for
-gggps physicians
forty years as the safe and sensible
remedy to suppress the cold and build up the
enfeebled forces to avert throat and lung troubles.
f
Don’t tolerate alcoholic substitutes, but insist
One bottle' usually
on the Oonulno Scott’s Emulsion.
lasts longer than a cold. Every druggist has it. 13 75
1

the

Stevens

of

uncertain

The much talked of two reel
picture, Joyce
the North Wood-*, which the Edison Company made in Belfast and Searsport last summer, will be shown at the Colonial Theatre

next

source

pills, syrups and alcoholic

arotaiCTi

of

w. No. 15, Ladies of Maccabees
their regular meeting from last
•■ring to next Monday, when they
ith Mrs. Annie Sanborn.

j
!
j

a

a

the

^—■'O is

The annual meeting of the Waldo
County
Agricultural Society will take place Friday.

S. Webber has moved from the
on Northport avenue to the
pkins house on Bay view street.

st

ffi^ACarelessl^Iteatec^ioM

A handsome deer at the Perry Market last
Friday w\s brought here by Basil Allen, who
had been on a hunting trio to Brighton, Maine.

aore'

iC’

school football team will

High school team.

i fswis
({t, is

v.

High

Brooka next Saturday to play the Brooks

go to

report* that the average
f lotatoes in Troy will be about 200

';J

|
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^
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Belfast.
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Annals of

Belfast tor

Half

a

Century.
BY AN OLD SETTLER

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)

the
injured—surest relief ■
from Coughs. Colds, H
■ Cramps, Rheumatism.
W.

(1843.)
The winter of this year is memorable
for its extreme cold weather and the
quantity of snow which fell. The “oldest inhabitant” spoke of it as the coldest
winter we had experienced and the one
in which more snow had fallen than for
CHAPTER XXXVII.

thirty

years

previous.

memorandum kept by
this

vicinity

there were

I

First aid to

I1 JOHNSON S I

■'

ANODYNE

I LINIMENT I

According to a
gentleman in
forty snow-falls
a

Use it for both internal and I
external ills. Sold every- ■
where in 2.r,cand50cbottles. H

■
M
■

between the 24th of November and the
7th of April; the depth of the snow

which fell being twelve feet and seven
inches. The snow in the woods was
three feet deep on a level on the first
day of April. Quite a number of deer
were seen in the immediate vicinity of
our village, driven from the forests in
search of food by the depth of snow or

■

I.S.

■

&

I

CO.,lnc.^^^^^^^a|§

^auT*J

S

Make the liver

M

the office of the late Judge Johnson. After being admitted to the Bar he opened
an office at Frankfort where he remained a few years and then returned to this
place. He occupied, successively, the
office of Register of Probate and Clerk
of the Courts for the county of Waldo,
and afterwards the office of Collector of
Customs for this port. For many years
he was a member of our Board of Selectmen.
He was never fond of the practice of his profession, and is best remembered as an active, earnest, influential
politician of the Democratic school. The
role he played was not an assumed one;
he was by nature antagonistic to any
and every thing that was tinctured with
aristocracy; it may be said of him truthfully, that he was born a Democrat, and
that he never sold his birthright for a
mess of aristocratic pottage.
There has
never been in this county a political partisan who exercised a more controlling
and extensive influence than he did.
He
died at his residence on Church street,
purchased by him of Fellowes and Simpson, the first

publishers of The Republican Journal, now
occupied by his widow,
on the tenth day of May 1855,
aged fifty-

OCTOBER.

IWOK PE-RU-NA
Was Able

Sleep and Eat
Again

Mrs.

Mueller
“I keep
the
Peruna In
house constantly. When I am
not feeling well
I take a few
doses. It always
restores.”

she

very

•eased

Judge Barhorst Was Relieved of Rheumatism After Doctors Failed.
If you have tried many other remedies and
doctors’ treatments for Rheumatism and found
they failed, do m>t be skeptical about trying
RHEUM A. Read the testimony of Judge John
Barhorst of Fort Loramie, 0.:
“After treatment by three doctors without
result, I have been cured of a very bad case of
Rheumatism by using two bottles of RHEUMA.
It is now two years since I used the
remedy, and I am still as well as ever. Previously I was a cripple, walking with crutches.”
Such testimony should be convincing. 50
cents of A. A, Howes & Co., guaranteed.

The withered grass of the meadow
Is wreathed with the gentian’s cup
That fell from the lap of the summer.
When she gathered her blossoms up.

\fnpl1#>r’s

was

■

And the yellow bloc ms of the hazel
Through the woodland arches gleam
With a faint and far c.ff glitter
As stars from the cloud-rift stream.

_

MRS. M. MUELLER.

The wind comes sobbing and moaning,
And lifts the wet leaves from their biers,

P‘w.“n*

sick.
The trouble seemed to be the
stomach
liver.
and
She
suffered
great pain. Was unable to get anything to help her. She was growing
weaker and weaker. She became
tired of life.
Somebody suggested that she write
to the Peruna Co.
She did so.
Through their advice she began to
use Peruna.
In a letter from her at
this time she says:
“Through the
use of Peruna I have regained my
health.
I took only a bottle and a
half when I was able to sleep and
eat again and my nervousness disappeared.” No wonder Mrs. Mueller
Under
keeps Peruna in the house.
similar circumstances Peruna would
be in every house in the land.
Any one taking Peruna ought to
have a free copy of the “Ills of Life.”
Address Peruna Co., Columbus, Ohio.
People who object to liquid medicines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.

With a sound like a hymn that falters
From a heart o’er-eharged with tears.

PROBATE NOTICES.

And then with a voice like a trumpet
It winds through the solemn night
Till the heart leaps up from slumber,
1
And thrills to the coming fight.

as

were

bunals that the way of the transgressor
is hard. The business had been carried

very wide circulation in this
and other States.
A republication of it

in this county to considerable extent,
and very successfully, as the counterfeits w’ere so well executed as not to be

at this time, although its doctrines might
not be in accordance with the popular

and had

on

a

The soothing, healing medication in DR
Mr. Lothrop was the son of Ansel Lo- dOBSON’S ECZEMA OINTMENT penetrates
throp, Esq., who resided in this place in ?very tiny pore of the skin, clears it of all imthe early part of this century and re- i purities—stops itching instantly. Dr. Hobson’s
eczema Ointment is guaranteed to speedily
moved to Searsmont, when it was part
leal eczema, rashes, ringworm, tetter and
of Greene Plantation, where he died in
ither unsightly eruptions. Eczema Ointment
some
for
enMr. L. was
:
1S34.
years
s a doctor’s prescription, not an experiment.
gaged in trade in this place alone and as Ml
druggists or by mail, 50.:. Pfeiffer Chemia
member of the firm of Lothrop &
cal Co., Philadelphia and St. Louis.
Woodman. For many years he was our

sentiment of the day, would be producdistinguishable from the genuine, except tive of benefit to the cause of temperby the practised and skillful eye. The ance.
The afternoon of the 28th was devoted
crime was regarded, and very properly,
as one of tne deepest dye, the counteruy
large portion oi our population to
feits being of the smallest denomina- gazing at a luminous body in the sky,
tions, such as were most in circulation apparently in close proximity to the sun, town clerk, deputy collector of Customs j
for this Port and Register of Deeds. He j
among the poorer classes, who were the which was subsequently ascertained to
It was visible to the naked was a member of the Executive Council
least qualified to distinguish between the be a comet.
the year 1837 when Robert P. Duneye until about sunset; and for some for
genuine and the counterfeit.
He died on the 29th
In the same month and the month fol- minutes after the sun sank below the lap was Governor.
and was
lowing there was an extensive religious horizon a luminous strip was visible, ap- of May, 1849, aged forty-one,
revival prevailing here. It commenced parently in its track. The advent of this buried with the honors of the Odd Felwas a promin the Methodist Society, then under the wanderer of the sky had not been pre- lows, of which Fraternity he
charge of Rev. Theodore Hill, a very- dicted by the astronomers and its unex- inent member.
earnest and effective preacher, and ex- pected and unannounced appearance furDuiing the month of March the throat
tended to all the religious societies in the nished occasion for many fearfui fore- distemper and scarlet fever prevailed
here and proved fatal in many cases,
place. Prayer and Conference meetings I bodings.
•were held in all of them, and a universal
In the month of March, Bradford S. especially among the young, although
solemnity pervaded all classes in the Foster bacame landlord of the public those of mature age did not in all cases
a

No one, not even the most
faithless or obdurate, manifested the
slightest disposition to ridicule or cast
community.

any obstruction in the path of the movement. The boisterous and ribald songs
with which our streets, had rpsounded

nightly gave place

the

escape.
the Hon. Bohan Prentiss

Knowlton and Co.

fellow citizens Charles D., Bohan P.
and B. F. Field, died in his sixty-ninth

previously bv Hiram Littlefield, professedly as a Temperance House. It was

enliven-

equally
by
White, now of the
spiritual ones of "Wesnail Phoenix House, and was long known as
see a light appear" and "When the Lord the Farmers Inn
A new and in this locality unheard of
of Glory cometh." Large additions of
membership to the several churches were method of contributing to the support of
made as the fruit of the Seed sown dur- ministers of the gospel was inaugurated
ing the revival. On the first Sunday in this spring under the name of Donation
May, fifty-one united with the North Parties. Since that time they have bechurch, then under the pastoral care of come of frequent occurrence; hut the
Rev. Mr. Cutler; more in number than question then raised, whether the
money
curing the whole six years next preced- paid for the purchase of a ham is not of
ing

to

Josiah N.

and

but more

mg.

value to the pastor than the ham is
after being eaten by his parishioners, all

more

in the afternoon of February 12th
curred the first fire of the season.

re-

A

house owned by Mr. Benjamin Brown, at
the corner of Market and Pleasant street
occupied by three families, was discovered to be on fire. The fire was extin-

guished

hut the

bone,

tion.
There

was

on

which the

was

but not until after considerable

still remains an open ques-

was

public

not

be amiss to mention that at a town

meeting
ber

a

held on the eleventh of Decemwas passed to raise two thou-

vote

sand dollars for the purchase of an engine, fire apparatus, &e., and our nowvenerable

fellow-citizen, Major Chase,

The “Girl With Auburn Hair” Represents
Parisian Sage, the Most Pleasant and
Invigorating Hair Tonic.
Parisian Sage surely removes dandruff
with one application makes tbe hair soft, wavy
and abundant. It cleanses, cools and invigorates the scalp.
If you have dandruff, it is because the scalp
is too dry and flakes off. Nourish the scalp
with Parisian Sage and dandruff disappears:
Get today from A, A. Howes & Co. a large 50
cent bottle—it supplies hair and scalp needs.
Parisian Sage quickly stops itching head, takes
away the dryness, immediately removes dandruff, makes the scalp healthy and gives the
hair that enviable lustre and beauty you desire.
Look for the trade-mark—the “Girl with the
Auburn Hair”—it is on every bottle.
—

year.

He

was

born in Northfield, Mass.,
Dartmouth in 1795, and

graduated at
pursued his legal

studies in the office of

Hon. Samuel Dana at Amherst, N. H.
Soon after his admission to the Bar, in
1799, he came to Maine and opened an
He came
office a. North Yarmouth.
here to reside in the year following; he
was the first lawyer who established his
residence within the territory now constituting the County of Waldo. The
office he occupied, built by him in the
year he came here, stood on the site of
the store now occupied by S. Sleeper
anil Son; it remained there until it was
burned in the fire of 1865. He was married in 1807, and built the house on the

as Field’s Hill, now oclocality cupied by his son B. F. Field.
W hen the county of Waldo was organtime; and
of female ized, in 1827, he was appointed Chief

whether the article

denominated a bustle was or not
conducive to the health, or beauty of the

beyond what was then sex. Male physiologists were down on
called ‘‘Jail Hill,” occupied by Abiathar it in the severest
manner; the medical
Smith, was burned in the night of the faculty unanimously denounced it; artwelfth of July, On the night of July tists failed to discover in it the “line of
2t;th an extensive tannery at the Head of beauty.” No one came to its rescue
the Tide, conducted by Mr. Amos Peas- save the “artless bard,” who in a
“parlee, owned by Mr. Southwick of Dan- oxysmal” parody of Mtore’s, "This
vers, Mass., was entirely destroyed by world is all a fleeting show” broke forth
fire with a large quantity of hides and in the columns of the Journal with
leather; the estimated loss was about “Bustles are not an empty show
For man’s illusion given;
The fire was
eight thousand dollars.
They’re filled with bran, or stuffed with tow.
supposed to have originated from friction They stick out 'bout a feet or so.
And look first rate, by heaven!”
of the machinery in grinding nark. A
The poet came off victor in the conbarn owned by Col. Watson F.erry, father of our fellow-citizen Mr
Franklin W. flict. Physiologist, medicine-man, artist
Berry, at the Upper Bridge settlement, to the contrary notwithstanding, the arwith its contents, about sixteen tons of ticle of dress still has a name and a place.
bay, was burned on the evening of the 1 All efforts to curtail it will be unavailing
His dwelling- so long as women sternly and steadfastly
second of December.
house was barely saved by tearing away asserts her inalienable right to imitate
in her person the pattern of thesymmeta shed which nearly connected it with
the barn. The zeal of our people so far j rical bumble-bee.
At the annual spring meeting the
outstripped their discretion in saving the
furniture in the house that it might have monies raised for expenses for the mubeer, about as well for the Colonel had ! nicipal year were as follows: for the supthe whole been left to the tender mercies I port of schools 1800,00, for support of
of the flames.
While on the subject of fires it will

father of

mind in this

dress

Miller street,

Field,

MEMORIES OF CUTLER.
lere lies the the town of Cutler, it’s on the
coast of Maine,
t’s famous for its harbor, you all must know
the same.
rhe first time I saw this town, was in eighteen

sixty-one,
rhe first year of the Civil War: the strife had

just begun.
landed here

Justice of the Court of Sessions and he'd

one

afternoon, it

day

May,
bright and pleasant, as

was

The heart looks sadly backward
O’er the past’s dim-lighied waves
When the buried hours of the summer

a

well read

lawyer,

a

on

you

can

to me, the surf

rip-

as

tural

by

agricul-

was

his fellow townsmen

often selected

as

arbitrator be-

them in their matters of differ-

tween

ence, and speaking of him in that capacity Mr. Willis, in his “History of the

let

aftur wile when its too late to play
She lookt at him in sutch a skornful way
As tho he was a krimrninile and sed
He mite go home, his prouu and hotty hed
Was bent with *reef and he went slowly owt
The skoolroom dore and then lookt awi abowt
As tho releest from prizzen an the brand
Uv sin on him was moar than he kood stand
An he went sioly homewurd bowd with shaim.

An

O

liburtey

^ot

one

-toed around

that

me

had I

ever seen

away

since

that bright

before.

dany years have passed
pleasant day,
then

was

but twenty-two and

now

I’m old

and gray,
years have

passed and gone; there s been
days as bright as then.
’m in the sere and yellow leaf, I:m past three

Irlany

score

and ten.

makes me sad and lonely when I think on
the years that’s fled.
[Tor nearly all the friends I’ve made are numbered with the dead.
It makes me sad and lor.ely, though I bow to
the chastening rod,
rheir bodies in the ground are laid, their souls
have gone to God.
.t

the krimes dun in thi naim.
—J. W.

Foley.

Fires in Camden.

Camden, Me., Oct. 15. A two story
frame building in Main street,occupied by
a laundry, also a paint shop and the office
of a water company, was destroyed by

The total loss was
fire late last night.
about $3,000 and was partially covered
by insurance. Before the department had
fairly finished its work at this fire it was
called to Bay View street to protect the
property of V. K. Cummings from his
burning barn. Mrs. Cummings had gone
there to fasten a window, when she tripped, her lantern falling into the hay.
She escaped uninjured. The barn was
burned to the ground, but the live stock
The loss was $1,500, covered
was saved.
by insurance.

once

more

to

see

MRS. MANGES
ESCAPES
OPERATION
How She Was Saved From
Surgeon’s Knife by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Mogadore.Ohio.—“The first two years
I was married 1 suffered

what

changes there

the

have

face.
And, oh, what changes I should

them

much from

long enough to do
been,

SfcUU J
see as

are

They’ve passed away to the great beyond;
they’ve crossed the great divide.
The great divide we all must cross, whenJesus
calls us home
Our work on earth is ended then, life’s burdens we lay down;
Our work on earth is ended then, our life like

UiXYC LU

an

opera-

tion, but my husband
wanted me to try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s

strangers, the

betide

WUUiU

undergo

I passed

my

The doctor

wTork.

or one

familiar

along the way.
For the people I would meet
old have passed away.

sc

female troubles and
bearing down pains
that I could not
stand cn my feet

place
see

executor of the last will of
of \\ interport, in said
Waldo, deceased, having presented a
onniy
petition praying that the actual market value of
said property, subject to a collateral inheritance
tax in the State of Maine, the persons interested
m the succession thereto, and the amount of tile
tax thereon, may be determined by the .Judge ot
Probate
<n deled, That the said petitioner give notice to
till pel sons interested by causing a copy of tins
pitler to be published tluee weeks successively
in 1 he RepubPeau .Journal, a newspaper pulelishou at Belfast, that
may appear at a Prnb.*t<- Com t. To belt- d at 1'eliast. w :| Pin ami tot
said County, on the 11th d ry ot Nov mb-.-r. A. I).
and show
1913, at ten of the clock before 1100
cause, if ai y they liave, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
arthcr W. Leonard, Register.

(

they

At a Piobate Couit held it Belfast, win,in and
for the County of V. aido, on the second l uesday of October, A. I). 1913.
certain instrument, purporting to be tie- la-d
w>li and testament and codicil of < iun- K
Mitcheli. 1a-e of Uuit\,in said County id Waido,
deceased, having been presented lor probate
Ordered. That notice be given to alt pers- ns interested by causing a copy of this older to lie
published three weeks sin cessivily in The Kepi,1 lieen Journal, published at Belfast, that they
robate Court, to be held at
may appear al a
Berast, within and for said County, outlie second Tuesday of November next, at t«n of the
Cc.ck before noon, and show cause, if any they
Lave, wl y the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard, Register.

A

At a Probate Court held at Belra.st, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of October. A. 1). 1913.
certain instrument, purporting In b«- the last
will and testament ot John C Pdsbury, late
of Belfast, in said County of Wa'do, d> e« ased,
having been presented tor probate.

A

Ordered. That notice l*egivun to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next., at ten ot the clock
before noon, and snow cause, if any they have,
why tiie same should not he proved, approved
and allowed.
JAM 116 LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Lfo>ari>. Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the C muly of Waldo, on the sec..ml Tuesday of October, A. 1>. 1912.
4 certain instrument, purporting to he the last
."V will and testament of Mary C. Plummer,
late ot Soai sport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of tins older to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Be,fast that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within a.ml for said County, on the
second Tuesday id November next, at feu of the
clock befoir icon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should noi he proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES U BN Y, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A ll'l'H I R W. I.KONARB, Register.

Vegetable
pound first.

ComI took

At a Probate Court held at
for the C< untv -u Wa do,
October, A L> 1913.

Belfast,
on

ithin and
the Urh dav of
w

A

field at
ei :t't. v thin and tor said
on the lltli day of Nova mb r. A. 1). I 913,
of the lock tu fore noon, and 'bow eauso.
if any they have, why the player of said petitioner should not be granted,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A HTML It W. LE<»N.UU>. Register.

Colli

1

,

I

WTALOO HS.-ln Court Ot rrobaie
Tf tast. on the 9th
day of Sent
MilleT J. Richardson, executor or t „
'Hrah A. Richardson.late of Tiov n
leceased, having present. <1 his ti;
Ulrainlstration of said estate for ;i:i
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in The
Hep.,'
a newspaper published in
HelinM, u
that all persons interested iiihv an
Date Court, to be he»d at Belfast.
October next, and; show mulave, why the said account should
A true copy.

J
Attest:

A in Hdt

A

M K>

j

-t
?,

II;

1

Court of pr
fast, on the 14th day
Harriet L NieUerson,Vxecut"ri\
Annie Nichols, late of Sem-spoit.

WALDOSH.—In

j

<

leceased, having present.*;1

iceount of
owance.

-t.it

VV. Lko.n

adiiiiiiisi rat ion

i

h

of
1

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively in The Rep;
newspaper published in P.cllasi,
that all persons in:«rested wn\
Ii -'t* Ourt, |<> be belli at liCiinM.
Df November te xt, aim sim
liave.why tbe said account >ho,
JAM i s i
A true copy. Attest:
Am HI B W. I.Ki'N \
1

ALDO SS.—In ('ourt of n
W
V?
last, on the 1-Mh ti-..
Pina M
Webster, cnardian
lloldie M. l*.it(er<oe ot lb .fa-*'.
having pi '-entcd her first
guardian-hip for allowance.
Ordered, that notice then
Weeks successively, ill
in
!.•
a new spaper published in P
iithat all persons inb ii sted innv
bate Conn, to be held at P.«* r..d .November next, and sin. ■. ,-.t
have, why the sui t account >t.
lowed.
JAM K- II
A true copy. A itest:
A Kill r i: W. |
s

J
;
4

p

|
1
i

ft.

A I,Id) f-s.— in court of P
\lT
»*
fast, on tin* 14tii day
Michael Ward, executor of il
Ma d. late "f Searsport. n:
ceased, having preseiifed his firs
count of administration of said <

)

auee.

i

?

1

••

Ordered, that notice thei
weeks successively in Tin* the
,r..
newspaper published id

?

!

!

that all persons interested m.i>
bate Court, to lie held ;if 10-..,;
lay of November next, and
they have, win the mi d ae <
a owed.
JAMES 1.1:
A true Copy. Attest:
A KTII 1 11 W
f.F. N

!

>

\t

A

1.00 SS.- In Court

ot

f

M
fast, on the 14th day
Myron F. Parker, .mnunisnn
Catherine Mayo, iate of Mom
deceased, having presented
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of administration ot
lowauce.
Ordcn d, that nonce tl:«-i.
weeks -uccessjveiy, n, I'l.t- I,
a new spa j ri published in I-,
that al. pei sens interest* d ma
bate Court, t«. be held at Med
•t Noy. in!
next. an.i -how
have, why the said aeeom.t >!m
ed.
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A true
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\\T* a l.Do ss. in <durr
last, on the 14th da\
Per ha ui W. I»ean, adnuni-t!
of Israel I >>•;in, late u! Ja-d;deceased, having presents:
account of administration <■!-..
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lowauce.
Ordered, that notice then
weeks successively, in
K
w -paper
pubhshe i in it.
that ad j eisons iuteie-t. d in.
bate Court. t«* be field ai >
day of Novel
they have, win :lie -aid an
allowed.
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County,
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At a Probate Court held at He.fast, within amt
for the County ot Waldo, on the 14th day of
October, A. 1).* 1913.
MAXWELL. widow of John L.
pLARA P.. late
of Franklin t. in said • omity
\J Maxwell,
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
that
William
W'.ciark or Fianktoit mav
praying
be app minted administrator of Use estate ot mo!
deceased.
mi ice to
Ordered. That the sai* petitioner g
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
•rder to be published three weeks *m eesstveiy
in The Republican Journal, a new^p per ponlished at Belfast, that they mav appear .it a Prohate Conn, lo be held at Heira-t. w ithin and for
said County, on tlie lltli dav of November, A. 1>.
1913, at ten of the dock boon.- ooot., .ed -bow
cause, if any ti ey lia\e why tin* prayer 'f said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
akthl’It W. Leonard, Register.
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•John H. Dummy, admiut'ii
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Ordered. That lionet- thmWeeks HI-er-ssiv. ly, II, Mi. i
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JAM KS
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n
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w
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deeeaseu, having pies.oued
administration ot -ai-ip >ia
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et-ks Mi.-cessiveiy m Ti.> ■;
m
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d
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ty. that ait persons u.n if’l ohate Court. 1" !"• h< Id at
\f. am
day of Novembei
h,.,;
they have, why t‘
be allowed.
JAMES
Attest.
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of

day
three bottles and it made me well and
He' bell \1 I lod-ie. a-liuinis!.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
t
ot Oeorge E Men d, laba dreadful operafor
on
14th
of
I
avoided
the
of
tile
and
County
Waldo,
day
strong
Countv. deceased, having p
October. A. I) 1913.
tion. I now have two fine healthy chilof
admmisii
and final account
DRANK A. CUSHMAN of Bellas:, admmis
dren, and I cannot say too much about r trator of the estate of Benjamin W. Knowl- tale for allowance.
Ordered, I hat notice tin
e
Comlate
of
of
in
said
h
am
Waldo,
wh at Lyd ia E. Pink
ten,
.Montvilie,
('entity
sVegetabl
in Hie 1.
having presented a petition praying aweeks successively
pound has done for me.” —Mrs. Lee deceased,
newspaper published m Melf
for a license to sell at private sale vrtum real
ns
inter
sted m
that
all
Ohio.
F.
D.
pcrs.
10, Mogadore,
Manges, R.
estate, described in said petition, situated in
bate c.airt. to be heal at Bed
Montvilie. Me.
with
chances
show
take
and
will
women
next,
of
November
Why
Oidered, That the said petitioner gi\e notice to
have, why the stitl account
all persons interested by causing a copy <»f this
an operation or drag out a sickly, halflowed.
order t<’ be published three weeks successively
JAMES 1
hearted existence,missing three-fourths in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubA true copy. Attest
of the joy of living, when they can find lished at Belfast, that they may appear .it a Pro"
u
E»«
A
in
in
bate Court, to he held at Veltast, within and for
health in Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable >aid
Couuly, on the 11th day of November. A D.
r
Conil
Oi
1913, at ten of the clock behue noon, and show
Compound ?
\y AI DO Ss—111 14th
day
If fast, on the
cause, if any they have, why tlw* prayer ot said
For thirty years it has been the stand- petitioner should not be granted.
admiuisti
r.
Herbert
Field,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
annexed, on the estate of F>
ard remedy for female ills, and has reA true copy. Attest:
Belfast, III said County. dr.
women
of
thousands
of
stored the health
Amur ti W. Leonard, Register.
seated Ins third account o!
said estate for allowance.
who have been troubled with such ailheld
at Belfast, wttuin and
Court,
Probate
Ordered, that notice tin re- :
a
At
ments as displacements, inflammation,
on
of
the 14th day
weeks successively, it l he Ih »
for the County of Waldo,
a newspapei published n B.
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc.
October, a. 1>. 1913.
nm\
F
PARKER, administrate r of the that a!l persons interested
If you want special advice write to
nate Court, tobe held at Beii
estate of Catherine Mayo, late of Monroe,
and
next.
Co.
of
November
Medicine
(confi- i in said County of Waldo, deceased, having preLydia E. Pinkhain
have, why the said a.-couni
dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will sented a petition praying that the Juege ot Pro- ed.
JAMES I
bate may determine who ar<* entitled to the
be opened, read and answered by a balance
Attest
A true copy
of the estate of sa.d tit-ceased, now in
El
u
AIMUt It V.
woman and bcld iu strict confidence. I Ins hands for distribution, their
shares
respective
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mean

Skin Onfire?
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RET L

NCKPEEN, walow f 1 eeiiard
irl. A. isurdeen, iste of Prospeet, in said Coua
ty of Waldo. tlecfiiM 'i, bavin pre-ented a petition oraviu-g that Harrv E. B-.ngs of >ear-i*.Mt
Maine, may !>«* appoint'd adnunistia tor of tbe
estate ol said deeta-scd.
Ordered. That the -mni petitioner give notice to
all person* interested by causing a e py ot
Ollier t*> be published three Weeks successively in
I he Jtepubi;ean Jouin .1. a newspaper published
at i elta.'t. that they m ay appear:.I
po-bate
IX AR(1

Law, Courts and Lawyers of Maine,”
truthfully remarks, that “no man
entered on the investigation of the rights
changing sand,
of parties freer from passion or preju- Our stay on earth is short at most, for life is
but a span.
dice, and no one exercised a sounder
judgment. Such was his known integrity I married here in Cutler. I lived there many
of character and singleness of purpose
years;
that he received a thousand unsought At length my wife she passed away and also
children two;
tokens of public favor and confidence.
MYRON
paupers 000,00, for construction and re- Few men ever died more highly esteemed My wife and two children passed away, they
went to the great unknown,
pair of highways 700,00 in money and and respected by all who knew him.”
I then left the town of Cutler, to seek another
5000,00 in labor, for payment of debts
Mr. Field retired from the practice of
home.
and expenses 1500,00.
An effort was his profession some years before his detherein and order the same distributed accord
I've lived here
a
is here in Belfast.
made
to
vote
home
the
sepass
instructing
j
suffering and j ingly.
cease, but the high position he held to My
CAUSE
danger. The
lectmen not to license retailers of ardent the last in the estimation of his
many years,
1 all
profesis always internal.
person* interested by causing ;t copy of this
Dr. Leonhardt's ! order to Vie published three weeks >ueeessiveiy
spirits; it failed because those engaged s ional brethren appears in the resolutions I expect to end my days here, for I am too old
to roam;
i in Tht Republican Journal, a newspaper publishH
EM-ROID
that
at a Probate
j in the business, and their friends, and j adopted by them at a Bar meeting held I
tablets produce amazing results by attacking the 1 ed at Belfast,held they may appear
expect to end my days here, when I am
at Belfast, within and D»r said
Court, to be
those who disapproved of the arbitrary im
INTERNAL CAUSE. The piles are dried up and
on the llth day of November,a.J). 1913,
mediately after his decease; they conCounty,
called away;
24 days’ treatment, $1.00.
permanently cured.
I
ten ot the clock before noon, and show,
measures adopted by some of the indis- s ti tute a n ost truthful
eulogy of the man And now my friends, one and all, I bid you all Dlt. LEONHARDT CO., Buffalo, N. Y. (free book) .,t
,-aUse, if any they have, why tne prayer of said
Poor
&
Son
and
all
Sold
Wm.
O.
crete advocates of temperance opposed and the lawyer.
druggists.
should not be granted.
that
we
by
petitioner
“Resolved,
good bye.
JaaiKS LIBBY, Judge.
It.
cherish the highest respect for his memA true copy. Attest:
ahthi'R \>. Leonard. Register.
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
The following town officers were re- ory, for his talents, industry, moral
William Lincoln West
headaches, nausea, indigestion.
elected: Nathaniel M. Lowney, Benja- worth, and gentlemanly deportment; complexion,
NOTICE. The subscribThin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
Kx-Yftn'iimrj' Inspector Bureau of Anima
er hereby
gives notice ’bat lie has bteii
ADMINISTRATOR’S
For
min F. Blackstone, Samuel Haynes, Sepure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
that we hold him up to all as a worthy
Industry l .S. Department of Agriculture.
duly appointed administrator ot the estate ot
Blood Bitters. $1.00 at all stores.
lectmen, David W. Lothrcp, Clerk, example of disinterestedness and faithBRADFORD P. GARDNER, late of Belfast,
VKTE UINA1IIAN[
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giver
Messrs. fulness in the discharge of the duties of
Timothy Chase, Treasurer.
OF
ANIMALS
ALL
DISEASES
TREATS
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deMaryland Progressives Kuled Out.
Chase and Blackstone are the only memmands against the estate of said deceased are deHospital, FliHiniacy and Office,
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
bers of the municipal government for
MAINE
BELFAST
Baltimore, Oct 15. For their alleged 8FKINH STREET,
indebted thereto are requested to make payClosed.
within
Never
ment immediately.
failure to file nomination papers
Hospital
the year who are now living.
LESLIE B. GARDNER.
the time prescribed by law.Atty.Gen. Poe
Residence 6S-11
Mr. Lowney was the son of William
Phones—Hospital 69-13.
Belfast, October 14, 1913,
that
an
submitted
opinion holding
today
Lowney, a graduate of Dublin College,
the state candidates of the Progressive
hereEXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
Ireland, originally a school teacher by
Ij by gives notice that she has been duly apI
party could not go upon the ballot at the
t.
well
and
testathe
will
the
last
Just the mild, simple wash,
pointed executrix ot
vocation, who came to this place from known D.D.D. Prescription for Eczema, election next month. Mr. Poe made the
ment of
same ruling in the case ot the candidates
the Itch Is gone.
ALANSON G. CASWELL, late of Searsmont,
Monmouth, Maine, and died here in 1815, and\ trial
SPECIALIST
EYE
of the Labor party.
will prove it.
in the County ot Waldo,deceased. All persons
Mr. Lowney, who
We have sold other remedies for skin
aged seventy-six.
Twenty-five years experience and skill in having demands against the estate of said detrouble but none that we could guaranenables me to fit any eye that
was never of vigorous
ceased are cesired to present the same for settlehealth, com- tee
If
“Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil is the best remedy fitting glasses
as we can the D.D.D.
remedy.
Consultation Free.
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
It has glasses will help.
menced the study of medicine with the
the first regular size $1.00 bottle does
for that often fatal disease—croup.
make 1payment immediately.
not do exactly as we say. it will not
been lined with success in our family for eight 44 South Main St, WINTERPORT, MAINE
JENNIE F, CASWELL.
late Doctor Hollis Monroe but after a
cost you a cent
Searsmont, October 14,1913.
years."—Mra. L. Whiteacre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Office Day,, Mondavi and Tuoadayo.
while abandoned it and studied law in
Va. O. Poor t Son, Druggists.
very

A true copy. Attest:
Akthik W.

■

safe and sound counsellor; he was never Their life work on earth is ended now, and
they’ve gone home to rest
an enthusiastic practitioner of his profession, finding, like many of his profes- j Where no sickness, pain or sorrow, can e’er
disturb their rest;
sional brethren of that day, occupation
Where no sickness, pain or sorrow’, no ill can
to his taste in
more

congenial
pursuits. He

^lad
goen gayly
Wile he was kept a v rizzuuer becaws
He did not no ware venna zwella was.
An when he thot uv how weere ap too go
In swimmen aftur skool his greef an wo
Was almost moar than he kood bare an yet
Sue sturnly kept him thare an wood not
Him leev his seet altho he felt he must
An so she bowed his spearut in the dust.

KELLY,
Kr nk W. Kelly, late
IJ1TZUOY
ot

understand;

Everything here was new
pled on the shore

And

He was

would

looked

here upon the beach; I
every hand:
everything here was new to me

the office

lermo.

one

any harm.
landed

I’d like to go to Cutler,

Thorndike and Thomas Eastman of Pa-

the

wish to see:
rhe sun shone bright and clear; the air was
filled w:th balm;
took the boat and went on shore, not thinking

the cffice for ten years, when the Court
was abolished, performing the duties of

during that time faithfully and
impartially ard to the entire satisfaction j
of the people of the county. His associates on the bench were Joseph Shaw of

in

was

month of
rhe

our

another important question hill, long known

much exercised about this

that

damage had been done to the building
and its contents. A one story house on

On the thirteenth of the month

house at the foot of Main street on the
site of the store now occupied by L. A.

It had been occupied

1

aat.'i

4

:

r.J'tJ;-

Ordered, that tile said petition,.
"*• laisms interested Ity eau-iu-“'k,
order to he puhlislted three
weeks
*
in The Kept,|,Hear.
Journal, a n,.„ 1
'•shed at Belfast that they tiiov
J
:
hate ton.t, to be held at eel
mid County, on the lull day „| \
1913, at ten of the clock before n,„.
cause, if any they have, whj t|ie
,*iuw
petitioner should not be gnniir.i
JAM KfS Lib By

At a Probate Court hem at Reirast. within ami
for the County of Waldo on the 14th day of
October,D. 1B13

reported
being plenty in the forests of Penobscot
;
Throng up from their tar-off graves—
and Washington counties.
One of them
seven.
With
their icy fingers clasping.
in
—a deer,
not a wolf—was captured
was appointed sole agent to make the
Mr. Haynes was Dcrn in Durham in
As they pass in their silent array.
March while swimming from the east- purchase.
i Rich
this State and came here to reside in
gifts which the hecdlcss spirit
ern side of the river in the direction of
Washington's birthday, the 22d day of 1825. He was by trade a shoemaker,
Has cast from its treasures away.
the steamboat wharf.
was
celebrated
the
February,
throughout
but abandoned that vocation after residAnd a thousand recoiiections
Theie was quite an excitement in our country by the Washingtonian Temperi ng here several years and engaged in
All mingle and blend in one
village early in January occasioned by ance Associations. The celebration in business as a
As the hours of the weird October
druggist and apothecary;
the arrest of one of our business men on this place was at the Unitarian Church;
he occupied the northerly store in the
Float by in the shadow and sun.
a
charge of passing counterfeit bank- the ground floor and galleries were crowd- old Nesmith
—Lmily C. Huntington.
Building, on the site of the
bills and the sudden departure between ed. The house was beautifully decoratstore now occupied by J. C. Thompson.
two days of two others who were sus- ed with flags and floral ornaments. The
THE PRISONED PUPIL.
He was for several years in succession a !
pected of being his accomplices, or, exercises of the evening were introduced
tis profession; that we honor him as the
member of our Board of Selectmen, was I
She kept him aftur skool when awl the burds
rather, of being wholesale dealers in the with prayer by Rev. Mr. Hill of the
tne who first came to practice law with- Were
siiigen swetely in the woods and wurds
at one time Master of Phoenix Lodge of
commodity which he disposed of only at Methodist Church, followed by music
it the limits of the county, and as the Kood not deskribe his sufferens. the air
F. and A. Masons, and at all times one
Was
full uv blossoms and the urth was fare
retail.
He was taken to Boston, tried, from a selected choir, and an address by
tather of the Bar; and that wre will atEcksept to himm. becaws he did not no
of our worthiest, most highly respected
convicted and sent to the House of Cor- Hon. Alfred Johnson worthy the-occaHis jogafy she wood not let him go
tend his funeral as mourners.
and esteemed fellow townsmen.
He
An when he hurd us cloas the dore the teers
rectinn.
The parties in whose hands he sion. It was listened to with the most
The remaining annals of this year will
Rolld down his cheeks an he lived menny yeers
died at his residence on Church street,
intense interest and was replete with
was a mere tool escaped wei! merited
te found in our next chapter.
In just a singul owr. it was like sum
built by him, now occupied by his widow,
Old
torchure ur sum krewel inarturdum.
punishment; but both found before they classic wit and sound argument. It was or the sixth of
January 1861, aged fiftyHow kood he study when he noo that we
triCured
of
reach
Eczema
and
in
the
earthly
Itching
subsequently published
passed beyond
pamphlet.torm nine.
an free
Were
homewurd
by the wolves, who

,hc «Ut..

o;

And the tint of the early sunset
Is woven with gorgeous dyes,
As if hosts with crimson banners
Went marching along the skies.

says:

Mm

14«i jDS
*
n»THEKINE A.SWEE' EV ..
U
O •'"vcetiey, late .,t
wint,.,
1
111 su
unty of w aldo. deceased, bavin*
.. l’rayiug mat .lohn r n
! K‘Uti.

The clouds lie a-low on the hill-tops,
Or over the ether roll.
As thoughts of the infinite Father
Float over the human soul.

to

story of her exwith
perience
Peruna fully explains why she
always
keeps
Peruna on hand.
A few years ago

At x l'r. bate Court tie:.i «t
K.;.
for the County of W
aldo, on the
October, a D. 1H1S.

H. BUYING I UR

dmims rii\ t<»k

s

■

A t*r her. by gives noth
appointed Hilmmistrabi "i

j

i n
h.i

U

N I I.LI L 11. HATCH.
111 tl e
utility ot \\ :ld". di
bonds as the law duvets,
demands against tin- estate
are debit'd to pn-senl the >a
and all indebtul theietu aie
payment in mediately.

I

Morrill. October 14. 1913.
ITXhCU l liI N s N H ILK. 1
£j by gives uoiice that she
pointed executrix ot the last
of
CHAKLES F- HA V L N K1 ‘. lab
1

in the
bonds

County of
as

tin* law

aldo, ib
diieets.

j

■

Ail

demands against the estate ot
desired to present the same for
all indebted thereto are request.
ment iinmeuiately.

1IO If A M

p*
-■

1

Searsport, Octobor 14, 1913.
*
1)MlNlSTltATKINS Ni'lC
A scriber hereby gives not
been duly appointed admitiMi
will annexed, of the estate of
ELISHA .1. TOW Kit. late ot I
tu the County ot Waldo, deceasbonds as the law directs. AH-'
mands against tlie estate of sa:
desired to present the same toi
all indebted thereto are request"
ment immediately.
CE1 Es 11 A

Lincolnville, October 14.1913.

j

i
i
j

the ruins at Athens, Greece, I have made
important discovery. On the 24th of
August, A. D. 1913, on the Acropolis, in
the museum of antiquities, 1 discovered
the original of the hobble skirt of this
year of grace, some twenty-five hundred
Of course in case the wearer
years old.
wishes to make a dash, or is from some

l

—_

an

each
ME^^andloaf
^^B
than
a

ll^Fhetter
^B
have evermade
3

^you
f

JBL

before—yours if

k

only
vpecifyWil-

B

liam Tell
when you
Hr order dour.

Ig^k
p
L
k
b

fB

nal of which I

good things

runs

AT

OVER

as

time

and the centuries tell taleB

both

Away

certainly

150 feet down,
where the

some

are

theatres,

Greek drama had its rise and its fall.
On the north side are traced the foundations of many small temples, shrines and
statues. The Acropolis in the days of
its glory must have been a wonder in
adornment.
The museum back of the
ot this

I returned

spot.

the

to

By

DWIGHT P

minors of Jackson.
Petitions for administration were allowed in estates of Salome H. Ward,
late of Thorndike; Minnie R. Larraoee,
late of jackson; John F. Sanford, late
of Freedom; Joseph Havener, late of

the next afternoon, an hour
In the
before sunset. It was Sunday.

Acropolis

outskirts of the.

city I made out the
Byzantine architecture of one or two
Mosques, where homage is paid to Mo- Liberty.
Petitions
hamet by his devout adherents.
Most

further notes of travel were
the t'unard R. M. S. Saxonia
■rd voyage and will be published

s

for collateral inheritance tax
allowed in estates of Herbert A. Reed, late of Searsport; Annie
Nichols, late of Searsport.
Petition for adoption allowed in estate
of Susan Arline McGay, minor of Portland.
Petition for license to sell personal estate allowed in estate of Sarah A. Elliott, late of Knox.
Petition for license to sell real estate
allowed in estate of Ralph E. Dyer, et
als., minors of Burnham.
account were

of the Christian churches were of the
Greek faith and order. Their priests,

with date omitted.]
•urn to the head of the jagt:iti to the foot of the vast
ay leading to the summit of

the streets, do not impress
having the breadth of culture that

as seen
me

as

priests

do the

setting
of glory,

be-

on

of the church of Rome in

garb is blaek, their hair is
pipe hat without a rim is
•hildren look at me and look
the jagged path to their worn on the head. They cross themselves
Many
like houses.
I read it all. j much. They count their beads.
Greek business men do that. The boys
Appnnntc
olli.u-ad in
of
: -r of a few “lepta” in cold
marked for the priesthood are not allow- Abbie J. Downs, lat.e of Frankfort, first
is quick as I get onto a cash
late of Stockdid clutches his little copper ed to have their hair cut. Coming down and final; Helen M. Smith,
ton Springs, fi-st and final; Mary A.
from the Acropolis, I crossed over to the
ids as though news is to be
Stantial, late of Brooks, first and final;
of a fortune suddenly acAreopagus —Mars Hill —but a few rods Benjamin F. Pendleton, late of Searsext day I was pointed out by away to the west, and ascended the port, second; Henry M. Cole, late of
first ana final; Sarah A. Rich•?e children seemingly as one
steps cut in the stone that St. Paul Burnham,
ardson, late of Troy; Tileston Wadlin,
tins

across

a

Italy.
long.

sea

Their

A stove

>

wonders of the world.

Acropolis

In-

ranked ancient-

them, the other six being

t

Babylon, the
Diana at Ephesus, the Statue
Olympus, that bestrode the
diodes, the Cretan Labyrinth,
f Mausoius and the Pyramids
Gardens of

g

polis,

of

Athens

glory
Pericles, was
the

time of

lace of residence

in

early

well

as

as

cturu

climbed when Athens had 500 years of
history behind her and was in decline,
the Roman

having supplanted

power

Greece. St. Paul, addressing
the Athenians there, said a much great-

that of

that usually accreditcomplimenting them as being
On Mars Hill 1 quoted
very religious.
him in this that he there said; “God has
appointed a day in which he will judge
the world in righteousness by that Man

thing

er

than

ed him in

whom He hath ordained.”

I added: that

During the time of Pe- day —historic day or age—has been on
lt was exclusively the resi- j these nineteen hundred years; and as
human history is
ne rulers of Athens, but later ! sure as anything in
It sure, the standards of the ethical teachited solely to the gods.
,i red and its buildings destroyed
ing of Jesus have slowly been becoming
rsians B. C. 480, after which the standards of just judgment in the
So it shall ever be, till ultimate
nuilt by The Mistocles and ; world.
but fundamental and vital,
it
was
truth,
simple
times
Turkish
luring
into a citadel, and its temples shall have ushered in the Golden Age of
Christian sects may well weary
It Man.
as dwellings and mosques.
j of
and strike for central
the
ascent
phylacteries
the
Beule
gate,
by
|
“The kingdom of heaven is as
marble steps to the Propylead, truth.
The kingdom of God is
a little child.
g gateway with five portals,
ry.
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great
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to
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Wars and

ferred claims.

no
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unrest

political

cannot cease, the Golden Age of Man,
cannot come without their enforcement.
Why not get down to the point, grim old

old, wrinkled and ghastly
1900 years ago. Caesar could not make
it young again. These maxims, as pure
It

world?

was

bubbling springs,

tars
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and stars, can
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rejuvenate it,

light

in force.
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of Pentelic marble, was built
rides, the entire work being

years B. C. 447-438.
n-ets were Klinos and Kallithe

and final:
Petition in regard to collateral inher-

Unity, first
itance

tax

was

presented

in estate of

.ate of Winterport.
the return of the Greek Frank W. Kelley,
Petition for distr hution was presented
|
the
at
King, Constantine, from 10 weeks
I in estate of Catherine Mayo, late of
front in the war against Bulgarian bar- Monroe.
D.Bitinnc fnr
n: a lminisbarism and territorial greed that followed
were presenter in estates of Patthe war of the allies against Turkey. A trator
rick 0. Sweeney, late of WinUrport;
fourth of the Greek army and 50,000 John L. Maxwell, late of Frankfort;
canof
boom
with
civilians received him
Leonard A. Burdeen, late ol Prospeet.
Notices of settlement were presented
non and prolonged acclaim as he landed
of Nellie B. Hatch, late of
from the war fleet at the Piraeus, and in estates
Morrill; A. G. Caswell, late of Sears7
made his way in an open auto through
mont; Charles F. Havener, 1 ate of Searsdecorated streets to his
miles of
Bradford P. Gardrer, late of Bel-

1 witnessed

richly

port;

I was proud to wear fast.
badge with pictures of
A Gentle and Effective Laxative
Queen and the Greek flag,
A mild, gentle and effective laxative is what
two
next
The
days
on m.v coat-front.
demand when suffer’ ig from constipahis brother, Prince George, and a Dan- people
tion. Thousands swear by Dr. King’s New
ish Prince, voyaged with me from the Life Pills. Hugh Tallman >f San Antonio,
Piraeus to Brindisi, they being en route Texas, writes: ’’They are beyond question, the
The Prince best
for Denmark, I for Rome.
pills ny wife and ! have ever taken.

palace

in Athens.

the emblem,
the King and

wore

a

the dress of

an

army officer.

Our

-scarpirent of rock! It was the ship was the' “Spectse”, a beautiful
ling work of slav -s under the Greek craft of 2,500 tons. The route
i task-masters spurred on by was through the canal and Gulf of Cor-t architectural and sculptural
inth, Corfu being the only intermediate
I had a Greek
world ever knew.
This tem- place of making port.
v

late of Belfast, firs:; Aurelia Bessey,
late of Unity, first and final; Sarah Staples, late of Belfast, trustee's third;
Zethern Berry, late of Searsmont, first
and final; Frank M. Patterson, late of
Belfast, first; Charlie J. Vose, late of
Knox, third and final; Fred Atwood, late
of Winterport, fourth; J. W. McUiivery,
la^e of Searsport, first and final; Martha
B. Marsh, late of Belfast, first and final;
Margaret S. White, late of Belfast,
first and final.
Warrants and inventories were allowed in estates of Laura Allen, et als.,
minors of Lincolnville; Martha A. Knowlton, late of Belfast; Geneva A. \ arney,
late of Belfast; Margaret E. Hughes,
late of Frankfort; George N. Stevens,
late of Liberty; Olive J. Morse, late of
Unity; Peter Ward, late of Searsport;
Orilla A. Carter, late of Belfast; Mary
S. Trundy, late of Searsport; Isaian
Gross, late of Lincolnville; Olive Relief
Grover, late of lslesboro.
Wills were presented in estates of
Daniel F. Elwell, late of Northport;
Mary C. Plummer late of Searsport;
John C. Pillsbury, late of Belfast; Curtis E. Mitchell, late of Unity; Martha
A. Knowlton, late of Belfast.
Petition for license to sell Teal estate
was presented in estate of Benjamin W.
Knowlton, late of Montville.
Accounts were presentee in estates of
Fred G. White, late of Belfast, third;
j George E. Merrill, late of Searsport,
second and fina.; Frank W. Kelley, late
of Winterport, first; Frank M. Patteri son, late of Belfast, second and final;
Israel, Dean, late of Jackson, first and
final; Catherine M ryo, late of Monroe,
of
; first an! final; Peter Warn, late
Goldie M.
i Searsport, first aid fina;;
| Patterson, of Belfast, guarcian, first
and fmal; Annie N'chols, late of Belfast,
first and final; El en M. Tartiox, late of

if put !

gentleman

They never cause pain. P'ice 25c at druggists,
or by main
H. E. Bucklen & Co., Philadelphia or
St. Louis.

Welcoming Mrs. Pankhurst.

for room-mate as far as Cor-

We exchanged cards
there, when I wished him
fu.

on

The anouncemer.t that Mrs. Pankparting hursl is due in New York on October
other 18th leads us to suggest the following

and

escort the disprocession
fire-eater from the pier to

Greek young men present a large future triumphal
t nguished
h
the lintel:
sculptural designs were by for their country.
that
1 he
Police.
voyage
The second night out on
peristyle consisted of 17
Turkish Kettledrums.
the sides and of eight at the i afforded one of those matchless Greek
Indians
on Horseback.
Apache
two pediments contained 50 sunsets. I must try to describe it, realJulius Harburger, on foot, Adcressing
!
coast
-i'ires. There were 92 metopes,
the Crowd.
izing the poverty of words. The
Retired Pugilists in Ring Costume.
"iid the wall ran a frieze 524 of Albania on the northeast and the
i
Police.
had
ngth, the very perfection of large island of Corfu to the south
Float—The Battle of Waterloo, Militant
The building stood almost in its faded from sight. The whole arch of
Suffragettes.
perfection till 1687, when, hav- sky had taken on a mellow, dreamy Delegation from the Safe Blowers’
its
to
s
c
Union.
converted into a powder maga- look, as when a drowsy world goes
Police.
8
The
i the Turks, a bomb fired by Vene- Boftest couch for elysian repose.
Chariot Bearing Sylvia Pankhurst, Per5
who were besieging the Acropolis, waves, playful all day, had smoothed
sonifying Arson.
,:'L' "c
Police.
within. earing out some of the out and into a topaz tinted sea of glass.
Float—The Burning of Rome.
llilllr9 on both Bides more than half
low. I aaw
way The great golden orb was
Police.
frotn the west front. Manyof the that his good night was nigh—a night
Procession of Militants as Pirates.
were saved by Lord Elgin,
without cloud—and I hastened toward
Arabian Nomads on Horseback.
Jhpturea
0
Police.
<arried them to England in 1801, the beautiful ship’s bridge for his eventhe horiBulgarian Veterans in Battle Array.
are now in the British Museum.
ing benediction. He touched
C
Police.
over the
casts of the marvelously beauti- zon’s rim and threw out to me
Float—Scene from the French Revoluof pure
“lfUrss that adorned the gables are miles of polished topaz a path
tion.
^
“Come
Police.
L.th8 Acropolis museum. I am of the gold, as much as to saytheto me, chamMilitants
as Dervishes.
great
!llat *hen all facts of this tour to the quiet chambers,
8
Police, Police, Police, Police.
list
never invite
cown, and I shall have passed away, bers of my palace. I can
Help.
en
—New York Evening Sun.
peoPle °f the towns of my na- you over a way more pefect. Phoebus
!it
of
J and
wings
two
the
golden
great,
young life may, on a pedestal
and
"8 "
8t<>ne laid permanently in cement closed over the burnished pathway,
,,
that was
some forks
I lingered on the mystic bridge
or crossing of the roads,
to
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Children Cry
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a
statue of
.C!l8r,Jic

myself

to my memory,

size, for be it known that

among

slowly lighted by

the

eternal

stars.

F. F. Phillips.
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Trade in Belfast

J

The welfare of

!

Belfast.

FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

A

Maine.

professional men of Belfast are the peers of any in
They help support our schools and our homes. Patronize
them and you will help to make Belfast
prosperous.
at home and works for the
welfare of Belfast.

"Mighty

dull this lounging nbout a
waiting for something," said a
man to another who
occupied a chair
beside him.
“Well, yes, rather. Cards is about
the only way to pass the time.
And

Our

hotel

city is prospering as never before.
ment depends in large measure

who

here,” said the other. “I was thinking
of getting up a little game of poker
this evening iu my room, live cent ante
or something like that."

Wheelock.

ing Jones

the introducer's name beThey sat down to play

till it reached a dollar. Mr. Wheelock
didn’t object and bet as high as any of
the party, sometimes winning and
sometimes losing.
It was not long before Wheoloek discovered that, though he neither lost
nor won much, the money he staked
was gradually passing out"of his hands
and was supplied by new five dollar
bills, all on the same bank. The fact
didn't seem to surprise him, nor did
he object to it. He did not even comment upon it.
But Mr. Jones, from
whom the bills came, remarked that
he line1 had $1,000 paid him that afternoon at a bank and it had been given
him all in these new five dollar bills
on the bank from which he had received the money
This explained his having so much of it all of the same denomination.
While the game was in progress a
hell boy rapped at the door and asked
if Mr. Wheelock was in the room. On
being trld that he was lie handed in a
bouquet of flowers. Wheelock received the flowers with evident astonishment
When the others railed him at
haring a sweetheart near at hand he
looked embarrassed and declared that
he didn't know a woman in the place,
and if he had "made a mash" he was
entirely

unconscious or it.

“However,” he said, “gentlemen, I
trust that you will drink to the lady,
whoever she may be, with me.” And,
rising, lip pressed the electric button
and on the arrival of a waiter ordered
a bottle of wine.
The quaffing of wine
and the game went on together after
this, but none of the men present seemed to care to drink to excess
Mr.
Jones. In whose room the party were,
was especially abstemious, barely sipping his wine.
Hut Mr Wheelock and one or two
of the others having finished tile bottle,
the first named ordered another, and
when it had been left in the room
Wheelock followed tile waiter out for
some purpose and when he returned
shut the door and turned the key unknown to the others.
lie then deftly
slipped it ui> his sleeve and after resuming his sent, being hidden by the
table, transferred it to bis pocket
“It seems to me,” remarked one of
the party, "that those flowers have a
very decided perfume."
“Very decided,” chimed in another.
“it makes me feel like turning in,”
said a third.
“Perhaps we’d better open a window.” observed the host, “and get
some air. Would you object Mr. Wbeelock?”
“Certainly not”
Jones went to a window and tried
to open it It seemed to be stuck. He
went to another, which also resisted
his efforts.
Mr. Wheelock seemed to
be Intent on the cards, but his mind
was on the windows.
He had gained
access to that very room during thi
day and had driven a nail into the sash
of each window.
Jones turned away with a
frightened
look on his face.
There were two
la
his room—one
games being played
by himself, the other by Mr. Wheelock. Jones staggered to the door and
tried to open it Finding it locked, he
looked more frightened still.
“Some one has locked us in here,"
he said
We must get out.”
He caught on to the back of a chair.
The perfume from the flowers was
overcoming him. He returned to the
window and made another effort to.
iift the sash.
He failed and was on
his way to the other window when he
sank down unconscious.
Meanwhile the others of the party
were also giving way to the effects of
the flowers and one by one either rolled down to the floor or bent over unconscious on the table
Wheelock
counteracted the fumes by bolding a
vial under his nose.
When all except
himself had succumbed he summoned
a waiter and directed him to
bring the
police

as

quick

as

possible.

They

ar-

rived in a few minutes and were much
at the scene before them—
several men asleep and money In heaps
on the table.
“That man,” said Wheelock. pointing to Jones, “is a counterfeiter. I am
Parkinson, a detective. 1 tracked him
here, and the others, 1 fancy, are his
He has been trying to
colleagues
shove his stuff on me for my good
Better put the bracelets on
money.
him before he comes to himself
When the party woke up they found
themselves Id the hands of the police.
But the only one “wanted” was Mr.

surprised

Jones.

develop-

support

industry.

DO IT FOR MUTUAL GOOD.

board

"i wish you would and let me in.”
The party met. and the man who
didn't know anybody was introduced
by his friend to the others as Mr.

upon your own

SPEND YOUR MONEY AT HONE

lug, but 1 didn’t succeed.”
meu

Its future growth and

of every home

the difficulty about cards is you must
get up a party to play ’em.”
“I couldn’t do that,” said the other,
“for I don’t know a soul socially iu the
town.
I expected to finish my business here today and get out this even
several

the

Every dollar spent with them stays

By HARRY VAN AMBURC

know

on

The merchants and

Double Game

“1

city depends

a

loyalty of its
citizens to one another. Each one’s
prosperity
on
the prosperity of ail.
depends

Court.

The October session of the Probate
Court was held Tuesday, Oct. 14th,
Judge Janies Libby of Unity presiding.
Wills were allowed in estates of Ella
M. Davis, late of Belfast; Alanson G.
Caswell, late of Searsmont; Libbeus C.
Cummings, late of Prospect; Judson G.
Knight, late of Lincolnville; John C.
Sprague, late of Frankfort; Charles F.
Havener, late of Searsport; AloertGammans, late of Belfast; Charles S. Young,
late of Newton, Mass., Charles E. Lane,
late of Brooks.
Petitions for administration were allowed in estates of Neilie B. Hatch, late
of Morrill; Bradford B. Gardner, late of
Belfast.
Petitions for guardianship were allowed
in estates of Emma Gertrude Lane, minor
of Brooks; Rufus N. Colson, unsound
mind, of Monroe; Henry M. Vose, minor
of Knox; Lottie B. and Daniel S. Mason,

Enough,
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the ruins of two old
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with
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is.

Probate

too much, has been written of names and
dates on old stone. On the south side of
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advantage
wind-defying crinoline, of such
audacious amplitude that it used to force
me in boyhood to the side of the road,
to escape entanglement, but that is not
strictly in point. The skirt tends to a
point rather than to a bulge downward,
and proves the genuineness of the origi-

try and all the rest
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Recent

Deaths.

THE DRUG AND

Emma, wife of John Black, died Oct. I
! 8th at her home in Palermo after a long j
tr"ated by the mnst aPProv,!d a"d scientific
and painful illness of tuberculosis, aged
method known to the Medical
j
39 years. She was the daughter of the !
late
Ira
and
Elizabeth
I
THREE
•
She
TO
j
FIVE DAYS
Sylvester.
leaves to mourn their loss, beside her 1 ♦ is all the time
required for relief from the Drink Habit.
husband, four sons. Harland, Millard,
Lauriee and Kenneth: four step-ehildnm,
THE ADAMS METHOD
Mrs. Aley j
Harry of Providence, R. I
=” ^ far the
parCent °f P'™“«* —Its
Ward
of
Freedom, and Grace and John,
|
"'ho live at home; two brothers, Olin
A*k
P™fw.sionphysician to investigate for
X you
KNOWa. N) hyp >d armies. No secret fornuia.
! Sylvester of Panama and Leslie Sylves- I
N; suii-n stopping
iouor
stop pin
of
drugs or stimulants. No suffering or pain
ter of Jefferson, and two sisters. Mrs.
X
Call or address
; Blanche Jackson of Augusta and Mrs. £
Florence Jordan of Middleton, Conn.
The Adams
springreld,
777 State St.
Mrs. Black was beloved by a large circle
I of friends. She was a devoted wife and 1
mother, and a kind friend and neighbor, j
j the welfare of others being her first de- |
Wmm
1 TTWIUi
j sire. The funeral was held from the j
miimii
■
HIM 1l„n m
~
Baplist church, Sunday, Oct. 12th, Rev. |
George McNivin officiating. Appropri- ]
ate selections were rendered by the ]
Branch Mills choir. The bearers were j
H. R. Carr, C. E. Carr, Charles Perkins j
and W. E. Nelson. The interment was
Is Situated on
Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
in Smith cemetery. The abundance of
double hitches, backboards, etc. Careful
beautiful flowers were silent tributes of
drivers.if desired. Your patronlove and esteem.
age issohcited.
felephones-stable 235 2, house 61-13.
iy28
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.
W. A. Fletcher died Oct. 12th at his
home in China after several months of
severe suffering from rheumatism and
other diseases.
Mr. Fletcher was born
in China sixty-two years ago and had
spent nearly all his life there. He was a
respected and well loved citizen and his
>
They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
going away causes much sadness in the
in the Best
Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine
J
He
was
a
member
of Cencommunity.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AUENTS.
tral Lodge,F. & A. M.,and Dunlap Chapter Royal Arch Masois. The funeral
NEW
services were held at. his late home,
Wednesday afternoon and although the
weather was very inclement a large
gathering of friends came to pay their
tribute of honor and sympathy. Rev. E.
and
E. Longley officiated.
Mr. Fletcher
! leaves three daughters, Mrs. Maude
Merrithew, Mrs. Blanche Cole, Mrs.
I Jennie Hussey,
On and after Sept 28, 1913, trains connectand one son, Robert
Fletcher; also two sisters, Mis. Minnie ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
1
trains
for an 1 from Bangor, Waterville. PortNorton, Mrs. Emma Main; two brothers,
land and Boston, will run as follows:
} Melville and Fred Fletcher, and six
FROM BELFAST.
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The funeral of the late A. J. Curtis
held at his late home in Burnham
Oct. 3d. Rev. A. M. Cox spoke comrorting words to the family; singing by
Mrs. 0. B
MeKechnie.
The bearers
were John Dyer, Arthur
McNelly, Ralph
Baxter and Jotham Jacobs. The remains
I were taken to Winterport on the 2 o’clock
train, accompanied by the widow and
daughter, Mrs. Katie Berry of Machiasi port, and two brothers from Aroostook
Co. Mr. Curtis was a very kind husband
I and father and a good neighbor and will
be very much missed in town. The family 'nave the sympathy of many friends
in their sad bereavement.
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Bucksport, Wednesday afternoon, Oct.

15th, after prayers at the residence in
Bangor. Rev. J. A. Woodsworth of
Bangor officiated, assisted by Rev. Benjamin Gott. The bearers were Capt. M.
T. Smith, Capt. C. H. Lowell, Capt. G.
W. Chipman, Capt. F. A. Arey, W. H.
Russell, T. E. Sabine, O. G. Houston and
F. H. Hewes. The burial was at North

-AT-

A SIGNIFICANT WINNING
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Trip.
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for

Boston Mon

j

j
:

1 day, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
For

Bangor at 7.30 a. m„ Tuesday, Wednes! day, Friday and Saturday.
1

j!

Leave

RETURNING
Boston at 6.00 p. m. Monday, Tues-

day, Thursday

and

[

Friday.

i day, Friday and Saturday.
a
FRF.n

!

W

north twelve degrees thirty minutes
two hundred fourteen and one-half feet
cedar stake marked P. H. C 1904; thence
* >uth seventy-six degrees
thirty minutes east
vo hundred six and one-half feet to an iron
:>lt on the westerly side of said road; thence
>uth thirteen degrees thirty minut> s west on
t le westerly side of said road one hundred
f *et; thence south sixteen degrees thirty mintes west on the westerly line of said road,
, vo hundred forty and one-half leet to the
lace begun at, said lot being the same lot coneyed by said Ladd to said Bowden on the first
d ay of September, A. D. 1904; and w hereas the
c mdition of said mortgage has been broken,
n liw therefore, by reason of the breach of the
c jndition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said

POTS’

t

a

£

(

!

n

j

u.:..

lence

>

J

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival j
of steamer from
Boston) Tuesday, Wednes- j

!

f

ist

j

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAsl
and CAMDEN
Belfast at 2.00 p.

He.

c av

t

Belfast and Boston, $3.25 One Way ; $6.(JO

Leave

Liberty,

Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the first
of September, A. D. 1904, recorded in the
iTaldo Registry of Deeds, Book 268, Page 366,
c onveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot
ti f land situate in the town of Islesboro, in said
ounty of Waldo, lying on the westerly side of
* le town road, bounded as follows, viz:
Beinning at a cedar stake m irked P. H. C., 1904,
n the westerly side of said road and on the
ividing line between land of William R. Coombs
2 :, and Jason W. Ladd; thence north forty
t Vu degrees forty-live minutes west on
aid
ividing line, two hundred and twenty-eight
to
a
f iet
spruce tree marked P. H. C 1904;
c

_

1

L. C. AUKSE.

} 17HEREAS, Maurice A. Bowden of Isiesboro, in the County of Waldo and State

Bangor Line-Fall Schedule,

j

Ilapboards, Spruce, Basswood, Pine.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

t5 00
5 05

\

Round

I

,450

STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION.

;

MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH.

20tf

EASTERN

]

J

MANUFACTURER OF

._

j1

Matched

Floorings,

3 05
1 50
3 24
3 34
3 50
,4 00
4 09
4 17
4 25
4 40

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine,

1

lortgage.
Dated this eleventh day of October, A. D.
)13.
JASON W. LADD.
D. &

M.

3w42

I

|

|

WANTED

ury

FOR FLETCHER’S

An assistant cook at

CASTORI A

second-hand
goods of every deFurniscription.
ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell (iron me a
, osta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. cOOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts. Belfast,

JELLISON & GREER’S.

Sale of Dogfish Island
The legal transfer of Dogfish Island,
off VinalhBven has been made by Dr. L.
H. Mills and Mrs. Eugene Mills Perry to
Mr. Carnehan of Middletown, Ohio. Mrs.
Perry came from Cambridge for the purpose. Mr. Carnehan has already begun
to lay out the island by building roads,
etc., and will erect a house ready for
occupancy next season.

85

12 25
12 35
45,,
8 10

Boston.
from all along the coast
Shipping
attended the funeral of Capt. William
S. Bullock, held in the church at North

unuaren

P M

20
25

TO BELFAST

men

At the recent Allentown Pa., Fair the
Pratt Experiment Station of Morton, Pa.,
made a winning which has caused a considerable stir in poultry circles.
They
(heredemonstrated clearly that to win in
the show room it was not necessary to sacrifice the utility qualities of poultry. They
! lost but one first in the entire field of R.
the layers of the
] C. BlackandMinorcas,
heaviest eggs of all fowls;
largest
they took every first and second prize
Pekin Ducks showing old ducks
on
weighing 10 and 12 pounds and young ones
weighing S and 9 pounds a tremendous
gain over standard weights. Then to cap
the climax and further prove the utility
value of their show stock they showed
seventeen dozen of eggs from eleven different varieties of fowls. On these eggs
they won first and second sweepstakes
dozens on both white and brown eggs and
out of the seventeen dozen W’hich they
showed against the hottest kind of competition, they took sixteen blue ribbons
and the sweepstakes cup for the best
The
dozen eggs in the entire show.
Pratt Experiment Station is a large experimental plant conducted by the Pratt
Food Co., the famous manufacturers of
Pratts Poultry Regulator and Remedies,
for research work in poultry diseases,
feeding and breeding.

Kitchen
Girl
Wanted

BURNHAM.

jj

For Sale
A house of eight

Northport

able

S6tf

on

and

veranda

Weber

on

Battery. A desirall-the-year residence.

the

home or
the premises to
MRS. CHARLES BRIER.

summer

Apply

rooms

avenue near

Wagons

Just received a new car oi » eoer Wagons.
Jght, easy running general purpose wagons.
!
] ?or sals by
J. A. MCKEEN

(

u
____

Apple trees, many ahrubs and our gras* remain green; and pansies, [nasturtiums and
sweet peas are in bloom.

Elden Harriman is visiting relatives in

Mrs.

Rockland.
B. H.

Mudgett of Belfast

was

in town Mon-

on

Pike

the Sullivan house
of Charles S. Shute.

avenue

week.

Sarah P.

Mrs.

Winthrop, Mass.,

Bethany Chapter, O. E. S., held a rehearsal
meeting the evening of Oct. 15th, preparatory
to the expected visit of the district deputy for
inspection of the work of the Sisterhood.

*

Staples left Monday for
will 6pend the

where she

Fred Kelsey of Portland was in town Friday and Saturday as supercargo of the steamship Frieda.
Fred Wiggin of Presque Isle
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy on
Main street.
Mr. and Mrs.

Mildred and Althea Smith of Washington were in town last week, guests of Miss
Olivia Harriman.
Misses

Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
from Newport News with 3,700 tons
coal to the Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co.

Samuel H. WTest, Railroad avenue, suffered a painful ill-turn last week, necessitating the attention of Dr. George A. Stevens
for several days. She is much better at this
writing, Monday afternoon. Her health at
best, is far from moderately good.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Treat of Newburg,
N.Y., are receiving congratulations on the birth,
Oct. 11th, of a son,Charles Forest Treat, Jr.
Wr. Black returned Friday
Mr. and Mrs.
from Boston, where postmaster Black had
been attending the postmaster’s convention.
J.

severely

Charles Kneeland of Cape Jellison had the
misfortune last week to lose a valuable cow,
one of his
herd of ten. The animal had evidently been cast in attempting to roll. She
was found dead and cold when searched for in
the evening. Many friends regret this loss to

while Catherine apples in

Friday

shaken up,

fell from

but

no

a

bor»es

and

tree
were

was

broken.

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Staples and two children,
who have been visiting relatives at Park, returned to their home in Winthrop, Mass.,

Monday.
Raymond Iiall accidentally shot himself in
the ankle Friday afternoon while out partridge
hunting. He was taken to the Waldo County
Hospital.
Mrs. George C. Pease and their children of
Detroit, who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
George B. Delano for several weeks, returned
home Saturday.
Mrs. Albert V. Nickels left Saturday for
Boston where she will spend the winter with
her daughter, Miss Desire M. Nickels, who is a
teacher in the public schools.

our

j

From Cape Jellison piers, the following shipping report was telephoned Monday evening:
Oct. 13th, sch, Ellen M. Storer arrived, light,
to load lumber. Oct. 15th, steamer Millinocket
sailed with paper freight for New York. Oct.
*20th, steamer Millinccket arrived with a general cargo from New York.

Mrs. Fred M. Kendall of Worcester, Mass.,
in town last week, returning home Saturday with Mrs. Mary R. Perkins, who will spend

Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street, will enCurrent Events Club Wednesday
afternoon, Oct. 29th, with Pure Fo:d as the
topic of reading ard conversation. Mrs. Staples has provided herself with a liberal quantity of literature upon the subject from State
and National B ureaus—ever enlightcnirg.
tertain the

Worcester, Mass.

Steamer Frieda arrived Thursday from Baltimore with 2,000 tons of sulphur for the
Great Northern Paper Co. at Millinocket and
was discharged at Mack’s Point Saturday and
sailed for New York.

Mrs. Fred Hendricks, Middle street, left last
Saturday for Boston en route to Montpelier,
Vermont, to join Mr. Hendricks, who has employment near that city at stone cutting. She
was accompanied as far as Boston by her sister
Mrs. Manley Grant, who joined her husband,

M. A. Cook left Saturday for New York to
buy his fall and winter stock of goods. Mr.
Cook will not close his Searsport store, as

intended, and

it will

be

managed by Mrs.

Cook, Mr. Cook having charge of

a

neighbor.

Russell 0. Gardner of Boston left Oct. 15th
by early train for a business trip to Fort Fairfield, Aroostook county, going to Boston the
following day. He had been several days
with his mother, Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner, at
the home of her aged father, Master Albion P.
Goodhue, Middle street.

was

the winter in

branch

Capt. Grant,

store in Dexter.

Monday night

the

for

a

week’s visit while his vessel

wind and rain made it

very disagreeable to be out after 7 o’clock.
The wind came in heavy squalls from the

Monday morning, and a rainstorm as ihese
are being written! “The oldest inhabi-

items

j

accompanied by heavy rain. Tues- tant” fails to recall such October weather in
j
day morning the sun came out for the first j Maine within his memory—nearly three weeks
without as many pleasant days within the
time for many days and looked all right.
southwest

The

friends in town of Mrs. F. H.

many

Mosman

were

pained

to

learn of

her

;
1

deathf

The

continuous fog

or

rain is

depress-

to those

even

optimists who persistently
“silver lining to every cloud.”

residence of the late Capt. J. French
iiichborn, East Main street has been leased by
his daughter, Mrs. J. F. Ryder of Cambridge,

Mrs. Mosman, with her husband
daughters, spent many summer seasons at
their cottage at. Mosman Park, having returned to their home in September after spending
the summer here.

pneumonia.

Mass., to Mr. and Mrs. “Jack” Daw, former
residents of Cape Jellison—new-comers in
town since tht opening of tre N. M. R. R.

Very
strangers—Canadians
odd it

Dodge’s Corner. Mrs. Fred E. Stinson returned last Saturday from Natick, Mass.,
where she had been in the hospital for treatment. Her many friends hope she will rapidly gain in health and strengtn_Mrs. Martha
Howard ard two daughters have been spendng a week with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Chapin
Ira Veazie has finished digging his pota-

seems

to (he
in

neighbors

to

have

that attractive home.

of the Current Events Club
Charles Emery last week the hostess
gave an instructive and exhaustive paper
upon Panama (the topic under consideration),
to the great pleasure and entertainment of all
the members privileged to listen to the reading. No American can be indifferent to this
mighty piece of civil engineering wrought by
our nation.
At the

meeting

bushels.

Potatoes have dropped to 45 cts. per bushel j
and the farmers are looking blue.
Free trade |
does not have a very roseate aspect to them
about this time of year.
Mrs. Sarah Cole of Thorndike is with her
sister, Mrs. A. E. Dow. Her folks, the Edwin
Lander family, have sold their farm and moved
to West Medway, Mass.

egey

laauiij

iu

Simmons and Mr. and Mrs.
; Fred E. Miller attended the Topeham fair Oct
16th and 16th....Mrs. Llewellyn Towneend of
Belfast is visiting friends in town_Daniel
W. Wing of Haverhill, Moss., is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Wing for a week_Mrs.
Susan P. Andrews is filling a lor g felt want
by entertaining the travelling public, as there
is no hotel in the place_Mrs. Kate Wellman
is in town caring for Mrs. Lola Neae, who is
ill_Eben Cobb and daughters and Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Paine motored to Kenta Hill last
week to visit Miss Angie Paine and report a
fine time.
fc ELF AST

PRICE CURRENT.

Jorrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

Duck.

12al3
Veal,
38 Wool, unwashed,
20
5.00
Wood, hard,
3.50
Wood, soft,
20

Eggs.
Fowl,
Geese,

16al7
18
TRICE.

RETAIL

Beef, Corned,

Butter Salt., 141b.,

Corn,

RETAIL

88 Onions,
83 Oil, kerosene,

Pollock,
Pork,
Plaster,
101 Rye Meal,

83
24
85

Cheese,

j Cotton Seed,
; Codfish, dry,

SHIP NEWS.

Cranberries,

10

j Clover Seed.

1 10
5

5 75a7 25 Salt, T. I.,
Sweet Potatoes,
2 60a2
15 Wheat Meal,

|

4

I

12al3
7
14

New York, Oct 15.

Ar, sch C

B

Be Best-Dressed, Not
Just Well-Dressed, In

1.15

3$

Shots,

25a27 Sugar,

I Flour,

PORTS.

MARKET.

18 Lime,
18a22 Oat Meal,

Cracked Coi n,
j Corn Meal.

irujr.

AMERICAN

PAID PRODUCER.

10 00*14 00
Apples, per bbl, 75*1.09 Hay,
10
dried, per lb., 71 Hides,
2 50&2 76 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
14
Beans, Y. E., 2 60a2 76 Lamb Skins,
40*50
28a32 Mutton,
Butter,
8
9a 10 Oats, 32 lb.,
42
Beef, sides,
9 Potatoes,
50
Beef, forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
10
Barley, bu,
24 Straw,
Cheese,
9.00
20 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a2C
Calf Skins,
18 Tallow,
2

1 40

j

REGAL SHOES

5£a6 j
40 ;

j

—

For Women

THERE’S

_

less conqueror

Death; therefore,

is

dependable,

reliable

Resolved, That we would pay a just tribute
to his many erdearirg qualities, his
honesty
of purpose, and his love for our Order. We
shall miss his pleasant smile ar.d his cordial
greeting, ard w ill regret that he w II meet
with us no more. But we would recognize an
over-ruling Providence that guides the destiny
of men, and would humbly accept this, another
warning, that ail men are mortal and that we
too should be also ready.
Resolved. That to the bereaved widow of
our deceased Brother we would hereby
convey
our sympathy
in her sorrow, and assure her
that as he cherished the friendship of his
brethren, so she too may realize that in them
she will find trusty friends.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days in respect to his
memory, that a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the widow, published in the
county
papers, and spread upon our Records.

$3.50

Authorized Regrl

Agents

*.

c

irr---^======

i!
i

THE LAST OPPORTUNITY
To get an allowance of $1 for that old pen.
The Crocker “INK TITE” is the only selffilling, non-leaking pen on the market, and

Respectfully submitted,
Marcellus J. Dow, I
Harry E. Staples, \

what is more important, runs more smoothly than any you have ever used.
One week more, commencing today, we
allow you $1 for any old fountain pen you
can borrow, beg or steal, toward the purcnase of this modern writer.

FREEDOM.
The Ladies’ Circle met With Mrs. Robert
Fuller Oct. 16th and quite a large number .were
present. At the close of the meeting cake,
Mrs. Ora
cookies and coffee were served*
Thurston from Smith ton visited her sister,
Lids Hussey, recently.... Miss Maude Ware
from Thorndike was the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Jennie Vcse, the past week....Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Bryant from Vsssslboro visited
Mr. Bryant’s grardmotber October 18tb....
Mr s. Porter Webb and Mrs. James Webster of
S wanville visited Mrs. Webb’s mother, Susan
J. Flye, October 18th and 19th.... Mrs. D. W,
Dodge and daughter Winifred have returned
home after passing several weeks with relatives and friends in Portland and Brunswick
•..

THE OLD CORNER DRUG STORE

:

|

Manhattan Model,
provided in Patent Leather
with Black Cloth Top.
Price, $4.00
=:=~~--

-_.

=-NEW

11

GOODS1 DAILY—
FROM

October 1st to December 25th.

n

I

The Holiday goods
to

=

l

|

I

and Marble.

a

large

J--

display

of Clocks—Banjo, Black Wood,
Mahogam
Kitchen Clocks,—Big Ben-Repeaters and Small Alarm Clocks
window

KEEP IN

TOUCH WITH THE NEW

We invite your inspection.

Positively

H. J. LOCKE & SOX,
District Watch Inspector for M. C. R. I<
t

.=rrf5]|ez^>|fo]|c7-

-—Z3QI

GOOD

|
coffee!!
j

New patterns of great value
make CLARION variety extensive,

j

|

SOLD IN BELFAST BY W. A. HALL.

All the Demands of

|

Buyers

are

Fulfilled in the

I

|

1

|

WE HAVE IT

\

Prices i2248<\

‘‘The Product

ot

Experience.”

!.

I
I

|

I

Type

;;

H-4

“Baby-Grand” $875.00

These cars are attracting a great deal of attention through their beautiful
■
finish, exceptionally easy riding qualities and tremendous POWER and wonderful
[ .construction
$750.00
Type H—2 “Royal Mail” Roadster,
800.00
H—3 Phaeton” Roadster,
] I
H—4 “Baby Grand” Touring,
875.00
; ;
>
Electric lights and starters on above types, $125 extra.

;

_

..

Type D—5 "Special” Touring, Electric Lights and Starter, complete, $1250
1475
L—“Light-Six”
“
2500
C—"Classic”
I;
"

"

;»

;;

"

"

B. O. NORTON Agent, Belfast, Maine.

iTHE “BABY GRAND” HAS ARRIVED|

=ior.--

|
+

£

X
•

J
T

X

|
|

|

|

|

WALDO SS.
to the Honorable Justices of the
Judicial ( uurt, next to be holder
within and for said County, on the
day of January, A. D. 1914:
pLORA R. ALLEN of said Bell
1
County, wife of John E. Alien,
fully represents: that her maiden
Flora B. Patterson; that she was
parried to the said John E. Allen. ..
n the Province of Nova
Ecutia, on :
lay of July, A. L) 1909, by the Rev. v\
•iyan, a minister of the gospel; that sw
said marriage your libellant has alw:
iucted herself toward her said hu.-:
aithful, true and affectionate wife,
:he sa:d libelee, wholly regardless of
iage vows and duty, on or about the
lay of July, A. L). 1909. utterly desert
ibellant nd has continued such de>;hree consecutive years next prior to
){ this libel; that since their ^aid
four libellant has el wave resided w n
State of Maine; that the residence of ts not known to your libellant and
c
iscertained

42tl

reasonable

i

j

\
>

f
j
\

diligence.

Wherefore your libellant prays that
the bonds of
matrimony existing t
ler and the said libelee
may be deer.
hat her name be changed from that
Allen to that of her maiden name. 1
Patterson.
October 16, 1913.
FLORA B. ALL;

Our 28c.

Phone 125

by

!

rem

jl
>

[

..

!.

|
|

THINGS

trouble to show goods

no

STATE OF MAINE

WITH A CLARION

I

early

CLOCKSWe have

m

never too

tor Christmas at

A FINE LINE OF

h
Q

arriving and its

are

plan

Locke’s Jewelry Store

|

CARE-FREE COOKERY

Golden Crown Lodee. Kniehts of Pvthina.
has adopted the folic wing resolutions on the

cost

STORE

j

...

that

$5.00

to

DRINK

Established 1839

Regal Shoes
though they

DINSMORE

can count on

WOOD & BISHOP CO„ Bangor, Me.

to

THE

YOU CAN HAVE

Respectfully submitted,
M.J. Dow,
Harry E. Staples, i Committee,

^

air’’

You will be enraptured with the dainty grace of a
stylesupreme Regal, with its patrician slimness, with its buckled
or buttoned
eiegance. with its ease and poise on your foot.

ser-

it.
Thousands upon thousands
of CLARION RANGES
are in daily use in the State
of Maine, and every single
one does good work.

vice—you

be it

death of Charles £. Lane!
Whereas our Brother Charles E. Lane, a
charter member and an active worker in our
j
lodge, has been removed from this life to the
of
the
mystery
future;
therefore,
ynknown
be it
Resolved, That we deeply regret his removal
from our midst; In a social way he was the
leader of our fraternity; as a worker he was
unsurpassed iti his devotion to our principles;
he was ardent and sincere in his labor to make
the lodge an influence and a power for the
benefit of the community; he was active and
untiring. As a valued member of the lodge
he will be greatly missed. His regular atteniance and unfaltering interest in the business 1
of the lodge was an inspiration to our memJ
his succe88or as a personal
leader
bersmp. ?nd
will be hard to find..
Resolved; That bi4 Sudden removal from us
while at>pa«:fctly in a state of robust health
and abounding vitality despite his thre^ score ;
years and t&n, being seemingly a boy in spiriis j
and vitality, came as a great shock to us all. i
But &S an Order we acknowledge the Supreme I
Ruler of the universe, the arbiter of the destiny of mankind, and we trustingly comtaend
the spirit of our Brother to God who gave it.
Resolved, That we hereby tender to the
widow of our deceased Brother our sympathy
in her bereavement.
Resolved, That these resolutions be inscribed
upon cur records, a copy be sent to our bereaved sister, and published in our county
papers, and that our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days.

"thoroughbred

CLARION SERVICE I

Golden Crown, Knights of Pythias, of
Biot ks, has adopted the following resolutions
on the death of Charles H. Dickey:
Whereas, our Brother Charles H. Dickey
has been taken from our midst by the resist-

1

a

makes them look TEN DOLLARISII,
only half and less.

j

j

spine.

mo

| BEAUMONT.
Dr. and lira.

3
75(
Clark, Ban- I H. G. Seed,
lard.
44
gor via Greenwich; sld, schs Annie P Chase,
South Amboy for Bangor; Susie P Oliver, New- I
; stm,
The out of the town potato diggers now ark for Bangor; Margaret M Ford,
HORN
Montanan, Puerto Mexico; 16. ar, schs Megather at the Corner and bless the weather. tinic. Green Island; Brigadier, Stonington; AbIt is, however, no worse for them than it is for bie S Walker, Vinalhaven; Annie B Mitchell,
Buck. In Bucksport, October 5, to Mr. and
Long Cove; 17, ar, stm Millinocket, Stockton; | Mrs. Henry A. Buck, a son. Frank Edward,
the farmer who has to board them.
18, ar, stm Carolyn, San Juan; sld, sch Grace i
Carver. In Vir.alhaven, October 14, to Mr.
Rev. H. G. Booth had for a topic last Sunday Davis, Perth Amboy for Bangor; 19, ar, sets
and Mrs. E. G. Carver, a daughter.
Susan N Pickering,
evening, “Why do men go to church?” These Elsie A Bayles, Bangor;
French. In Camden, October—, to Mr. and
Stonington; Horace A Stone, Jacksonville.
i
Mrs. Thomas French, a son.
a
of
are
in
the
nature
song
evening meetings
Boston, Qct 15. Ar, schs W D Mangam,
service and are made very interesting.
Bangor; R L Tay, do; Charles Luling, do; EmMARRIED
ma S Briggs, Kennebec; Anne Lord, Parrsboro,
Electus Oakes has kuilt a small house near
N S; Herman F Kimball, Rockport, Me; Robthe Friends’ Chapel and is now a citizen of ert Pettis, Tusket, N S; 16, ar, sch Northern
Faber-Hix
In Rockland, October 15. FredBrookB with a home of his own. He is a vet- Light, Bangor; 17, ar, schs Maria L Davis, Ban- | erick
Myers Faber of Peoria, 111, and Emily H.
j
Gilbert
sch
gor;
Stancliffe,
Millbridge;
19,
sld,
eran with a pension and intends to take life
Hix of Rocklahd.
Theoline, Jacksonville.
Holbrook-Royce. In Belfast, October 16,
easy.
Philadelphia, Oct 15. Ar, sch A & M Car- I by Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, Samuel Holbrook
Bert Lane ard family have remained in lisle, Stonington; 16, cld, sch F C Pendleton, I of Swans Island and Miss Bertha Royce of
Rockland; 17, ar, sch J Holmes Birdsall, Ban- Belfast.
Brooks since the death of hia father and Bert
!
gor; cld, ship Edward Scwall, Seattle.
Fowers-Conary. In Rockland, October 10,
has keen sick most of the time.
Christine is
Baltimore, Oct 19. Ar, sch Pendleton Sis- |! Haskell S. Powers and Edith M.
Conary, both
now
with Amy Godding. The family spent ters, Calais.
of Deer Isle.
Newport News, Oct 15. Sld, sch George E
In Belfast, October
Thompson-Howard
the summer at Dark Harbor, Islesboro.
Wolcott, Bangor; 17, ar, sch James W Paul, Jr, 18,
Rev Walter F. Sturtevant, Lynwood BurAlbert Cilley, who lives with his daugh- Bangor; sld, sch Gen E S Greeley, Providence; kettby
Thompson and Miss Lelia Myrtle Howard,
sld, sch James W Paul, Jr. Bangor.
20,
ter, Mrs. Levi Biyant, in Waldo, recently
both of Belfast.
Norfolk, Oct 17. Cld, sch Elizabeth Palmer,
Y\ ellman-Nokris. In Bangor, October 13,
j
spent a few days with his niece, Mrs, Philena Boston.
Frank W. Wellman and Miss Daisy L. Norris,
Clifford, in this village. He i6 some eighty
Savannah, Oct 15. Ar, sch William E Litch- | both of Camden.
years old, hss always lived near here and it field, Norfolk; Melbourn P Smith, do.
Georgetown, S C, Oct 16. Ar, sch Manchesset ms like home to him.
ter Haynes, New York.
1>IKD
Jacksonville, Oct 17. Ar, sch Perry Setzer,
Wellington Roberts of Searsport has been at
work in Brooks lately. He was born here, the Bangor.
in neuusi, ucioner 10, airs. jane
huioKN.
Ponce, P R, Oct 17. Ar, bark Kremlin, Philson of the late Jcsiah Rtberts, and a biother
j Achoin of Can.den, aged 75 vears, 6 months
adelphia.
and
2
of Jonathan and Levi ard others. He is a
days.
Oct
17.
sch
Vineyard Haven,
Returned,
COUSINS. In North Penobscot, October 18,
reminder of the time when every other man Adelia T Carleton, New York for Belfast; 18, |
Augusta, widow of the late John Cousins, aged
ar, schs Maude t aimer, Newport News for
you met here was a Roberts or a Cilley.
78
years.
Annie
P
New
York
for
do.
Chase,
Bangor;
Mrs. L. A. Cilley has returned from a visit
Bridgeport, Ct, Oct 19. Ar, sch Charlotte T | Farnham. In West Penobscot, October 12,
Francis
J. Farnham, aged 44 years, 4 months
with friends in Islesboro. She has seemed to Sibley, Bangor, Me.
Bangor, Oct 16. Sld schs Alice Mary Da- and 24 days.
be at the point of death several tildes and has venport, Newport News; Charles E
Howard
In Worcester, Mass., Thursday,
Wyman, j
been practically cut to pieces in surgical oper- Bridgeport; 18, ar, schs Mattie J Alles, Jersey October 16, Miss Elizabeth S. Howard. Born j
in
Me.
Funeral services were held at
Belfast,
Nellie
stmr
FJ
Grant, Boston; 20, ar,
ations, kut for years has got along and retains City;
the Forest Hill Chapel, Saturday, October 18,
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which occurred at her home in North Readng, Mass., after an illness of one week with

toes.

Godding.
Twenty Rice Potato Diggers have been sold
in this vicinity this summer. But this is a
tough time for Potato Diggers.
Mrs. Mittie Gowen, who was called to Maine
by the illness and death of her father, Charles
E. Lane, has returned to her home in Cali-

in the pending gubernatorial election in Massachusetts.
With four candidates in the field
matters seem quite complicated to the onlookers. Which man wins?

Saturday

Kneeland

There have been several cases of mumps in
One of the latest victims is Mrs. Amy

town.

Ow ing to the inclemency of the weather and
terrible travelling Rev. Arthur A. Blair was
unable to drive over from Belfast last Sunday
to conduct his afternoon service at the Universalist church.

Barge Nesquehoning arrived Saturday from
Elizabethport with 1,600 tons of coal to the
Penobscot Coal Co.;
Theodore R. Ginn has secured a position in
Boston,where he will have charge as foreman
of 50 horses during the winter.

H.

A file Godding, our Central Hello Girl, attended the State Maccabees meeting in Bangor last
week.

The LadieB' Aid Society of the Universalist
parish will meet socially this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Herbert Clifford, West Main
street. All are cordially invited to participate
in the sociability.

are

his orchard

-:-

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

G. S. Staples of Pittsfield made a flying visit
to his mother, Mrs. Horace Staples, West Main
street, Oct. 12th, leaving the next day for
home, his duties as station agent demanding
his presence.

winter.

This b the work of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Strength. Power. Reserve.
Sold for 60 years.

her to her rooms in Hopkins* Block, where a
physician and friends did all possible to relieve
her suffering. A very lamentable case, as the
patient lives alone and has only recently recovered from the painful experience of enduring a broken wrist. Sy mpathy is extended
by all acquaintances.

Jeliison for several days.

Hill harvested fifty cabbages
Saturday that weighed from 15 to 23 pounds
each.
Charles F.

iBuildsUp
Arit Ytr Doctor.

Last week Miss Nellie Hichborn, West Main
street, entertained as guests Miss Effie Curtis
of Belfast and Mrs. Celia S. Small of Cape

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lord of Portland were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sweetser last

J.

I

Mr. Julian Webber of Castine was the guest
of his sister, Mrs. Laura Kelley, West Main
street last week, leaving Friday for home.

day on business.
George Lovett has rented

UNITY. •
The community *u nddened to hear at th
death of P. H. Bant of Wnterville, formerl,
of this town. Besides the widow, he leave
four children, two eons and two daughters, t
The funeral waa held, Oc
mourn their loss.
15th at the church in Unity, Rev. J. H. Ainsli
officiating. Interment in Pond cemetery...
Miss Harriet Wren, who has been stopping a
her cottage at Windermere Park, left Oct 17tl
for- Connecticut and a little later will go t
California for the winter... Hr. and Hrs. I
A. Whitehouse returned home from Uaaaachu
setts Sunday, where they were guests o
friends for a few days....Mrs. I. P. Libby wa
in Portland for a few days the past week...
Urs. Joseph Sawyer of Fairfield waa the gues
of her mother, Urs. Lucy Hitchell, over Sun
day....Rev. J. H. Ainslie ia attending thi
Theological Seminary in Bangor, coming homi
Saturday to attend to his services Sunday...,
Hrs. Will Libby has been quite ill, the past
week with tonsilitis....Mrs. Mary Proctor ol
Waterville has been the guest of her sister
Mrs. O. J. Murray, the past week....Mrs. H
L. Truworthy, who had been the guest ol
friends in Boston for two weeks, returned
home Oct. 13th. ...Mrs. Alfred Bradford ol
Auburn has been the guest of her sister, Mrs
C. M. Whitney, tne past wees.... Miss Nellie
Taber, who has been in poor health for some
time past, is very poorly, requiring the services
of a trained nurse.. ..Edwin Carlton has moved
[
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Subscribed and sworn to this 16th
October, A. D. 1913. Before me.
J. s. harriman
tLS-]
Notary Put

s

ij
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$TATE OF MAINE.
iV A LDO St3.
SIifrilme Judicial Court,

in

I

Va>

J

Belfast, October 16, A. I’
Upon the annexed Writ and Libel, 't
iered by me, the undersigned, a Just:laid Court, that notice be given to the Li

j

sy

publishing

an

attest?d copy of the

l

j

sai;

abstract thereof, together with this
ihereon, three weeks successively in I 1
publican Journal, a newspaper printed
fast, in the County of Waldo, the last j
don to be thirty days at least before tl
:erm of said Court, to be holden at
within and for said County, on the first
lay of January next, that he may thin

i

■

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors,
In the District Court of
the District of Maine.
In

the United States for

‘"rd.Bankrupt!"'

fIn

Bankruptcy.

To the Creditors of Carl W. Howard of Searsport, in the County of Waldo and District
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the llth day of
October, A. D. 1913, the said Carl W, Howard
was duly adjudicated Bankrupt; and that the
First Meeting of his Creditors will be held at the
office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank Buildthe 14th day of Noveming, Belfast, Maine, on
ber, A. D. 1913, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
said
Creditors may atthe
time
at which
tend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee,
and
transact such other
examine the Bankrupt,
business as may properly come before said
meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, October 21, 1913.
NORTH ISLESBORO.
Mrs. Helen Ryder left last week for a visit
with friends in Boston-Albert Hall was recently the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Coombs.
....Miss Lena Rose returned recently from a
visit with relatives in Rockland-Bad colds
are prevailing and many of our school children
are kept at home with them... Miss Elsie
Wyman will leave this week for Boston, where
she will spend the winter, and Mrs. Rudolph
Hatch for a short viait with relatives.

j

j

I

:here appear in said Court and answer tl
f he see fit.
WARREN C. PHILBROO
Justice Supreme Judicial C
A true copy of the Writ and Libel an.;
j
)f Court thereon,
3w4J
Attest: CEO. I. KEATING, C

j
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j
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I Wilson's
Haney, Horehound and Tolu
|
1

»

any Cough except Consumption an.!
|
A large bott e
Chronic Bronchial Coughs.
sure

for 25c. and money refunded if it don t stoi
the Cough. For sale only at the

!

CITY DRUG STORE.
NOTICE.

The

appointed

!

subscrU

EXECUTRIX’S
hereby gives notice that stie has be
executrix ot the last will ami

u
b

merit of

LIBBEUS C.

CUMMINGS, late of Prompt el

County of Waldo, deceased. All pt
having demands against the estate of said
ceased are desired to preseLt the same for
tlement, and all indebted thereto are request^
to make payment immediately.
FLORENCE A. CUMMINS
Prospect, October 14, 11*13.
in the

>•

